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SUSSEX POLICE ROCKET 
UP THE STONEWALL TOP 
100 EMPLOYERS’ GUIDE

Sussex Police achieve highest position ever in Stonewall Top 100
Employers Guide, jumping 80 places from 102 in 2015 to 22 in 2016. 
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MI5 topped this year’s list, up from seventh in
2015. In second place was Lloyds Banking Group
(third in 2015), closely followed by the National
Assembly for Wales in third (fourth in 2015).

This year more than 400 organisations took part in
the Index, the highest number in its 12-year history.
Each participant must demonstrate their expertise in
10 distinct areas of employment policy and practice,
including networking groups, career development,
training and community engagement.

Following erratic performances over the last three
years, Brighton & Hove City Council did not enter
the Stonewall Guide this year, choosing instead the
Local Government Equality Index. Political and
budgetary decision.

More than 60,000 staff from across organisations that
entered the Index also took part in an anonymous
survey about their employers’ attitudes towards
workplace culture, diversity and inclusion, making it
one of the largest national employment surveys in
Britain.

RESPONSES TO THIS SURVEY REVEAL:
• Only 27% of lesbian, gay and bi people feel 
comfortable disclosing their sexual orientation to 
all colleagues and customers. Figures were lower 
for lesbians (23%) than gay men (33%), and 
considerably lower for bi individuals (12%).

• People who are ‘out’ as LGB at work experience 
better job satisfaction and have a higher sense of 
achievement, according to 67% of lesbian, gay and
bi people.

• We need to see more visible LGBT role models. 
Just 11% of respondents believe there are bi role 
models at work; 19% see trans role models, 42% 
see lesbian role models and 53% see gay role 
models. 

• Senior leaders are showing more commitment to 
lesbian, gay and bi equality now (63%) than in the 
previous year (53%).

• Just 42% of trans respondents said that senior 
leaders demonstrate a visible commitment to trans 
equality at work. 

Organisations from the legal and housing sectors
dominate the Top 10 on the Index, and across the Top
100, local government, education and health and
social care are the most featured sectors. Outside of
London, Wales and the East Midlands have the most
organisations featured in this year’s Index (12 and
nine respectively).

Andrew Parker, Director-General of MI5, said:
“Diversity is vital for MI5, not just because it’s right

that we represent the communities we serve, but
because we rely on the skills of the most talented
people whoever they are, and wherever they may be.
This accolade from Stonewall is a great
acknowledgment of the continued progress we have
made over recent years in ensuring we draw on the
widest possible pool of talent in our vital work.”

Ruth Hunt, Stonewall Chief Executive, added: “MI5
have made fantastic strides in creating an inclusive
workplace, and have now appeared on the Stonewall
Top 100 Employers list since 2012. This is an
amazing achievement and demonstrates just how
seriously diversity and inclusion is taken. I’d also like
to thank all of those organisations that took part in
Stonewall’s 2016 Workplace Equality Index, and
congratulate our Top 100 and award winners. We’re
thrilled to see such a commitment to lesbian, gay, bi
and trans colleagues, but we also know that there is
still lots to do.

“Those organisations that are ‘getting it right’ are not
only improving the lives of lesbian, gay, bi and trans
staff, stakeholders, clients and customers, but are also
reaping business benefits. We know that people
perform better when they can be themselves, and it’s
been proven that diversity among staff leads to a
more productive, positive and creative workplace
environment.

“Stonewall looks forward to working with all of those
organisations and others in the year ahead, to work
towards a world where all lesbian, gay, bi and trans
staff feel equal at work and are accepted without
exception.”

For the first time in 2016, the Index asked questions
specifically about policies related to trans people, as
the first step towards organisations being marked and
measured on their commitment to trans equality in
the workplace in future years.

Information gathered from these questions will
produce resources which will be released during
2016 to reflect best practice, allowing organisational
change to be monitored via the 2017 Index.
Organisations will be formally marked on their trans
policies from 2018.

To read the full results of Stonewall’s 2016 Top
100 Employers list, view: www.stonewall.org.uk

) The Gay Police Association Sussex (GPA-
S), the Sussex Police LGB support network, has also
been recognised as a 'Highly Commended Network
Group' within the index.

Chief Constable Giles York, the Sussex Police lead
for equality and diversity, said: “This is brilliant news.
It is vital that Sussex Police has a positive, inclusive
working environment. I hope this result encourages
even more LGBT people to consider working with us,
so we can continue to better reflect the communities
we serve, as well as increasing trust and confidence
to encourage more reporting of crimes that affect the

LGBT community. Over the past year we have
strengthened our diversity and equality initiatives;
developing our Proud Allies scheme, as well as
growing our staff support group, the GPA-S.”

Jane Carter, Chair of GPA-S, added: “The inclusion
of Sussex Police in the Stonewall top 100, at an
unprecedented number 22, as well as GPA-S being
recognised as a highly commended network group, is
a significant achievement for the organisation. Both
the inclusion and the high placement speak volumes
about the efforts and initiatives that have taken place
to promote and cement inclusion in the workforce.
GPA-S is proud to continue to support this work and
assist in any way possible to further encourage and
reinforce the values promoted by Sussex Police.”

The Stonewall Top 100 Employers list, created by
LGBT equality charity Stonewall, is compiled from
submissions to the Workplace Equality Index, a
benchmarking tool used by employers to assess their
achievements and progress on LGBT equality in the
workplace.
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PRIDE’S CAMPAIGNING THEME 
FOR 2016 IS ‘UNITING NATIONS’
) Following an exceptional and record-breaking year in 2015, Brighton Pride
in 2016 will be held from Friday, August 5-Sunday, August 7. Pride's
campaigning theme in 2016 will be Uniting Nations, reflecting Brighton Pride's
ongoing commitment to campaigning for global LGBT+ rights. 2015 was a
record year for fundraising with £100,000 raised for community good causes
and 200,000 people enjoying the biggest community parade to date.

Paul Kemp, Pride Director, said: “Pride has evolved over the
years with more communities coming together to celebrate
every aspect of our city, regardless of sexuality, race, gender,
age or ability. It’s important not to go back to themes that
trivialise the important message behind the Pride Celebration
and to highlight the lives and struggles of LGBT+ people
across the world as we strive for equality for all.

“Carnival of Diversity remains as the main Parade theme, with Uniting Nations
being the 2016 campaigning theme reflecting the wonderful diversity of global
communities with all the colour and vibrancy of Carnival. It is a chance to
celebrate the uniqueness of Brighton & Hove and the diversity and inclusivity of
Pride in our City”

2016 Carnival of Diversity: Uniting Nations will bring locals and visitors
together for a Pride with purpose to celebrate, connect, campaign and fundraise
together in spectacular style. Pride in Brighton & Hove 2016: Uniting nations,
uniting communities and uniting each other in a spectacular and unique Carnival
of Diversity. Pride Festival early bird tickets costing £12.50 have sold out
online, but are still available to local residents until the end of February at the
following venues in the Gay Village in St James Street: Prowler, Legends,
Sussex Beacon Shop and Nice ‘N’ Naughty. Grab yourself a bargain while
they last. To book Pride Festival tickets, view: www.brighton-pride.org/tickets/

LGBT COMMUNITY SAFETY 
FORUM PUBLIC MEETING
) The Brighton & Hove LGBT Community Safety Forum is an elected
volunteer led organisation whose role it is to hold the statutory authorities to
account on safety issues affecting the LGBT communities in Brighton & Hove.

At their next public meeting at the Queens Hotel at 7pm on Wednesday
February 10 they will be discussing LGBT homelessness, policing, LGBT hate
crime and licencing in the city. There will be representatives from Sussex
Police, Brighton & Hove Housing Team and the Fairness Commission on
hand to answer any questions. 

Billie Lewis Chair of the Forum, said:“These public meetings
give LGBT people an opportunity to ask questions of both the
police and council. If you are not confident and would like me to
read out your question, please hand it to me at the start of the
meeting or email it to: info@lgbt-safety-forum-brighton.com
and I will read it out.”

For more information about the forum, view: www.lgbt-help.com
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LGBT HISTORY MONTH 
Brighton Libraries events to mark LGBT History Month in February

JAMES WHARTON – OUT IN THE ARMY
) Seeking escape from the quiet countryside of North
Wales, the young James Wharton joined the British
Army with adventure on his mind - and he found it. At
basic training, boozing and brawling accompany the
daily trials of army life; but all the while James faces a
battle of his own: he is gay and finding the courage to
tell not only his family and friends but his fellow
soldiers will be the biggest challenge of all. Searingly
honest, James charts his journey from punch bag to
poster boy, along the way describing the troubles and
trials of coming to terms with his sexuality. This is
James's life ‘out’ in the army.

James left the army in 2013 after a decade's
service and now works in magazine
publishing; he was last year awarded the
Freedom of the City of London in recognition
of his campaigning work within the gay
community and frequently visits schools
across the country to discuss homophobia
and the negative stereotyping of gay people.
He lives in London.

James Wharton – Out in the Army is at Hove Library, 182-186 Church
Road, Hove, BN3 2EG on Thursday, February 11 at 6.30–7.30pm. Tickets
£3 including a glass on wine, available from any Brighton & Hove Library. 

LGBT FAMILY DAY HOSTED BY RAINBOW FAMILIES
) Rainbow Families are hosting an LGBT Family Day at Jubilee Library
Children’s Area on Saturday, February 20. Take the kids along to celebrate
LGBT History Month. There’ll be lots going on: face-painting, badge-making,
story-time, singing, crafts and there’s a play area for under 5s too! There will be
the opportunity to find out about fostering and adoption and to learn more about
Rainbow Families and the many events they host throughout the year.

As part of the day, Rainbow Families will be launching their oral history project
that will run through 2016 documenting and celebrating LGBT family life. On the
day they will be collecting stories and filming a documentary about the history of
Rainbow Families and LGBT parenting - so if you‘ve been involved with them in
the past, are a current member or want to get involved, it’s a great chance to meet
others and find out the different ways to share your stories as part of this unique
and exciting project.

For more details, email: kathryn@rainbowfamilies.org.uk

LGBT Family Day hosted by Rainbow Families is at Jubilee Library
Children’s Area, Jubilee Street, Brighton on Saturday, February 20
from 10am-2pm. Entry is free, just turn up.

SUNDAY FILMS AT JUBILEE LIBRARY
) During LGBT History Month there will be a screening of a film with an LGBT
theme at Jubilee Library every Sunday at 1.30pm For details of films to be
screened, check at the library. Entry is free, no need to book.
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protégé; Nico, a 21-year-old NEET
young man; and Joyce, a 75-year-
old feminist IT tutor. Eve will also be
working live in the foyer at Jubilee
Library on Saturdays throughout
February.

Eve Shepherd’s White Exhibition is
in the Jubilee Library Foyer, Jubilee
Street, Brighton from February 2-
28. Open seven days a week from
10am (11am Sunday), with later
opening (until 7pm) on Mondays,
Tuesdays and Thursdays.

who identifies as LGBT and wants to
write.

LGBT Creative Writing Workshop:
Beyond Belief is at Worthing
Library, Richmond Road, Worthing
on Tuesdays, February 9 and 16 at
7pm. Limited numbers of free tickets
are available from Worthing Library.
Call 01903 704809 for more info. 

CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOP WITH 
AL BROOKES AT WORTHING LIBRARY 
) Al Brookes, author of The Gift
of Looking Closely, will be
presenting two friendly, safe,
supportive workshops at Worthing
Library during LGBT History
Month. The workshops will explore
ideas around belief, and discover
new ways to imagine and express
ourselves. 

Al Brookes says: "As LGBT people,
we know only too well how the
beliefs of others - and our own
internalised beliefs - can impact our
lives."

There will be an opportunity for
participants to share what they write
at a public reading in the library on
Saturday, February 20. The
workshops are suitable for anyone

part of a dying breed of sculptors
who, with a fluidity of skill and
inspired intuition, appears to almost
effortlessly create powerful work
that not only inspires the audience
to think but also strikes a chord with
something deep within.

Eve Shepherd in Conversation is at
the Jubilee Library Conference
Room 1, Jubilee Library, Jubilee
Street, Brighton on Saturday,
February 13 from 2-3pm. Book a
free ticket at: www.eventbrite.co.uk

EVE SHEPHERD IN CONVERSATION

) Eve Shepherd will be talking
about her work and that of other
female sculptors and the role of
women in the profession. After 23
years working as a sculptor, Eve is

EVE SHEPHERD ‘WHITE’ EXHIBITION
AT JUBILEE LIBRARY
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) Eve Shepherd, the queer,
internationally acclaimed and
award-winning figurative sculptor’s
White exhibition at Jubilee Library
during February is a retrospective
of work created over a period of 15
years. Eve’s classically styled
contemporary sculptures have
received much public recognition in
exhibitions across the globe. Using
a series of sophisticated portraits,
her work challenges social prejudice
around LGBT issues, age, birth,
death, disability, mental health, faith,
spirituality and body image.

White brings together a range of
life-like sculptures in one place for
the very first time and includes
portraits of Prof Stephen Hawking;
Camille Claudel, Rodin’s lover and
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KREEPY KEMPTOWN 
GHOST WALKS RETURN
) Kreepy Kemptown Ghost Walks return for a fifth
season of scary stories and eerie locations on Saturday,
February 13. Described recently as "The best value for
money of all the tours in the city", the Ghost Walk starts at
7.30pm every Saturday night from The Marine Tavern in

Broad Street, Kemptown and are conducted by former actor, Adrian J Andrews.
Adrian opens the box office in the bar at 7pm and is available to answer any
questions or sell you a selection of spooky gifts at pocket-money prices.

Until he started the tours, Kemp Town's haunted history was somewhat neglected. If
anyone wanted an evening of chilled spines they would have to turn to Brighton's
most famous tour, Ghost Walk of the Lanes. But Brighton's East End has an
equally macabre past resulting in many sudden deaths, which according to Adrian
is how ghosts are created. He says: "Some don't realise they are dead, some have
lived a rather dubious life and are afraid of what awaits them on ‘the other side’
some choose not to cross and some don't know what to do next as they are
completely unprepared,"

Since he began the tours in February 2012, Adrian has gone
from being an actor creating work for himself to a fully-fledged
Paranormal Investigator. Not a day now passes without him
studying the subject and after producing a tribute to Antix
Productions' popular Most Haunted in Worthing three years
ago, he and his team were offered a their own TV show. “It was
originally branded The Unrested and I had already done a

couple of location shoots when it was put on hold. I’m told by the production
company behind it that we’ll resume this year with a new title to the show."

Adrian recently staged another tribute to this iconic show at the Marine Tavern in
Kemptown: "It was an amazing night. We had a small group of people who’d never
experienced either investigations of this kind or séances who came along neither
believing nor disbelieving. Lee Cockshott the 'Guvnor' gave us complete access to
all areas of the building and we found entities that weren’t documented previously.
Half way through the night one of our group was twice attacked in front of the whole
group by a man from the 1920s. I stepped in and challenged it to attack ME, but of
course the guy is as much a coward in death as he was in life and prefers to
victimise women. Sceptical opinions were certainly swayed by the end of the night.”

Adrian also hosts a web series which explains aspects of the Paranormal in easy to
follow steps, Dead But Not Forgotten, and he was the first Ghost Hunter in many
years to investigate the Royal York Hotel on Old Steine, just before it opened as a
youth hostel in 2015. He is now working on enhancing his Clairsentient abilities,
hopes to train as a Medium and regularly answers enquiries about all things ghostly
via his Kreepy Kemptown Ghost Walks Facebook page. Adrian includes some of his
own experiences of Kemp Town's dead residents on the tour, so be prepared for the
hairs on the back of your neck to stand on end long into your Saturday night!

ALEX & RICHARD BID FAREWELL
) Alex Matthews and Richard Dene-Morel were joined by friends on their final
night in charge of the A-Bar on December 23, 2015. Richard is now cooking in
the kitchen at Legends while Alex is seeking ventures new.

LILLETTES REFORM FOR CHARITY
)Popular drag duo from Manchester
in the 1990s, The Lilletts are
reforming for a charity show in
Brighton.

Who exactly is this Dolly Tub, I hear
you ask? Most of you will know him
as Philip, the manager of Nice ‘n’
Naughty on St James Street, where he
has been behind the counter for nearly
five years, only letting Dolly escape
during Pride weekends.

Philip explains why now the Lilletts are
performing: “I have been thinking about
letting Dolly loose on the Brighton
public for some time, and having
chatted with my drag partner a few
months ago, we decided to reform and
have a night of fun. The last time we
performed together was for a charity
night in Manchester, organised by the
Nice ‘n’ Naughty team up north, so it’s
great to have the support of Nice ‘n’
Naughty for this one too, and giving
support to a local charity in the
process”

The show, which lasts about one hour,
consists of some classic drag divas
and promises to be great fun. If you
saw the Lillettes when they were
regulars at The Hollywood Showbar
and Via in Manchester, you know that
you will be experiencing old school

drag, with Lip Syncing at its best!

Philip explains: “We both love
performing, and for us it is all about
making the audience smile, and having a
little giggle at ourselves in the process!
During the show, we will be having a
raffle to raise more funds and as it’s my
birthday, a few drinks afterwards.”

The charity that the girls have chosen is
the locally based Martlets Hospice,
which plays a vital role in helping
people to live life as fully as they can,
right up until the end. Through expert
clinical care provided by highly skilled
and experienced doctors and nurses,
they ensure that wherever possible
peace, respect and dignity is retained –
it is a very simple and very human
ethos.

The Lillettes will be at Latest Music
Bar, Manchester Street on February
18. Doors open at 8pm, show starts at
8.30pm, with all proceeds from
donations on the door and raffle going
to the Martlets charity. 

) Celebrate the day of LURVE on
February 14 with a festival of darkness
in the company of a bear! Brighton
Bear Weekend, in cahoots with those
naughty boys at Subline, are holding a
Black Valentine Party on February
14 at Subline on St James’s Street to
raise money for local good causes.

Dress in black (leather and rubber are
encouraged) and join the men for a
steamy afternoon 'tea dance' soundtrack
by DJ Screwpulous. Door charge £3 in
black, £5 otherwise. All proceeds
donated to the Rainbow Fund.
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NEW MD FOR LOCAL RADIO STATION
) Juice 107.2, Brighton & Hove’s local radio station, has appointed Dave
Alsybury as its new Managing Director. Dave has worked in local and regional
radio in both Ireland and the UK and will be taking up his post imminently. 

He said: “This is a dream job for me and to be able to work with a super team of
people in an amazing place like Brighton is what made this opportunity so special.
I can’t wait to get started. For me, this is a chance to help the station become even
more successful than it already is, play a real and meaningful part in all that goes
on in Brighton & Hove and really reflect and represent the vibrancy and variety of
one of the most amazing places in the UK.” 

Daniel Nathan, Station Chairman, said: “Dave impresses as a natural leader.
He’s passionate about radio and is a digital entrepreneur with creative flair and the
commercial ambition to make Juice 107.2 Brighton’s leading media house.”

BUMPER FUNDRAISING YEAR 
FOR BEAR PATROL IN 2015
) 2015 was a bumper fundraising year for Bear-Patrol, the LGBT social group,
with lots of gatherings, awards and fundraising events raising a staggering
£40,351.36. This brings the grand total raised by Bear-Patrol to an amazing
£129,198.62 since their first fundraising event in January 2011.

Organisations to benefit from the
fundraising in 2015 included:
• The Sussex Beacon - £33,175.04
• The Rainbow Fund - Brighton &
Hove - £3,601.60
• Canine Partners - £3,574.72

Danny Dwyer, Bear-Patrol organiser, said: “I would like to thank everyone who
contributed by making a donation, donating a raffle prize or giving their time to
help raise this fantastic amount of money. Let’s make 2016 just as successful.”

For more information about Bear-Patrol check out their Facebook page.

LIBRARY SERVICE REVIEW: HAVE YOUR SAY
) Brighton & Hove City Council will
be getting less funding from central
government over the next few years and
have to consider how to make savings
while still providing statutory services
like libraries. The council has carried
out a detailed review of library services
and there are a number of key proposals
based on the findings that include:

• Providing access to libraries for seven 
days a week across the city with a mix 
of staffed and unstaffed days.

• Reducing the size of Westdene 
Library to provide extra classroom 
space for the school.

• Moving Hollingbury Library to 
combine with the Hollingbury and 
Patcham Children’s Centre

• Moving Hove Library to the Hove 
Museum site to create a new 
Community Cultural Centre for Hove

• Increase the use of volunteers

To fill in the questionnaire, share your
views and have your say, view:
www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/library-
services-survey
The consultation deadline is February
16.

You can also attend a public meeting to
find out about and give your views on
the proposals:
• Thursday, February 4 at 
Westdene Library, 6-7.30pm

• Tuesday, February 9 at 
Hollingbury Library, 6-7.30pm

121212

backgrounds and not only do we offer
expert training and support, there are
plenty of social activities too.”

Jo, a teacher who started volunteering
at the Hove branch three years ago,
says: “Finding out about volunteering
with Samaritans is one of the best
things I’ve done. You’re all part of a
team and the training is thorough and
really interesting. You’re never on your
own – we all have a mentor and
receive on-going training too. For me,
it’s also been an opportunity for
personal development - you discover
things about yourself as well as gaining
new skills. And being there just to
listen to people who feel they have no
one else to turn to is such an
important thing to do. I feel I get just
as much out of my volunteering with
Samaritans as I put in.”

You don’t have to be suicidal to call
Samaritans. Whatever you’re going
through, you can call for free any time,
from any phone, on 116 123 (this
number will not appear on your bill),
or 01273 772277 (local call charges
apply).

View Samaritans’ website to find your
nearest branch: www.samaritans.org

) Every 90 minutes, someone in the
UK or Ireland dies by suicide, but you
don’t have to feel suicidal to call, email
or text the Samaritans. For anyone
who needs to talk in confidence about
whatever’s getting to them, Samaritans
answer the phone 24 hours every day.

Samaritans’ 21,000 volunteers respond
to more than 5.3 million calls for help
every year and in 2016 the charity is
expecting to reach out to more LGBT
people than ever before.

Daniel Cheesman, Branch Director,
says: “A new year is a great time to
reflect on what you can give, and
there’s no better way to do that than to
volunteer. At Samaritans we have a
range of roles to suit people with
different skills, from becoming a
listening volunteer, helping with admin,
fundraising or our IT. If you’re interested
in volunteering in the community and at
events, we have exciting roles too. Our
volunteers are people from all ages and

BECOME A SAMARITANS
HELPLINE VOLUNTEER
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At A Crossroad? 
(or on such a long, endless road 

that you wish there was a crossroad?)
Life Coaching could help you in setting, and realising

goals, whether they relate to relationships, health, career, 
business or emotional challenges.

I work with people (and businesses) of all ages, genders, and
sexualities, and have been involved in the LGBT community in
Brighton for nearly 40 years. I have a special interest  in the

challenges experienced by LGBT baby boomers.

If you'd like to make that first step to making changes, 
I offer a free, hour long introductory session.

Dr Christopher Gull
TEXT: 07530636636

EMAIL: christopher@gaylifecoachbrighton.com
WEBSITE: GayLifeCoachBrighton.com



GAY CHRISTIANS
DEMAND 'ACTION NOT
WORDS' FROM WELBY

) The Lesbian and Gay Christian
Movement (LGCM) gave a cautious
welcome to Archbishop Justin
Welby’s apology to LGBT people last
month. This followed his decision to
punish the Episcopal Church in the
United States for supporting same-sex

marriage. In defending the decision of the Church, the Archbishop of Canterbury
apologised for the "hurt and pain" the Church has, and is, inflicting on lesbian, gay,
bi-sexual and transgender (LGBT) people. However, LGCM warned that unless his
words are matched by action, his credibility and integrity will be further diminished.

Tracey Byrne, of the LGCM, said: "We’ve been
campaigning for 40 years, and we’ve become all too
used to empty words from our leadership. If Justin
Welby’s apology is a sincere one then he needs to realise
that he’ll be returning to his desk with a significant
amount of work to do".

She pointed out the challenges facing him and the
Church if it continues to maintain that LGBT people
should not be harmed or criminalised, but that their
committed relationships still fell short of marriages. Likewise, demanding celibacy
of gay people wanting to exercise ministry, whilst permitting straight people to be
married, was she said simply untenable without condemning LGBT people to an
ongoing sense of being ‘second rate and unworthy, both to the Church, and to God.
"What kind of church censures those who would endorse loving committed
relationships between two people, yet fails to address those amongst its members
who support the criminalisation of homosexuality? Which gospel are these people
reading?"

She continued: "It would be great to think this apology marks a real change of
position by Welby, but as Christians we believe that any expression of sorrow, any
sincere apology, demands a commitment to stop doing damaging things. He and his
fellow primates need to take a long hard look at how their words and actions
contribute to the very pain they say saddens them. We don’t see any sign of that just
yet. If this is a sincere apology by Welby then he needs to start talking to LGBT
people about how to right those wrongs, and make sure they don’t happen again,
anywhere in the world.

"There are plenty of LGBT people out there willing to help him move forward. A good
start would be to enable those in leadership positions to speak freely on the issue,
something which appears to be increasingly difficult for them to do. LGBT people
are feeling abandoned, angry and hurt right now; Welby is at a critical point where
he can choose to make things better, or choose to make things very much worse."

However, the Pink Triangle Trust (PTT) were much less charitable about the
Archbishop’s decision to punish the US church, roundly condemning it.

George Broadhead, PTT Secretary, said: "In taking this
decision the Anglican Communion and its ineffective
leader Justin Welby have clearly caved in to the
demands of its evangelicals and the ultra homophobic
Anglican Churches in Africa, notably those in Nigeria
and Uganda, which have given their full support to the
draconian anti-gay legislation enacted in those
countries. The decision is a serious set back to LGBT
Christians’ struggle to prevail on the Church to accept
their sexual relationships and support their rights.”

The Church of England is currently in a process of facilitated conversations over
sexuality, which is due to conclude in July.

GAY MAN ELECTED NEW CHAIR 
OF LOCAL DISTRICT LABOUR PARTY

time developing plans to campaign and
confront the cuts the Conservative
Government is imposing on the city. The
meeting resolved that the spending cuts
to local government were, “politically
motivated and not economically
necessary”. Following the meeting,
Lloyd said: “It was clear that the vast
majority of members are united to take
the campaign against Tory cuts into our
local communities whilst recognising the
hard work our councillors are doing in
developing our city after years of neglect
by other parties.”

Warren Morgan,
Leader of Brighton &
Hove Council, added:
“I’m delighted that
members are
supporting our

councillors and our ambitious plan for
house building which will ensure 500
council houses and up to 2,000 new
homes available at social rates, being
truly affordable with rents no higher than
40% of income for those on minimum
wage”.

The Labour Party in Brighton, Hove and
District meets monthly at all member
meetings where local wards, affiliated
organisations and individual members
put forward proposals for the party and
discuss pressing issues with their
elected representatives.

The next meeting will take place on the
evening of February 10 for discussions
with potential Labour candidates for the
Sussex Police Crime Commissioner
elections to be held later this year

) Lloyd Russell-Moyle, a member
of LGBT Labour, was overwhelming
elected as Labour's new District Chair
at a meeting at City College last
month, attended by more than 250
people. He replaces Nancy Platts,
Labour's candidate for Kemptown &
Peacehaven at the last general election,
who has been appointed as the Labour
Party’s Trade Union Liaison officer in
Westminster.

Lloyd was born in Brighton and grew up
in Lewes, where he attended the local
primary school, comprehensive
secondary and the FE college Sussex
Downs. He worked nights at Tesco, the
Rainbow Pub in Lewes (next to the law
courts) and then East Sussex County
Council before taking on work outside
of the area. In 2014 he stood for
council in Lewes and then in 2015 for
Parliament, doubling Labour's vote in
the Lewes constituency. Lloyd currently
lives in Brighton Kemptown and works
in advocacy on youth and sustainable
development.

Labour members at the meeting heard
from local councillors and endorsed
their ambitious plan for over 1,500 new
homes in the city. Party members
agreed to support councillors in the
Labour administration who are setting a
balanced budget whilst at the same
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) Adam Brooks and his team at the Bedford Tavern have raised another
£1,003.47 for the Rainbow Fund. £533.12 was raised at the Bedford Star
awards and £470.35 at the Bedford's Blitz weekend, bringing the total raised
by the little pub with the big heart for the Rainbow Fund last year to £1,763.53.
The Rainbow Fund give grants to LGBT/HIV organisations providing effective
front line services to the LGBT communities in Brighton & Hove.

THE BEDFORD RAISE £1,763.53 
FOR RAINBOW FUND IN 2015
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BRIGHTON BEAR WEEKEND
TEAM UP WITH SEA SERPENTS
) Brighton’s first gay rugby team, the Sea Serpents, will be at events during
Brighton Bear Weekend which is from June 16-19. You will have the chance to
meet the players and be photographed with them at the welcome night for the Bears
on Friday, June 17. The Sea Serpents will play a demonstration game at the Bears’
Picnic in Dorset Gardens on the afternoon of Saturday 18, when you might
even be able to bid for breakfast with one the hunks! All money raised from these
events will be donated to the Rainbow Fund, who make grants to local LGBT/HIV
organisations who provide effective front line services to the LGBT communities in
Brighton & Hove.

Graham Munday, Brighton Bear Weekend Chair, said: “This is
the perfect match for Brighton Bear Weekend. Rugby is such a
great game because it doesn't matter what size or shape you are
there is a position on the team for you. I watched the players in
practice and was impressed by how quickly this new team have
gelled together. It is a great way to get fit and does not matter if
you are a beginner or experienced. It's a chance to meet new

men, in a non-scene environment that is friendly and supportive. I am really looking
forward to working with these great guys and cheering them on at their first games..”

Brighton & Hove Sea Serpents RFC is a new inclusive Rugby Club who are
aiming to provide rugby for a primarily gay and bisexual group of men. They train at
Hove RFC on Thursday nights and Saturday mornings and are open to everyone
whether they have played rugby before or are completely new to the sport. They are
in the process of affiliating to the Sussex RFU and hope to play league matches
from September 2016. In the meantime they will play friendly matches against
other inclusive clubs, including the 20-year-old King’s Cross Steelers and the
newer Wessex Wyverns, and this month are also planning to attend the Hadrian’s
Cup held in Newcastle.

View the Sea Serpents’ Facebook page: Brighton & Hove
Sea Serpents RFC or email Byron, the Club Captain:
bandhseaserpents@hotmail.com

For more info about Brighton Bear Weekend, view:
http://brightonbearweekend.com

LOOKING FOR THAT 
NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTION?

) Want to swim better, faster and
get fit? You need look no further! Out
to Swim, an LGBT swimming
club based in Brighton, provides three
training sessions a week for
swimmers participating in Masters
Swim Meets, Triathlons and Sea
Swims who want to improve their
technique and fitness.

Coaching is provided by a qualified
instructor at all three sessions, which
are held at Prince Regent Pool,
(Mondays and Wednesdays from
8.30–9.30pm) and Saturdays at
Roedean School from 5–6pm).
Your first session is free and after
that it's just £6 a session, which
includes entry to the pool (just

mention to whoever is on the desk that
you are swimming with Out to
Swim and they will let you through)
and the workout/coached session.

On your fourth session you will be
asked to register as a member of the
club and pay a one-off payment of
£11 for the basic level of ASA
insurance cover (Category 1) to last
till December 31.

The club also organises social events
throughout the year and provides a
great opportunity for local people and
those new to the area to pursue their
sport and make new friends.

For more information view:
www.outtoswim.org/brighton/

intermediate, rusty and beginner
players who play every Wednesday
at 8.30pm. Dust off that old tennis,
squash or badminton racket or try a
new sport and make new friends.

For more info on tennis and other
LGBT sports, view: www.blagss.org

BLAGSS: TENNIS VIRGINS’
WINTER TOURNAMENT

) Fourteen players entered the first
Winter Tennis Tournament held at
Preston Park Tennis Club and
organised by the Brighton Lesbian &
Gay Sports Society (BLAGSS). The
winners were joint first: John and Phil,
with Rob second and Donna third.
Tennis Virgins are a group of

trainers or better still indoor football
shoes. There are no changing facilties,
many change pitch side or come in
their kit and there’s no water vending
machine so arrive prepared. 

For more information, view:
www.blagss.org/football/ or check
out the BLAGSS Facebook group

BLAGSS: FOOTBALL 
) BLAGSS Football Team play
indoor football at Brighton College
every Thursday with two back-to-back
sessions: 6-7pm for PROS (pretty
physical and competitive) and 7-8pm
for VIRGINS (gentler, but still with a
competitive edge). Both sessions are
mixed by gender. If you’re unsure of
your ability go to the virgins session
first, which is £3 a session or £5 for
both. Arrive 15 minutes before start
time to get changed and be ready to
start promptly, The entrance is at the
main college gates opposite College
Road in Kemptown and security will
direct you when you arrive. Wear
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NEW CEO FOR THT
) Terrence Higgins Trust (THT) has appointed Ian Green as the charity’s new
Chief Executive. Ian has more than 25 years experience of high profile leadership
roles in the voluntary, health, local government, housing, and social care sectors,
in both executive and non-executive roles. Involved in the YMCA for over 25
years, including as Chief Executive of YMCA England, he is currently on the
executive staff team of the World Alliance of YMCAs located in Geneva.

Ian said: “I am really excited to be joining THT. I
have long admired the wonderful work of the
charity, and I am honoured to accept the post of
Chief Executive. I look forward to working
collaboratively with staff and volunteers, the Board
of Trustees, and all external partners, to continue to
deliver innovative HIV and sexual health services
across England, Scotland and Wales, in what are
undoubtedly challenging times, with cuts to health
and social care budgets.”

During the last 20 years Ian held a number of public office positions in the London
Borough of Ealing as an elected member of the Council, including Cabinet
Member for Adult Social Services & Housing, and as Mayor. He has also held a
number of non-executive roles in the NHS. He was Chair of Ealing Hospital NHS
Trust for five years and is currently a member of the Board of West Hampshire
Clinical Commissioning Group - the body responsible for commissioning health
services for a population of over 500,000 - where he Chairs the Clinical
Governance Committee.

Robert Glick, Chair of the Board of Trustees, THT, said: “On behalf of the entire
Board, I would like to congratulate Ian on his appointment, and we look forward to
his tenure beginning this coming March. Ian has a track record of strong
leadership, and we are confident that he will ensure THT continues as the UK’s
leading HIV and sexual health charity.

“We would also like to take this opportunity to thank Jackie Morton for her
tremendous work as interim CEO of THT. Jackie’s guidance and commitment, and
the support she has shown to all staff and volunteers, has positioned to charity well
for the next stage in its development.”

Ian will take up his post on March 1, 2016.

LOCAL AUTHOR TO TAKE NEW 
HIV HAPPY WORKSHOPS ON TOUR

) Paul Thorn, author and presenter of Radio Reverb’s
HIV Happy Hour, is to tour his new HIV workshop
around the UK with the aim to expand on of some of the
ideas presented in his widely acclaimed book, HIV
Happy. Paul said: “This seems to be the next logical step
in what is becoming a bit of a project for me personally. It
is possible to live a happy, fulfilling and productive life
with HIV if people take responsibility and choose to. I’m
doing whatever it takes to get the message out there that

people with HIV can take control of today, tomorrow and of their future.

"This workshop will show people how they can do just
that and explore in more depth the concepts originally
presented in my book. It will challenge the negative
thinking that some living with the virus commonly have
about themselves and that often holds them back from
reaching their own potential.”

The Explaining HIV Happy workshop will be delivered
in a variety of locations across the country.

If you are living with HIV and would like to participate, or
an organisation who would like to host a workshop,
register your interest at www.hivhappy.co.uk

) Central North West London
(CNWL) NHS Foundation Trust last
month added their voice to calls for
a once-a-day drug, taken to prevent
HIV infection, be offered on the
NHS. Truvada, is pre-exposure
prophylaxis medication (PrEP)
which prevents new infections by
killing the virus before it has a
chance to take hold in the body.

Dr Mags Portman,
CNWL Sexual
Health and HIV
Consultant, said:
"Staff at CNWL
have been

advocating for PrEP since the
PROUD study results were
published. This UK study recruited
HIV negative men, including gay
men and men who have sex with
men, as well as transgender
women, who had sex without
condoms in the preceding three
months. It showed that taking
Truvada reduced the risk of
becoming infected with HIV by 86%.
It's great to see a further study
published in the Lancet showing

that PrEP, along with expansion of
other HIV prevention strategies,
could have a significant impact
upon new HIV infections in men
who have sex with men."

Dr Laura Waters,
CNWL HIV
Consultant,
added: "It is really
exciting to have
further evidence on

how PrEP can be an important
addition to current HIV prevention
strategies.”

PrEP is not currently available on
the NHS, however NHS England will
make a decision about whether to
fund Truvada for use as PrEP in
June 2016.

Dr Portman continued: “Meantime,
we’re aware that people at risk of
HIV are accessing PrEP in different
ways, including obtaining generic
(non-brand) versions cheaply
online. We cannot fully endorse this,
because drugs bought online may
not have gone through the same
safety processes as generic drugs
used for other conditions on the
NHS but at Mortimer Market our HIV
clinic in Central London we believe
that we have a responsibility
towards people who are buying
PrEP online, to keep them as safe
as possible and are happy to see
people who need PrEP monitoring.”

guests, accompanied on keyboard
by John Mills. As the alcohol
flowed, wallets loosened and £600
was relatively easily and quickly
raised. Dolph matched the amount
his guests donated, making a grand
total of £1,200 raised for the
Sussex Beacon and a great night
was had by all... well, for those who
could remember it! Maisie Trollette
said: “What a fabulous way to
fundraise.”

) It may have been Boxing Day in
Dolph Zahid's household on Hove
seafront, but the spirit of Christmas
Day giving continued. Dolph invited
a number of friends to attend an
evening party on Boxing Day at his
home, and requested that each
guest bring one or two items that
could be raffled to raise funds for
the Sussex Beacon. Dolph
promised whatever was raised, he
would personally match!

Two limited edition champagnes and
entry for four to the Adonis Cabaret
show were also up for auction.
Maisie Trollette, hurrying between
two shows, and the irrepressible
voice of a thousand fags, Davina
Sparkle, as himself, gave up their
time to entertain the assembled

DOLPH AND FRIENDS RAISE 
£1,200 FOR SUSSEX BEACON
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OFFER PREP ON THE NHS
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REPORT PROVIDES FURTHER
EVIDENCE OF PREP EFFECTIVENESS
) A new Public Health England Study further proves efficacy of PrEP among
men who have sex with men (MSM). Results of new modelling research,

published in The Lancet HIV journal, show
that offering PrEP with regular HIV testing, and
early treatment to just a quarter of MSM at
high risk of contracting HIV, could prevent
around 7,400 new HIV infections (44% of total
incidence) in the UK before 2020.

Researchers estimate that even when targeted only at high-risk men, PrEP was
more effective than all other individual measures aimed at the entire UK MSM
population, preventing 59% of new infections. However, they predict that the
greatest number of infections would be prevented by a ‘practical combined
prevention programme’ that includes PrEP alongside yearly HIV testing for HIV-
negative men and immediate antiretroviral therapy (ART) for HIV-positive men.

Terrence Higgins Trust (THT) has been campaigning for almost a year for PrEP
(pre-exposure prophylaxis) to be added to the arsenal of the UK’s HIV prevention
approach. Dr Michael Brady, Medical Director THT, said: “Pre-exposure

prophylaxis (PrEP) has been shown, both in clinical
trials and in ‘real life’ settings, to be highly effective
at preventing HIV transmissions. Despite the proven
benefits of condom use and the impact of HIV
therapy on reducing transmission, the number of
gay men infected with HIV each year has remained
relatively stable over the last decade.

“This study is really important as it demonstrates that, in a relatively short space of
time, PrEP could have a dramatic impact on reducing HIV transmissions. It also
shows the importance of a combination approach to HIV prevention ie utilising
PrEP alongside other interventions such as increasing HIV testing rates and earlier
treatment for those who are infected.

“The reality is that the UK is now lagging well behind other countries on its
approach to HIV prevention and its investment in successful interventions such as
PrEP. It is essential that PrEP is made available on the NHS as soon as possible
for those most at risk. Every month we delay there are more people being
unnecessarily infected with HIV.”

In November, France became the first country outside the USA, and the first
country with a centrally organised, reimbursable health system, to approve no-
expense pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) for people who need it.

NHS England will be taking a view later this year as to whether PrEP will be
made available on the NHS in the UK.

To read the Lancet article in full, view: http://press.thelancet.com/PrEP.pdf

HOPE: A FUNDRAISER FOR THT
) HOPE: A Fundraiser for Terrence Higgins Trust (THT) will be staged by S.P.
Productions on Sunday March 27 at the multimedia community art centre and
café bar Synergy Centre. The evening will be hosted by Misty Lee and acts

confirmed include porn star Danny
Chase from Hard Brit Lads, Sammy
Silver, Trudi Styles & The
Pianoman, Miss Sugar, Dozy
Queen, Stan Munro Davies, Bambi
Boo, Strawberry Whip, Miss Golden
Cox, Miss Chanel Lamon, Miss Gin,
Morgan Fabulous and Stephanie
von Clitz. There will also be a raffle.

HOPE: A Fundraiser For THT, Synergy Centre, 78 West Street, Brighton,
Sunday, March 27 from 6pm–midnight. Tickets: £7 adult, family of 4 adults
£20, VIP tickets £25 all available on the door on the night.
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The LGBT Community Safety Forum
is an independent group of 

lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans* (LGBT)
volunteers in Brighton & Hove. 

For more info visit: lgbt-help.com

LGBT SAFETY FORUM 
PUBLIC MEETING
WEDNESDAY 10TH FEB

7–9PM • QUEENS HOTEL BRIGHTON BN1 1NS

Come along and have your say - topics for the evening include:

LGBT HOMELESSNESS                                LGBT HATE CRIME
IN THE CITY                                             IN THE CITY 

LGBT POLICING                                                 LICENCING
IN THE CITY                                                   IN THE CITY

The meeting will be attended by a representative of 
SUSSEX POLICE, BRIGHTON & HOVE COUNCIL HOUSING TEAM

and THE FAIRNESS COMMISSION

THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO ASK QUESTIONS, 
HOLD THE AUTHORITIES TO ACCOUNT

AND SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCES
For more info visit www.lgbt-help.com/meetings/public-meetings

• Brighton & Hove LGBT Community Safety Forum is a member of The LGBT Community Groups Network and funded by
the Rainbow Fund and Police Crime Commissioner. • Listening Ear Service provided by the Samaritans. 

• This Advert was  paid for  with a grant from the Rainbow Fund.

BRIGHTON & HOVE

LGBT COMMUNITY
GROUPS NETWORK
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INAUGURAL FIRST LGBT 
POET LAUREATE APPOINTED
To promote LGBT poetry, Camden LGBT Forum has created the post of
‘First LGBT Poet Laureate’ and appointed Trudy Howson to the role for
three years.

• Raise a greater public awareness of the LGBT 
community

• Encourage LGBT people of all ages, nationalities 
and types, to read, write, watch and listen to 
poetry.

Ex-actress and ex-long-haul traveller Trudy’s poetry
explores landscapes, internal and external. She writes
about the landscape of the LGBT community with
warmth and humour and her work is topical and
inspirational. She is currently developing a living
interactive form of poetry.

Trudy has performed her poetry in pubs, clubs,
theatres, fields and forests.  On boats, buses, local
and national radio and TV. She has performed
extensively in India, South East Asia and Burma.

Her poetry has been published in The Telegraph, The
Times, and The London Review. As well as numerous
magazines and online publications, she wrote a
living-interactive poem for the London Olympics
called Going for Gold, which the BBC filmed and
used as a trailer in the run up to the Games

For the last three years Trudy has been performing
her work and hosting INCITE@The Phoenix, a
monthly LGBT poetry event in an iconic theatrical
venue in the West End.

Trudy said: “I'm thrilled and honoured to be offered
this innovative role. I'm also aware of the responsibility
of representing a community as diverse as ours is,
but I'm determined to set a high standard for those
who come after me. Inclusion is a key issue, I want to
really reach out to all our community. I believe poetry
can bring the best out of us.

"I'm sure many of you already know my work on
the LGBT circuit. Probably some of you have
commissioned me in the past to write a poem for

your specific event. I thank you for your support over
the years. I suppose I'm one of those overnight
successes that has taken years to get here!"

To contact the Camden LGBT Forum, email:
forum.admin@camdenlgbtforum.org.uk or
call: 020 7388 5720

A POEM FOR INTERNATIONAL
COMING OUT DAY 
Coming Out Kiss
It was that kiss that did it.
Blew away my misconceptions about lads,
About fancying them that is...
About wanting to be their ‘girlfriend’.

Tracey was trouble with a capital T.
Tall, tempestuous, a truant and a tease.
She cut a swathe through all the boys,
Discarded them like broken toys.

I was twelve, she was sixteen...
And a walking, talking, living dream.
I was bored with secondary school,
I preferred fighting and playing the fool.

On that day she noticed me,
Said she’d teach me how to be,
A femme fatale like she was.
The first lesson was kissing...

) The recipient of the title First LGBT Poet
Laureate, which will be formally announced during
LGBT History Month in February, is Trudy Howson.
This inaugural post was devised by Camden LGBT
Forum, a charity that supports LGBT  residents to
promote LGBT poetry in London and the UK. 

A spokesperson for the Forum said: "The Arts is a
powerful tool we use to celebrate diversity and
promote cohesion amongst our communities. During
the last six years our INCITE Poetry event has been
paving the way for LGBT talent to foster positive
change through spoken and written word."

The term of the appointment is for three years.
During this period Trudy will be expected to:
• Write poems for nationally and internationally 

recognised LGBT days and events.
• Write, perform and promote poetry that reflects 

and celebrates the very diverse experience of 
lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans people within our 
society

• Raise the profile and accessibility of LGBT poetry

The LGBT Poet Laureate’s poetry will:
• Portray the lives and experiences of the LGBT 

community.
• Celebrate our style and culture.
• Support LGBT people who feel isolated and 

marginalized within our society
• Encourage within our community a sense of self-

respect and pride
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Unisex
Hairsalon

18 St Georges Road, Kemptown, Brighton BN2 1EB

01273 623 408



ARTS COUNCIL FUNDS WORK WITH
OLDER GAY MEN IN EASTBOURNE

) A theatre company who
researched the family archive of the
late comedian and Generation Game
host Larry Grayson has won an arts
award to work with older gay men in
the Eastbourne area. The Royal
Hippodrome Theatre in Eastbourne
has been awarded a Grants for the
Arts Award to work with London-
based theatre company, Cutting the
Strings, to devise and run a
programme of workshops for older
gay men in the Eastbourne area.

Darren Weir,
Community
Engagement
Director at the
Hippodrome,
said: "The idea

behind the project is to use the Larry
Grayson story to open up the issues
of hidden sexuality, isolation
and loneliness in families, as well as
coping with ambitions later in life.
This programme will involve working
with a creative team to look at
Larry's life, as well as sharing stories
and experiences, and advising the
actors and playwright. It's great that

Cutting the Strings thought about
doing this in Eastbourne."

The programme will culminate in a
new show about Larry that will focus
around his secret attempts to
perform for the last time at the Royal
Variety Show in 1994. This will be
premièred at the Royal Hippodrome
Theatre in Eastbourne from March
24-26. This creative programme is
part of the theatre's approach to
engaging a wider theatre audience.
Free workshops will be run with the
local Age UK's Rainbow Group, and
are open to any gay person.

Three Days & Three Minutes with
Larry, Royal Hippodrome Theatre,
108-112 Seaside Rd, Eastbourne
BN21 3PF, March 24-26 at 7.30pm.
Tickets from £12, book online:
www.royalhippodrome.com or
call: 01323 802020

The Kings will get a chance to strut
their stuff before the special guest
judges who will decide who
deserves a place (and a shot at the
£100 prize money) in the grand
finale on May 12. Expect big
bulges, an abundance of facial hair,
sweaty biceps and a whole lot of
sass in the quest to find the next
King of the Fringe!

The first heat is at the Marlborough
Theatre, on February 6 from 9-
10.30pm, followed by heats on
March 11 and April 2, culminating
in the grand final on May 12.
Tickets £8/£6 conc, book online:
www.brownpapertickets.com/even
t/2487161

WHO WILL BE DRAG KING OF
THE BRIGHTON FRINGE IN 2016?

) KINGDOM, Brighton's only
competition for Drag Kings, is back
and tougher than ever! It's time for
bois to become men as they battle it
out over three heats to make their
way to the grand final in May during
the Brighton Fringe.
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KEMP TOWN CARNIVAL
RETURNS IN 2016

) Kemp Town Carnival returns on
Saturday, June 4 after taking a years
break to sort out their finances. Organisers
have secured two early sponsorship deals
with Hartleys Wines and local estate
agents Sawyer & Co, with other local
businesses close to following suit. 

Geoffrey Bowden, Carnival Chairman, said: “These deals
will provide the Carnival with a sounder financial base, than it
has ever enjoyed over the last six years. As public sector
funding for community events has dried up, the Kemp Town
Carnival Association took the difficult decision to take a
sabbatical during 2015 to allow a longer period to raise the
funding necessary to finance the event. I’m pleased to say
that strategy looks to be paying off.”

Apart from generating early commercial sponsorship
support, organisers have organised a range of
monthly fund-raising events. The first will be the
launch party at the Komedia, on February 12 from
11pm–3am. Tickets cost £10/£8 and the lineup
includes funk soul big band Soul Steppers, the
phenomenal Mr Bongo Records, Natural
Elements Crew and 10 piece jump jive
legends, Fat 45.

Other venues to stage fundraisers will include St
Mary's Church, Concorde 2 and the Speigel Tent

during the Brighton Festival. Organisers are in discussion with Brighton & Hove
City Council with a view to extend the Carnival footprint to include Upper St
James Street. The move has received the support of St Mary's Church,
Somerset Day Care Centre, as well as many residents and local traders. If the
local authority agrees to the enlarged area, the 2016 event will boast six live music
stages, three performance and street theatre areas and room for even more Carnival
fun throughout the day.

Geoffrey continued: “Above all else, this is a much-loved community event and
there will be plenty of opportunities for local people to get involved in 2016. You
can find out by visiting our new-look website at www.kemptowncarnival.com.”

NEW PLAY: WOULD LIKE TO MEET
) Would Like To Meet is a new play written by Christine Kempell and Hilary
Handel featuring the trials and tribulations of dating in the digital world, with a

collection of hilarious true life dating disasters,
embarrassing speed dating scenarios and
shocking statistics. Ally is looking for love before
she gets too old to Tinder. Liz longs for a night of
naked Jenga. David loves Grindr but has terrible
taste in men. Keith the loser thinks he’s Tom
Cruise. Janet seeks solace in a drawer full of
chocolate. 

The premiere takes place at the Rialto Theatre, Brighton from February 11-14,
2016. Rialto Theatre is a beautiful grade 2 listed building at the end of Dyke Road,
in the heart of Brighton and home to The Treason Show, Brighton’s legendary
political satirical comedy nights. Set in cabaret formation, audiences can take their
drinks from the beautiful art deco Bacalls bar into the venue to sit, drink, relax and
laugh out loud as they listen to true stories that are funny, poignant, touching,
relatable and sometimes just plain weird.

Would Like To Meet, Rialto Theatre, 11 Dyke Road, Brighton BN1 3FE,
February 11-14 at 7.30pm. Tickets: Thurs £10/£8 conc; Fri, Sat & Sun
£12.50/£10 conc. To book call: 01273 725 230
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SAFETY WORKSHOPS
PROVE VERY POPULAR
) Brighton & Hove LGBT Community Safety Forum held a one day
Introduction To Personal Safety & Self Defence workshop at the Queens
Hotel, Brighton on January 19. These workshops help develop an awareness of
basic defence techniques, demonstrates an understanding of how to implement
them and were created for people who are starting to think more about their
personal safety and how to look after themselves. The course was funded by the
Rainbow Fund and free to participants.

The session covered personal protection, how to reduce risks and what a person
could do if they needed to defend themselves in a volatile situation. The day
included discussions, some practical self-defence techniques which were suitable
for all levels of fitness and ability and a British Sign Language (BSL) Interpreter
was present throughout the class.

Topics covered included: situations and personal safety; avoidance of conflict;
what makes a situation dangerous?; outside factors; inside factors; safe
behaviours – what can we do differently?; body language and signalling; self
defence foundations; stance – being ready to defend yourself; body weapons &
body targets and escape techniques.

The Brighton & Hove LGBT Community Safety Forum will be running a
further class on Saturday, March 26 and full day practical Self Defence Class
in the summer. For more information email Billie at info@lgbt-help.com

LONDON BASED LGBT+ MENTAL 
HEALTH CHARITY CLOSES

) PACE, the London based LGBT+ mental health charity
closed and ceased operating on January 29, 2016. Founded
in 1985 as part of London's Lesbian & Gay Centre, PACE
has provided support services for the LGBT+ community for
over 30 years delivering counselling, advocacy, training,
youth work, research and mental health support to LGBT

people and their families, to help them manage the difficulties they face in their
day-to-day lives; at work, school and home.

A spokesperson for PACE said: “The decision to close the doors on PACE after 31
years of supporting the LGBT+ community is one that we have taken with a very
heavy heart. The financial climate is very difficult for small charities, especially
those delivering services at a local level with continuing cuts to local authority
budgets. Sadly despite work to support the charity raising the necessary income
needed has proved increasingly hard and it has become clear that it is no longer
financially viable for the charity to continue. The staff and trustees will work to
ensure that PACE’s clients are given as much support as possible during this
difficult time and referred to other support services as far as is possible.

“We would like to thank all those who have supported us and worked with us to
deliver vital support services for the LGBT+ community. A very big thank you to all
the staff and volunteers over the last 31 years who have provided so much
support and dedication to the community.”

If you need support, contact LGBT Switchboard on 0300 330 0630 or view:
http://switchboard.lgbt/

FORT LAUDERDALE 'RAISES THE
BAR' FOR TRANS TRAVELLERS

) Fort Lauderdale, the holiday
playground destination for LGBTQ
people in Broward County, Florida,
enjoys an average 246 days of
sunshine a year. In 2015, Greater
Fort Lauderdale raised the bar for
trans inclusion, launching an historic
transgender initiative with the largest
and first-ever Transgender Travel
Survey.

The initiative accompanied the arrival
in Fort Lauderdale of one of the
premier Transgender Conferences in
the USA. Southern Comfort, started
in Atlanta in 1991, returning there
every year till 2014 when they
announced the annual conference
was moving to Fort Lauderdale in the
sunshine state of Florida, from 2015.

Following last year's hugely
successful conference from
September 29-October 3, in Fort
Lauderdale, the Greater Fort
Lauderdale Convention & Visitors
Bureau have produced a video
emphasising the importance of the
'T' in LGBTQ to the city.

Richard Gray,
Managing Director
of the Fort
Lauderdale LGBTQ
market, said: “I
want transgender
travellers to be like

all travellers, free to be themselves,
free to be accepted and most of all
welcome and safe in greater Fort
Lauderdale. Whether you are here to
stay or here to play, you can go all
OUT in Greater Fort Lauderdale.”

View the video at: www.sunny.org

Fort Lauderdale has a unique history
supporting LGBTQ equality. Broward
County was one of the first counties
in the US to pass a human rights
ordinance barring discrimination
based on sexual orientation and has
been electing openly LGBTQ
individuals to office since 1988.

Broward also protects LGBTQ
residents and visitors by law, barring
discrimination based on sexual
orientation and gender identity or
expression in employment, housing,
and lodging, and also provides
domestic partnerships and health
benefits to same-sex couples.

In 2014, Greater Fort Lauderdale
welcomed 1.2 million LGBTQ
visitors, who spent $1.4 billion! The
city boasts 150 LGBTQ-owned
businesses, many LGBT-friendly
luxury hotels, resorts and superior
small lodging properties and is home
to six LGBTQ publications: HotSpots
Magazine, South Florida Gay News,
Gir(L), She Mag, Genre Latino
Magazine, Guy Magazine, the Florida
Agenda, and one of America's
largest Metropolitan Community
Church congregations, The Sunshine
Cathedral.

The Gaybourhood of Wilton Manors
offers a unique shopping centre, and
an abundance of LGBTQ and
LGBTQ-friendly businesses and
resources including the International
Gay & Lesbian Travel Association
(IGLTA), the Pride Center at Equality
Park as well as being home to the
Stonewall National Museum &
Archives, which houses the largest
circulating LGBTQ book and film
program in the US.

Annual LGBT events include
PrideFest, BeachBear Weekend,
Stonewall Parade & Street Festival,
and Wicked Manors.

For more information about Fort
Lauderdale, view:
www.fortlauderdale.gov/
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EQUALITY GROUPS WELCOME
GOVERNMENT'S TRANS REPORT
National equality organisations north and south of the border welcome
publication of government's transgender equality report. 

their passport is a very positive first step forward but it
is not the only action needed. We look forward to
engaging in detail with both the Scottish and UK
Parliaments to increase their understanding of the
need to fully legally recognise and respect the
identities of non-binary trans people.”

Emma Ritch, Director of
Engender, Scotland's national
feminist organisation,
added: “Engender welcomes the
publication of this report. As a
feminist organisation we strongly

believe that progressing transgender equality is a vital
part of realising women’s equality.”

Jackie Driver, Lead Director for
LGBT issues at the Equality and
Human Rights Commission,
said: “We welcome this landmark
report on transgender equality.
Despite the marked progress that has been made
towards achieving equality for trans people, prejudice
and barriers still remain. Many of the report’s
recommendations reflect issues highlighted in our
recent equality and human rights review Is Britain
Fairer? This found significant gaps in data relating to
the lives of transgender people, meaning that the
issues they face risk being invisible.

“Research shows that trans people can be targeted
for hate crimes up to 50 times a year, with only 3 in
10 reporting the incidents. We’ve been working with
35 LGB and T organisations across the country to
tackle the under-reporting and improve how criminal
justice agencies respond to these crimes.

“The importance of a strong, comprehensive and
coherent strategy to lever progress on the issues
facing trans people cannot be under-estimated and
we agree with the report’s conclusion that the trans
community should be fully consulted, including in the

development of a new hate crime action plan. We look
forward to working with the Committee, Government
and the trans community to make progress on the
issues identified in this report as a matter of urgency."

LGBT+ Liberal Democrats the official LGBT
organisation for LGBT+ Liberal Democrats welcomed
the "continued progress" towards equality for trans and
non-binary people, but cautioned that further work
remains to be done to ensure the proposals are fully
implemented.

Adrian Hyyrylainen-Trett,
LGBT+ Liberal Democrats Chair,
said: “I welcome the commitment
to review and continue the excellent
work started by LibDem former
Minister Baroness Lynne

Featherstone in her time as Minister for Equalities. We
must not be complacent however, as much work
remains to ensure the government acts on the
recommendations of the report.

“Many of the proposed reforms in the report are topics
that Liberal Democrats have campaigned on for many
years, including allowing "X" Gender Markers on
passports and removing medical obstacles when
obtaining Legal Gender Recognition. I hope that the
government can also extend the work done here and
look further at the issues affecting non-binary and
intersex people."

Zoe O'Connell, Former trans Lib
Dem parliamentary candidate,
added: "This report is another step
closer to equality for trans people,
and I hope that the government will
act swiftly both to resolve the

breaches of the NHS's legal obligations on waiting
times and to bring forward legislation on other issues
without undue delay. I am however disappointed that
the committee has remained timid in a number of
areas, in particular failing to fully recognise the harms
caused by the Spousal Veto and not endorsing the
more progressive informed consent model of
treatment. LGBT+ Liberal Democrats will continue to
campaign for reform in these and other areas, in line
with party policy."

To read a full copy of the report, view:
www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/c
mselect/cmwomeq/390/390.pdf

) The report produced by the House of Commons
Women and Equalities committee makes over 30
recommendations for improving equality for
transgender people identifying among other matters
that the wait for NHS treatment is too slow and that
social attitudes mean that trans people still have to
battle to be accepted.

James Morton, Scottish
Transgender Alliance Manager,
said: “We welcome the publication
of this important report. For many
years we have been raising
concerns about the gaps in legal
protections for trans people and

the discrimination they experience. We are delighted
the report recommends that the Gender Recognition
Act must be reformed to a self-declaration
administrative process. This would enable trans
people to change their birth certificates without the
current red-tape nightmare of submitting intrusive
medical and psychiatric reports and years of personal
documents to a judicial tribunal panel. We call for the
Scottish Parliament to lead the way in legislating on
this devolved issue.

“We are also very pleased the report recommends
reforming the Equality Act protected characteristic
from the narrow term of ‘gender reassignment’ to the
more inclusive term ‘gender identity’. It is vital that all
transgender people receive full protection from
discrimination in employment and service provision.
The Equality Act is reserved legislation so this change
needs to be achieved at Westminster.

“The report marks the first time any Westminster
Committee has acknowledged the importance of
addressing the needs of non-binary trans people who
do not identify simply as men or as women. The
recommendation to provide people with the option to
record their gender as ‘X’ rather than ‘M’ or ‘F’ on
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in four months, and got hair extensions.
Originally 23st, she now weighs just 17st after
taking up running, including half-marathons and
starting an Aloe Vera-based diet.

“My wife knew I was transgender when I met her
but when our son was born disabled and we
nearly lost him, I realised we already had
enough to deal with and I couldn't put my
family through it.

"I took Sophie, put her in a box and buried her
for 15 years of hell. Every day I thought about
suicide. It was a horrible, lonely, painful place
to be. When, last year, I told my wife that I was
finally going to transition she said she always
knew it would come back. She's a wonderful
woman and though we are no longer man and
wife, we are best friends."

The couple had been married for 10 years and
separated last year, though they remain good
friends.

"My children were brilliant. After I posted a
poem on Facebook to thank Steve for his
strength over the years my daughter responded:
'You're my hero. Steve was great but Sophie is
better'. Now, when I look at old photos of me
with the family as Steve, I just look dead, I look
like a zombie.”

Sophie now tours the country giving talks about
conquering the fear of change.

"I don’t have to hide anymore. My life before
was like being in Kansas, it was all black and
white, and I was totally disconnected and now
I’m in Oz and it’s all technicolour. The most
amazing thing is that I’m so happy. I never
realised it was possible to be this happy."

“I didn’t choose to be transgender but I did
choose not to be a victim.”

two decades in business, and her lifelong
struggle with gender dysphoria, depression,
self-harm and suicidal feelings, she examines
the nature of fear and some ways of looking at
it differently.

“Despite all of my success I lived my life in
fear, of loss, of failure, of success, of being
sad, of being happy, of myself, of being outed,
of being loved.” Sophie revealed.

“Because of these fears, no matter how hard I
pushed myself to succeed, subconsciously I
would self-sabotage and stop myself from
reaching my full potential. Now I talk about
these fears and how I overcame them to be
true to and, finally, start loving myself.

“People are held back in life by their fear, in
their personal life, relationships, business or
professionally. Fear of failure, fear of success,
fear of losing someone or their job, fear of life.

“In my talks I discuss the fear of change and
how we can reframe our experience of fear to
enable us to reach our potential, lessons I
learnt on the painful road through loss to my
ultimate redemption.”

Married with three children, Sophie told her
family that she was transgender last summer,
began taking female hormones, lost five stone

) Surrounded by the entire team of
Premiership footballers, Sophie's heart raced.
The last time she'd seen the players was at the
parade to celebrate promotion the previous
season as a twice married dad of three. She
feared a backlash as she started a new season
as herself - after finishing the last season as
Steve.

Sophie said: “Stood on the pitch at Charlton
seeing my childhood team, AFC Bournemouth,
crowned as Football League Champions, was a
dream come true. I was terrified that this was
to be my last ever match in football. I’d
already decided that I was going to come out
as transgender during the summer and I
thought that I’d lose everything.”

The first out transgender woman in UK football
says she has been "totally accepted" by players
and fans after decades of feeling trapped in
the wrong body and now she’s on a mission to
help others overcome their fears and live to
their full potential.

The RAF veteran and former motorbike racer,
newspaper editor and rock photographer, is
refreshingly frank and open about her life.
Drawing from her experience of post-traumatic
stress after saving a colleague’s life in the RAF,

GRAB LIFE BY THE BALLS
Sophie Cook, local transgender speaker, helps
people to overcome fear.

GRAB LIFE BY THE BALLS
) GRAB LIFE BY THE BALLS with Sophie
Cook, The Marlborough Theatre, Princes
Street, Brighton on Thursday, February
4 at 8pm. Tickets £10, book online:
www.sophiecook.me.uk
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“People are held back in 
life by their fear... fear of
failure, fear of success,
fear of losing someone or
their job, fear of life”
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MY NAME IS KATIE, 
I’M TRANSGENDER AND
PROUD OF WHO I AM
Katie Yeomans tells James Ledward about her
rapid and positive journey transitioning.

in Exeter where after three initial
psychological assessments she was referred 
to a clinic doctor to discuss medical matters.
She legally changed her name in 2014, and
began hormone treatment in July 2015.

As there were no support groups in
Portsmouth, she joined an LGBT support 
group in Bournemouth where she had the
opportunity to receive 1-2-1 counselling if 
she needed it and to attend regular meetings
with other people who were transitioning.

“I found this quite useful and would
recommend it to anyone as it helped me
realise I was not alone.

“I guess I’ve been lucky as to date I’ve had no
ill effects or bad experiences. I’m extremely
pleased with the results of the hormone
treatment and I’ve just got funding from
the GIC for laser treatment, so soon I won't
have to shave anymore.”

) Katie Yeomans travelled to Brighton from
Portsmouth last November to speak at the
Brighton Transgender Day of Remembrance
event at Dorset Gardens Methodist Church and
tell people about her positive transition story.
Katie, a former court clerk, is 63 and began
her transition just two years ago. Her life
changed in late 2014 when for the first time
she dressed as a woman to go to a fancy dress
party, nothing sexual, just for fun. Later that
year, on New Year’s Eve she went to a party at
an LGBT pub, her first time out ever in
'public'.  

Katie said: “To be honest, I was terrified
about what people might say, but I had no
unwanted attention on the streets on the way
to the pub and only nice comments at the
party. Something every girl likes to hear.”

After consulting her GP, who she says was
fully understanding and helpful, she
was referred to a Gender Identity Clinic (GIC)

Katie found everyone at the Gender Clinic to be
“fantastic and supportive” and is due to
undergo surgery in late 2016.

She continued: “At first I only used to go to
LGBT-friendly places where I knew I would be
accepted and feel comfortable. Nowadays
however, I go anywhere. I find people polite,
very accepting and I’ve made lots of new
friends. But, I’m an extremely confident
person, so I guess that makes it easier for me.
Just remember, walk tall, be polite and be
proud you’re transgender!”

However, Katie did get assaulted in a pub when
a guy threw beer over her. She called the
police, he was arrested and served a
Community Resolution Order, ordering him to
write a letter of apology to her and to pay the
cost of dry-cleaning her clothes.

Katie has had the odd unpleasant comment in
the street, but refuses to tolerate such
behaviour and always deals with it as it arises,
normally by saying something witty back in
response.

Most importantly, she encourages anyone to
always report a Hate Crime saying, “it’s just
NOT acceptable.”

“My family, friends and neighbours have been
very supportive and accepting of my being
transgender. I now get greeting cards with
‘sister’ on from my family, I’m well liked and
accepted in my local community.

“I fully understand some people have bad
experiences being trans but in general I’ve
been lucky and have had a wonderful
experience transitioning over these past two
years. Things seem to just get better as time
goes on. 

“There are some lovely and understanding
people out there and always remember, do
what your heart tells you. Hiding away will
only make you miserable in life.

“I hope telling my story will encourage others
to do the same.”
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“I’m an extremely confident 
person, so I guess that
makes it easier for me. Just
remember, walk tall, be
polite and be proud you’re
Transgender!”
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They promote equality and diversity and pledge
to provide a safe environment for women who
identify as LGBTQI, broadening the means by
which they can express equality through social
activities. They aim to empower women by
bringing together the male-dominated biking
community and female LGBTQI community in
the hopes of educating and removing prejudice.

Their activities don’t just benefit the biking
community, they extend their social events and
other activities to non-motorcycle enthusiasts
throughout the UK and support and complement
existing charities, promoting LGBTQI and
lifestyle in a positive manner.

DOB is a worldwide phenomenon and one of the
world’s most recognised LGBT brands. It’s one of
the longest running women’s only motorcycle
clubs in the world. DOB was founded in San
Francisco in 1976 and the name ‘Dykes on Bikes’
was only recently successfully trademarked in
the USA after a long legal battle heading all the
way to the Supreme Court.

DOB chapters exist all over the world, including
the USA, Australia, the UK, Iceland and other
locations throughout Europe with all chapters
being overseen by the mother club, the San
Francisco Dykes on Bikes® Women's
Motorcycle Contingent. Each chapter runs
independently and many have their own logo
but essentially the reason for their existence is
to provide an environment for lesbian and bi
women to come together and enjoy their mutual
passion of riding motorbikes.

They have joined the dots with their sister clubs
worldwide, from which key relations have
emerged. One sister club, Queensland, has
invited them to participate in the 2017 Sydney
Mardis Gras ‘world renowned’ Pride celebration,
which they are taking up!

The mother club in San Francisco celebrates its
40th anniversary this year and have invited
riders to join them on the famous Market Street
parade as they did all those years ago.

MORE INFO
If you’re interested in joining or supporting the
Sussex chapter in any way, or just fancy a bit of
vroom vroom, you can find them on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/groups/DOBSussexWMC/

Brightona (www.brightona.net) or the Ace Run
(www.ace-cafe-london.com), each attracting
thousands of bikers onto Brighton seafront. On
a smaller scale, they attend Charity Toy Run
rallies (100s of bikers) for Christmas toys/
donation collections, participate in Stonewall
equality events and support locally arranged
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer or
questioning, and intersex (LGBTQI) events
where possible. Members will get dressed up on
the bikes for a good cause!

They organise their own social events including
bowling, camping, dog walking, BBQs, theme
park outings, go karting, dining and of course
a variety of bike rides, varying from short
30mph town rides to long distance faster
70mph country rides - all dependent on the
members’ capabilities. All riders are welcome,
from learner scooterists to seasoned Harley
riders and anything else in between. They’re an
inclusive club and provide a fun and safe
environment for LGBTQI folks from all walks of
life. Membership includes a wide cross-section
of people with the oldest member being 70 and
there are also some international members.

In August 2015, their latest President was
elected. Raisy Stary has injected fresh ideas
and drive to place the only official UK chapter
of DOB firmly on the map. She is working hard
to increase the chapter's visibility and further
empower the group, with an increased social/
internet presence, improved club goals/values
and an increased membership.

DYKES ON BIKES®

A global phenomenon.

) The idea for a Sussex, UK, Dykes on Bikes®
club was born following the first UK gay biker
rally in the summer of 2011. Club founder,
Floss Bradley and Julie Mars, who attended
the rally, proposed to start their own Sussex,
UK, Dykes on Bikes® chapter. As a result, the
club was started unofficially in November 2011
by the two officers and another rider formed
the core of the new club. Group numbers have
since fluctuated between three to 20 active
riders and 70 members who occasionally join
them for the odd ride on a nice day. The club
gained official Dykes on Bikes®, Sussex WMC
status in January 2012, receiving their official
back patches in June 2012.

Their biggest event of the year is Brighton
Pride which forms part of the mother club's
values and presence is an obligation according
to club rules. It’s viewed as a privilege by
members of the chapter to take part on the
parade. Their first appearance on the Brighton
Pride Parade was in 2013 when the chapter
arrived with a bang, taking pole position on
the parade. A member commented: “It was a
truly exhilarating experience none of us will
ever forget. Something we’d worked towards for
a very long time and finally, we’d made it.”

The chapter also invites other women riders
(regardless of sexual orientation) for future
parades to increase their roar at Pride. Anyone
who wishes to participate in the Pride Parade
should contact the chapter through their
Facebook page. The organisers continue to
work with the Pride Committee to maintain the
chapter's visibility and involvement in the
Pride celebrations, something members are all
incredibility proud of.

What do Dykes on Bikes® (DOB) actually do?
They take part in two very distinct scenes: the
biker community scene and the LGBTQ scene,
as well as creating their own. They attend
charity fundraisers organised by local
motorcycle clubs (MCs) and also run their own
fundraisers. They attend big annual events like
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2-3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Silly Willy
Wednesdays with Drag With No Name
9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Sally Vate
9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm
l ZONE Rachel’s Quiz 7.30pm

THURSDAY 4
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY It’s All Fun &
Games: Sally Vate’s Lipsync Battles
9pm
l BAR REVENGE Throwback Thur
9pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash

Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Mad Cow’s Tea Party:
Ms Joan Bond, DJs Lee Jeffery & Ruby
Roo 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Throwback Thur
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live music: Fleur de
Paris 8pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Miss Jason &
Panto Opening Party 10pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Big
Cash Quiz: £150 jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 5
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs: DJ
Kirsty 11pm

PICS FROM BAR 7 + BAR BROADWAY

FEBRUARY
LISTINGS

BAR 7 CRAWLEY
) 7 Pegler Way, Crawley, RH11 7AG, Tel: 01293 511177, www.7crawley.co.uk
) OPEN Sun, Tue & Wed 6pm–12.30am, Thur–Sat 6pm–2.30am

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sat (13) is the VALENTINE’S TRAFFIC LIGHT PARTY
with DJs spinning the best tunes from 9pm. Wear red if you’re off the market, orange
if you’re in an open relationship or green if you’re looking for Mr or Mrs Right or Mr
and Mrs Right Now! 

) REGULARS Thur is TOTAL REQUESTS with DJ Jazzy
Jane, the Fresh Princess, taking your requests from 9pm. If
you want a song, she’ll play it! And if she can’t lay her hands
on it, head back the next week and challenge her again!
Jazzy Jane says: “Bar 7 is a fantastic LGBT venue, very trans-
friendly and welcomes all members of the LGBT community,
their friends and allies. It’s a relaxed, safe, friendly

environment so I look forward to seeing you all there!”

Information is correct at the time of
going to press. Gscene cannot be held
responsible for any changes or
alterations to the listings

MONDAY 1
l BAR BROADWAY The Just After
Work Big Showbiz Quiz 6.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Monday MashUp
Student & Industry Night: DJ Lewis

Osborne 9pm
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Cabaret: Maisie
Trollette & Dave Lynn 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm

TUESDAY 2
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ
Lewis Osborne 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Karaoke with Liz
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry
7.30pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Gay Scene Staff
Party: nibbles & cabaret 8pm
l REVENGE £2UESDAY: DJ Trick
11pm

WEDNESDAY 3
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Lip Sync for your
Life: Crystal Lubrikunt 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice:
DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch

BAR BROADWAY
) 10 Steine Street, BN2 1TE, Tel: 01273 609777, www.barbroadway.co.uk
) OPEN Mon-Thur 6pm-1am, Fri 5pm–3am; Sat 4pm-3am; Sun 4pm–1am. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (27) is monthly comedy night GIGGLE @ THE
GODS with compere Charmaine Davies and comedians Dave Fensome, Rebecca
Shortall, Katherine Atkinson, Jo Public and more from 8pm, £3 entry. Comedian
Charmaine Davies has been doing stand up for about five years and fell into it quite
by accident. She’d been mainly been acting before; however after opening for Jo
Brand in the West End she’s never looked back. 

Charmaine, who now runs several comedy nights while
continuing to act, do stand-up and MC at other comedy
nights, says: “The idea for Giggle @ The Gods came about
one night when I popped into Bar Broadway to see Stephanie
Starlet host Showtune Bingo and I was introduced to the
owner Alasdair Jarvie. We got chatting and he showed me
The Gods (the theatre above Bar Broadway), which is an

amazing room and from that moment a new comedy night was born.

“Giggle @ The Gods is a great night of fun and laughter. Every month there is a
fantastic line-up of comedians from London and the South Coast and it’s all set in a
lovely theatre above a fabulous bar! There is a fantastic comedy scene in Brighton it's
very exciting and I love being part of it. 

“Every month there will be a different line up of comedians and something for
everyone, some of the comedians’ names you'll know and some you may not… But
Giggle @ The Gods will always guarantee to be a top night of comedy! Come and
support live comedy as laughter, after all, is the best medicine!”
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l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE Pop Tartz warm-up
9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Glitter: DJ Steve Lush 11pm
l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Thierrie &
giveaways 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club
6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ
Nick Hirst 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s
karaoke 8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Jukebox Disco
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE DJs Funk Food 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Post-Panto
Cabaret: Lola Lasagne 10pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz: DJs 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Steam 9pm
l ZONE Friday Night Sessions:
Collusion 10pm

SATURDAY 6
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins: DJ Ben
Castle 11pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm
l BAR REVENGE Sweet Revenge
warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Fusion: DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY: DJ Klipz &
giveaways 10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex,
Grant Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ
Tony B 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Cabaret: Pooh La
May & cast of Alice in Pantoland
9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Squeeze
Disco 8pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm

BOUTIQUE
) 2 Boyces St @ West St, BN11AN, 01273 327607 www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 1pm–very late ) FOOD all day, every day till midnight
) DRINK PROMOS Mon–Fri, bottles of Moet £50, Veuve £60. Fri & Sat 5 J-
Bombs for £5 and 2-4-1 selected cocktails.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sat is CLUB SE-XXY with
different themes, superstar DJ Klipz, free shots and
giveaways/themes: Instagram competition (20) and a
Karaoke Party (27). Entry is free till 10pm, £3 guest list
till 11pm, £5 after.

) REGULARS Come sing your heart out with Boutique’s karaoke suites, ideal for
your staff party, a birthday, whatever! Contact Rebecca on 07583 028735 to book
one of the suites today!

) Fri is I-CANDY with Boutique resident DJ Thierrie
spinning your favourite tunes and giveaways galore,
including: VIP booth giveaways (5 & 12), Zara
vouchers (19) and a Popping Bottles competition for the
best dressed (26). Free entry before 10pm, £3 guest list
till 11pm, £5 after. 
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Life: Crystal Lubrikunt 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice:
DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch
2-3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Silly Willy

Wednesdays with Drag With No Name
9pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz: Ollie Howe
Piano Trio 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Post-Panto
Cabaret: Cassidy Connors 10pm

FEBRUARY
LISTINGS

CAMELFORD ARMS
) 30-31 Camelford St, BN2 1TQ, Tel: 01273 622386, www.camelfordarms.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm. 
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–9pm; Sunday roast & select menu served from
12pm–till gone; Wed seniors' lunch 2–3.30pm, two courses for £7.50. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (14) is VALENTINE’S DAY with Sunday roasts
and selected menu served from 12pm until gone. 

) REGULARS Thur is Quiz Master Mark’s £300 BIG
CASH QUIZ at 9pm with nibbles, fun rounds and many
prizes. ) Fri: the FRIDAY CLUB at 6pm. ) Sun: the
BEAR BASH at 5pm with free food and a raffle. 

l QUEEN’S ARMS Post-Panto
Cabaret: Dr Woof 10pm
l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs
Missy B & Patch 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l ZONE Cabaret: Sally Vate 10pm

SUNDAY 7
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Karaoke 8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace
Sessions pres: Sophie Causbrook
8.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Sunday Funday:
Micklos hosts giant board games &
karaoke 8.30pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire 11pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bear Bash,
Free Food & Raffle 5pm; roasts & select
menu 12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST Cabaret: Lucinda
Lashes 7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll
Bingo 8.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Cabaret: Titti La
Camp 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts
12-6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Stephanie
Von Clitz 3pm; Post-Panto Cabaret:
Davina Sparkle 10pm
l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ

Screwpulous 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS The Jazz
Roast 3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm

MONDAY 8
l BAR BROADWAY The Just After
Work Big Showbiz Quiz 6.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Monday MashUp
Student & Industry Night: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Cabaret: Maisie
Trollette & Dave Lynn 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm

TUESDAY 9
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ
Lewis Osborne 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Karaoke with Liz
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry
7.30pm
l REVENGE £2UESDAY Valentine’s
Blow Out: DJ Trick 11pm

WEDNESDAY 10
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Lip Sync for your

CHARLES STREET BAR
) 8 Marine Parade, BN2 1TA, Tel: 01273 624091, www.charles-street.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm. ) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–8pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (14) is LA VOIX’S
VALENTINE’S DAY CABARET SPECIAL from 7.30pm. La Voix
says: “I'm bringing a splash of red hot passion to Charles Street
so dish up the oysters, pop the champagne and iron your best
pants! Join me whether you're in love, looking for love or can't
bloody stand it. We’ll sing songs and survive the night together.
An intimate evening where you can catch Liza, Shirley, Tina and Judy singing through an
evening of jazz, musical theatre and pop, mixed with anecdotes, stories and laughter!
Bring your friends, lover or threesome and reserve a table. Let's all loved up together!”

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Wed is SILLY WILLY WEDNESDAYS with ever-fabulous
Drag With No Name hosting a night of games and camp
competitions from 9pm. Expect lots of teamwork, there may
well be a ‘chair’ and it’s going to be incredibly silly! Drag
With No Name says: “Silly Willy Wednesdays is all about
games and camp competition between teams - there’s
something for everyone! AND I GET MY FIRST EVER GAMES
WHEEL! I wanted one for SOOOO many years, and finally I’ve

one built. #sexwee. I had great fun hosting my quiz for two years and on one occasion
we used technology to take it a step further, which was immense fun so I thought I’d
incorporate that to bring something new to the scene. This is a new format filled with
much campness and frivolities! Plus it gets you out of the house for a couple of hours
so you’re not stuck indoors watching The One Show. It’s a no brainer really!”

ENVY @ CHARLES STREET
) 8 Marine Parade, BN2 1TA, Tel: 01273 624091, www.charles-street.com
) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sat (13) TRAUMFRAU PRESENT ALLERGIC DISCO
(Screw Romance), an alternative Valentine’s disco from 9.30pm. Love yourself on the
dancefloor to DJs Alex Spinks’ diva disco classics, Solomon Onyemere’s leftfield
disco/electro/post-punk plus a fierce, fabulous and glittering PA from Rubyyy Jones,
‘International Queen of Queerlesque’ and sex educator! Traumfrau say: “This Valentine's
screw packaged romance, once a year cards, feeling crap and share that special ‘you’
with your friends, because they're worth it! It’ll be a night to delight your eyes and souls!
Because the love you give yourself, is as good a love as it gets!” Tickets £6 or £7 (incl
booking fee) if bought online: www.brownpapertickets.com/event/2489803 
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l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS House Rules: DJ
Nick Hirst 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s
karaoke 8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Jukebox Disco
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE DJ Meryl 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Post-Panto
Cabaret: Allan Jay 10pm
l REVENGE Relaunch Weekend: DJs
over 2 floors 10.30pm
l SUBLINE The Big Scrum sportskit
night 10pm
l ZONE Friday Night Sessions: Stone
& Street 10pm

SATURDAY 13
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Valentine’s
Traffic Light Party: DJs 11pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm
l BAR REVENGE Sweet Revenge
warm-up 9.30pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Valentine’s Fusion: DJ Peter Castle
11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY: DJ Klipz &

giveaways 10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex,
Grant Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ
Tony B 9.30pm
l ENVY Traumfrau pres Allergic Disco
(Screw Romance) Anti-Valentine’s Party:
DJs Solomon Onyemere, Alex Spinks +
live PA from Rubyyy Jones 9pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Cabaret: Krissie
DuCann 9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Valentine’s Party
7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Squeeze
Disco 8pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Post-Panto
Cabaret: Jason Lee 10pm
l REVENGE Relaunch Weekend: DJs
over 2 floors incl Missy B & Trick
10.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l ZONE Cabaret: Gilly B 10pm

SUNDAY 14
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Karaoke 8pm

PICS FROM DON’T TELL MAMA + CHARLES’ BIRTHDAY @ DOCTOR BRIGHTONS

DON’T TELL MAMA
) 75a St George’s Street, BN2 1EF Tel: 07480 292 258 www.donttellmama.co.uk
) OPEN Wed–Sat 8pm–1am (occasionally closed for private functions on
Saturday); Sun 6pm–12am; extended summer hours will be announced in spring.
) MEMBERSHIP After a successful launch, and due to popular demand, D.T.M are
now offering free membership till Easter and, perhaps more importantly, their
nights will no longer be exclusive, meaning it’s now open to everyone – trans, gay,
lesbian, whatever! For membership (and for more info) visit
www.donttellmama.co.uk and fill in the online form. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY To sample this unique atmosphere, stroll along St
George’s Road, ring the doorbell, wander inside and you’ll find a meticulously
decorated den boasting two distinct atmospheres: a dimly-lit theatrical ground floor
hosts the front bar and a cool, laid-back lounge, which is perfect for catching up with
friends, kicking back and enjoying your favourite tipple (or two!). As the night
progresses, head downstairs to the vibrant dancefloor space, pulsing to the sound of
deep to progressive house with the odd ‘classic’ thrown in for good measure!

Every night will be hosted by Serge, who was born in
France, but moved to London when he was 19. He, and his
partner Guy, are incredibly friendly, hospitable and will go
that extra mile to ensure you have a great time! Serge says:
“One of my biggest dreams was always to run my own bar,
something like The Quinquina back in Toulouse, a tiny
‘Cheers’ with a kink and Guy made it happen for me. I hope
you will come and join me on this new adventure! Intimate,

stylish, friendly and reasonably priced, D.T.M is soon becoming one of Brighton’s
hidden gems. And remember, come as you are!”

DOCTOR BRIGHTONS
) 16-17 Kings Rd, BN1 1NE, Tel: 01273 208113 www.doctorbrightons.co.uk
) OPEN Mon–Thur 3pm–midnight; Fri & Sat 1pm–2am; Sun 1pm–midnight.
) HAPPY HOURS all day Sun–Thu; 1pm till close Fri; 1–7pm on Sat. Cocktails
BOGOF all day Sun–Fri and till 7pm on Sat. Free pool with every round every day. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Fri (12) is monthly night
HOUSE RULES with DJ Nick Hirst spinning the best
decadent house tunes from 9.30pm with BOGOF cocktails
all day! DJ Nick says: “Doctor Brighton’s presents House
Rules; a deliciously decadent night of the finest classic
house tunes for your listening and dancing pleasure. I’ll be
up to my usual musical mischief behind the decks taking you
into the early hours.” 

) REGULARS FUNKY FRIDAY is with DJ Nick Hirst spinning some of the
coolest tunes on the block from 9.30pm. ) SEXY SATURDAY is with DJ Tony B
sexing up your weekend with cracking tunes from 9.30pm. 

FEBRUARY
LISTINGS

l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Open
Mic with The Purple Shoes 8.30pm
l ZONE Rachel’s Quiz 7.30pm

THURSDAY 11
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY It Is What It Is:
stand-up & sketch comedy 8pm
l BAR REVENGE Throwback Thur
9pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Mad Cow’s Tea Party:
Ms Joan Bond, DJs Lee Jeffery & Ruby
Roo 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Throwback Thur
8pm

l QUEEN’S ARMS Post-Panto
Cabaret: Miss Jason 10pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Big
Cash Quiz: £150 jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 12
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs: DJ
Kirsty 11pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE Pop Tartz warm-up
9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Glitter: DJ Steve Lush 11pm
l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Thierrie &
giveaways 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club
6pm
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7 GEORGE STREET BRIGHTON
01273 696873

http://thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms

WEDNESDAY 9.30PM

AN AUDIENCE WITH

SALLY VATE

SATURDAYCABARET
6FEB DR WOOF10PM

13FEB JASON LEE10PM

20FEB DIANE JAMES9.30PM

27FEB TBC9.30PM

SUNDAY
7FEB STEPHANIE VON CLITZ

DAVINA SPARKLE10PM

14FEB SALLY VATE
DAVE LYNN10PM

21FEB DANNY BEARD
28FEB ROSE GARDEN

DOUBLE CABARET
AT 6PM & 9.30PM

Sinderfella
POST SHOW PERFORMANCE FROM A 
CAST MEMBER THUR 4–SUN 14 10PM

4 FEB  MISS JASON
OPENING NIGHT PARTY

5 FEB  LOLA LASAGNE
6FEB  DR WOOF
7FEB  DAVINA SPARKLE
9FEB  CHRIS HOWARD

10FEB CASSIDY CONNORS
11FEB MISS JASON
12FEB ALLAN JAY
13FEB JASON LEE
14FEB DAVE LYNN

FRIDAYCABARET 9.30PM

5 FEB  LOLA LASAGNE 
12FEB  ALLAN JAY  
19FEB  Thunderpussy
26FEB  LUCINDA LASHES

THURSDAY 9.30PM

MISS JASON
25FEB MAISIE TROLLETTE



l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace
Sessions pres: Jason Thorpe 8.30pm;
Monroe & Russell Love Songs@The
Gods 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Sunday Funday:
Micklos hosts giant board games &
karaoke 8.30pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Valentine’s Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller
11pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Valentine’s
Bear Bash, Free Food & Raffle 5pm;
roasts & select menu 12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST La Voix’s Valentine’s
Special 7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll
Bingo 8.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Valentine’s Cabaret:
Lisa Q Jones 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Valentine’s
Sunday roasts 12-6pm; Open Mic Drag
with Stephanie Von Clitz 9pm
l PARIS HOUSE Valentine’s live jazz
6pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Sally Vate
6pm; Post-Panto Cabaret: Dave Lynn
10pm
l SUBLINE Black Valentine by
Brighton Bear Weekend: DJ
Screwpulous, crop shop, boot-shining,

all-black dresscode & fundraiser for The
Rainbow Fund 3pm; Guilty Pleasures:
DJ Screwpulous 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS
Valentine’s Day Jazz Roast 3pm; Sunday
roasts 1-6pm

MONDAY 15
l BAR BROADWAY The Just After
Work Big Showbiz Quiz 6.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Monday MashUp
Student & Industry Night: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Cabaret: Maisie
Trollette & Dave Lynn 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm

TUESDAY 16
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ
Lewis Osborne 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Karaoke with Liz
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry
7.30pm
l REVENGE £2UESDAY: DJ Trick 11pm

PICS FROM GROSVENOR + LEGENDS BAR & BASEMENT CLUB36 GSCENE OUT & ABOUT

WEDNESDAY 17
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Lip Sync for your
Life: Crystal Lubrikunt 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice:
DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch

2-3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Silly Willy
Wednesdays with Drag With No Name
9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Sally Vate
9.30pm
l SUBLINE Happy Hump Day 9pm
l ZONE Rachel’s Quiz 7.30pm

FEBRUARY
LISTINGS

GROSVENOR
) 16 Western Street, Hove, BN1 2PG, www.thegrosvenorbar.com
) OPEN daily from noon–late.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sat (20) is CABARET with the multi-talented vocalist
Jason Lee taking to the stage from 9.30pm. Jason loves to put on a show with an
eclectic mix of ballads, big musical numbers and songs that get you on your feet! 

Jason says: “The Grosvenor is one of my favourite Brighton
venues. It’s where a lot of my friends come to see me
perform so I always get to try new material that I have been
working on. The lovely Collin has brought his magic to this
pub, he is the ultimate landlord and host. The crowd is
always up for a party and they are friendly, loud and create
the perfect atmosphere. At one of my gigs I like to think that

I can please everyone, whether it's with a musical or pop song or a big ballad. I do
them all with one thing in mind: to have a damn good night!”

LEGENDS BAR
) 31-34 Marine Parade, BN2 1TR Tel: 01273 624462, www.legendsbrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 11am–5am
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–5pm; Sunday lunch served 12–3pm

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (7) is CABARET with Titti La Camp pulling out all
the stops and big routines (including the infamous ‘Feed the Birds’) from 3.30pm.
Get there early to nab yourself a seat and chow down on one of Legends’ legendary
roasts, served till 3pm.  

Titti says: “I love a great crowd reaction, laughter and a good
time is all I aim for and thankfully receive, most of the time.
Also, if you've never seen the show before then I have to
confess things get a little messy. When I glance back over
my shoulder at the end of a show and see the destruction
I've left in my wake, I am still surprised that any manager
would invite me back. I think I can safely say I'm the most
loathed act amongst cleaners. As Big Spender is to Shirley
or My Way is to Sinatra then Feed The Birds is my signature
tune and thankfully I still enjoy performing it. 

“Gay audiences are my favourite, no contest. Sometimes I've no idea what sort of
audience I'm standing up in front of but to Brighton's credit I always feel that the vast
majority of my audience is LGBTQI, Whatever you think of drag, the one thing that you
can't deny that it has a long history in our community and we just get it. I've always
appreciated that I've played apart in its ever-evolving story.”

) REGULARS Mourn the end of the weekend every Mon
with scene legend Dave Lynn and the iconic Maisie
Trollette kick-starting your week with chat, gags, stories and
songs from 9.30pm. Dave Lynn says: “I love working with
Maisie, she's an icon and was very helpful when I was
young. Between us you will have about 150 years of
experience and we don't rehearse, we chat in the dressing
room. The songs will be a lot of show song and camp
standards. It will be a classy and fun night, so pop it in your
diaries for a glamorous, chilled night with two gorgeous
birds.” 
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THURSDAY 18
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Total Request
Thursdays: DJ FRESH Princess 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY It’s All Fun &
Games: Sally Vate’s Name that
Showtune Bingo 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Throwback Thur
9pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Mad Cow’s Tea Party:
Ms Joan Bond, DJs Lee Jeffery & Ruby
Roo 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Throwback Thur
8pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Miss
Jason 9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Big
Cash Quiz: £150 jackpot 7.30pm

FRIDAY 19
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Upstairs: DJ
Kirsty 11pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 50-pm

l BAR REVENGE Pop Tartz Warm-Up
9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Glitter: DJ Steve Lush 11pm
l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Thierrie &
giveaways 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club
6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ
Nick Hirst 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s
karaoke 8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Jukebox Disco
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE DJs Funk Food 4pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret:
Thunderpussy 9.30pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz: P!nk Tribute Act
(Laura Tapp) & resident DJs 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Steam 9pm
l ZONE Friday Night Sessions:
Backbeat 10pm

SATURDAY 20
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm

l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm
l BAR REVENGE Sweet Revenge
warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Fusion: DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY: DJ Klipz &
giveaways 10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex,
Grant Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ
Tony B 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Cabaret: Jason
Lee 9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Squeeze
Disco 8pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Diane
James 9.30pm
l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs
Missy B & Trick on level 1; R-Haus on
level 2 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Men’s Room: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm
l ZONE Cabaret: Sally Vate 10pm

SUNDAY 21
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Karaoke 8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace
Sessions pres: TBA 8.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Sunday Funday:
Micklos hosts giant board games &
karaoke 8.30pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bear Bash,
Free Food & Raffle 5pm; roasts & select
menu 12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST Cabaret: Lizzy Drip
7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll Bingo
8.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Cabaret: Lucinda
Lashes 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts
12-6pm; Open Mic Drag with Stephanie
Von Clitz 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Double cabaret:
Danny Beard 6pm & 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Screwpulous 9pm

LEGENDS BASEMENT CLUB
) 31-34 Marine Parade, BN2 1TR Tel: 01273 624462, www.legendsbrighton.com
) OPEN Wed & Fri–Sun from 11pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Every Sat it’s FUSION with resident DJ Peter Castle
spinning the best house and club classics to warm up your
weekend from 11pm. 

DJ Peter Castle says: “Legends Basement Club is a busy
place on a Saturday night, the music is commercial dance,
a little house and I’ll also be throwing in some club
classics. There’s such a great atmosphere with free
admission and if you are celebrating then it's definitely the
place to go. Attitude free for any age!” 

) REGULARS Wed is ICE with DJ Claire Fuller spinning chart/house/r&b from
11pm. ) Fri is GLITTER with DJ Steve Lush spinning chart/disco classics
remixed from 11pm. ) Sun is POP!CANDY with DJ Claire Fuller spinning sugar
coated pure pop from 11pm.

MARINE TAVERN
) 13 Broad St, BN2 1TJ, Tel: 01273 905578, www.marinetavern.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 12pm.
) FOOD Daily from 12-9pm; Sunday roasts served 12–6pm, £5.95 each or two
for £10; Tue is Curry Night with curry for £1 served 7.30–9pm; free corned beef
hash every Wed from 5pm.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (from 14) is OPEN MIC DRAG, a chance for
professionals or first timers to perform on the Marine Tavern stage, with Stephanie
Von Clitz from 9pm. Turn up on the night in drag (or book your slot at the bar in
advance), perform for 10 minutes, and receive £10. Also, drink as much as you like

for £20 from 9pm, just pick up a wristband at the bar.  

Stephanie says: “I'm really excited for this to start! It's a
chance for artistes, professional or amateur, to try out new
material and also a platform for newer artistes to perform.
It's on a Sunday which is always a good day for cabaret so if
you want a fun, enjoyable night out, and would like to see a
variety of talent, then come down!”
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l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz
Roast 3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm

MONDAY 22
l BAR BROADWAY The Just After
Work Big Showbiz Quiz 6.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Monday MashUp
Student & Industry Night: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Cabaret: Maisie
Trollette & Dave Lynn 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday Madness
8pm

TUESDAY 23
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Crewsday: DJ
Lewis Osborne 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Karaoke with Liz
9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Quiz & Curry
7.30pm
l REVENGE £2UESDAY: DJ Trick
11pm

WEDNESDAY 24
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Fresh!: DJ Jazzy
Jane 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Lip Sync for your
Life: Crystal Lubrikunt 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS Ice:
DJ Claire Fuller 11pm

l CAMELFORD ARMS Seniors’ lunch
2-3.30pm
l CHARLES ST Silly Willy
Wednesdays with Drag With No Name
9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Sally Vate
9.30pm
l SUBLINE Club Silencio 3D 8pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Open
Mic with The Purple Shoes 8.30pm
l ZONE Rachel’s Quiz 7.30pm

THURSDAY 25
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Disco Bomb:
DJ Claire Fuller 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY It’s All Fun &
Games: Sally Vate’s Urban Family
Misfortunes 9pm
l BAR REVENGE Throwback Thur
9pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS £300 Big Cash
Quiz 9pm
l CHARLES ST Mad Cow’s Tea Party:
Ms Joan Bond, DJs Lee Jeffery & Ruby
Roo 9pm
l MARINE TAVERN Throwback
Thursday 8pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Maisie
Trollette 9.30pm
l REVENGE FOMO: DJs 11pm
l SUBLINE Brace Yourself 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Big
Cash Quiz: £150 jackpot 7.30pm

PICS FROM PARIS HOUSE + QUEENS ARMS38 GSCENE OUT & ABOUT

FRIDAY 26
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 5pm
l BAR REVENGE Pop Tartz warm-up
9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Glitter: DJ Steve Lush 11pm
l BOUTIQUE i-Candy: DJ Thierrie &
giveaways 10pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Friday Club
6pm
l CHARLES ST Fruity Friday Fix: DJ
Leeroy 9pm

l DR BRIGHTONS Funky Friday: DJ
Nick Hirst 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Mysterry’s
karaoke 8.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Jukebox Disco
8pm
l PARIS HOUSE DJ Havoxx 9pm
l REVENGE Pop Tartz DJs on level 1;
Fat Lip with DJ Fifi on level 2 10.30pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Lucinda
Lashes 9.30pm
l SUBLINE Steam 9pm
l ZONE DJs: The Velvet Collars 8pm

FEBRUARY
LISTINGS

PARIS HOUSE
) 21 Western Rd, BN3 1AF, Tel: 01273 724195, www.parishousebrighton.com
) OPEN daily from 12pm. 
) FOOD daily from 12pm–close.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (14) is VALENTINE'S DAY with free live jazz from
6pm and food served till close.

) REGULARS Wed (10) is free live jazz with the Ollie Howe Piano Trio at 9pm.
Thur (4) is live Chanson from the 30s–50s with Fleur de Paris at 8pm. Fri is with
DJs from 9pm: DJ Duo Funk Food (5 & 19), Meryl (12) and Havoxx (26).  Sat:
live jazz at 4pm; then TC's Joyful Noise with DJ Kenny at 9pm, free entry.

QUEENS ARMS
) 7 George St, BN2 1RH, T: 01273 696873, www.thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms
) OPEN 4pm Tue–Fri; 2pm Sat & Sun. Closed Mon & Tue (excl 9)

) ONE FOR THE DIARY The star-studded cast of The Alternative Panto,
SINDERFELLA, will be performing individually every night on the QA stage after their

performance at the Sallis Benney Theatre, from the Panto’s
opening night on Thur (4) until its close on Sun (14). Acts
taking to the stage at 10pm are: Miss Jason on Thur (4),
Lola Lasagne on Fri (5), Dr Woof on Sat (6), Davina
Sparkle on Sun (7), Chris Howard on Tue (9), Cassidy
Connors on Wed (10), Miss Jason on Thur (11), Allan
Jay on Fri (12), Jason Lee on Sat (13) and Dave Lynn on
Sun (14). 

) REGULARS Regular SATURDAY CABARET continues with Diane James (20)
and TBA (27), both from 9.30pm. ) Sunday is a double helping of CABARET at
6pm & 10pm with Stephanie Von Clitz followed by Post-Panto Cabaret (7),
Sally Vate followed by Post-Panto Cabaret (14), Danny Beard (21) and Rose
Garden (28). )Wed is top-flight CABARET from 9.30pm with Sally Vate (3, 17
& 24). ) Regular FRI CABARET continues with Thunderpussy (19) and Maisie
Trollette (25), both from 9.30pm. 

Thunderpussy, an award winning ‘international Drag
Superstar’, has travelled the length and breadth of the globe,
performing for Gay Prides, comedy clubs, ladies nights and
private and corporate functions all over the world. Most Drag
Artists have a fearsome reputation for being ruthless and
sometimes a bit too nasty, but with Thunderpussy's unique
style, very sharp wit and loveable approach, you will find a
breath of fresh air with her show. Thunderpussy says: “I need to emphasis this is
100% LIVE! There is no lip-syncing and I'll be performing musical tracks from the
70s/80s/90s through to the naughties! My show is a blend of witty banter and parody
songs written by me, many of which can be found on Youtube!
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BAR REVENGE
) 5-7 Marine Parade, BN2 1TA, Tel: 01273 606064, www.revenge.co.uk
) OPEN Sun-Wed 12pm-1am, Thur 12pm-2am, Fri & Sat 12pm-6am. 
Buy a drink on Thur, Fri & Sat to pick up discounted entry passes for Club Revenge. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Wed is LIP-SYNC FOR YOUR
LIFE, back by popular demand with hostess Crystal
Lubrikunt and the chance to win £50 and a paid slot on the
Powder Room stage at Club Revenge, from 9pm. Crystal
says: "The time has come again to lip-sync of your life with a
cash prize of £50 and the chance to perform alongside
RuPaul's Drag Race royalty!"

REVENGE
) 32-34 Old Steine, BN1 1EL, Tel: 01273 606064, www.revenge.co.uk
) OPEN Tue from 11pm, Thur, Fri & Sat from 10.30pm.

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Fri (12) & Sat (13) is CLUB REVENGE RELAUNCH
WEEKEND with resident DJs all weekend long! After two months of extensive
refurbishment works, Club Revenge reopens with new layout, VIP booths, DJ booth,
sound system, stage, lighting system, seating, club décor & furniture on Level 1 and
new VIP booths, flooring, dance podiums and more on Level 2. This is an event not
to be missed. The Revenge team say: “We’ve got the hottest performers and
production in the UK so expect go-go dancers, champagne girls, huge LED robots
ready to take your breath away at the biggest party in the scene’s history!”

FEBRUARY
LISTINGS
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SATURDAY 27
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY 7 Sins 9pm
l BAR BROADWAY Jukebox 4pm;
Giggle@The Gods: live comedy 8pm
l BAR REVENGE Sweet Revenge
warm-up 9pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Fusion: DJ Peter Castle 11pm
l BOUTIQUE se-XXY: DJ Klipz &
giveaways 10pm
l CHARLES ST Fierce: DJs Lil Alex,
Grant Knowles, Leeroy 9pm
l DR BRIGHTONS Sexy Saturday: DJ
Tony B 9.30pm
l GROSVENOR BAR Cabaret: Sally
Vate 9.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Pre-club DJs 7pm
l MARINE TAVERN Saturday Squeeze

Disco 8pm
l PARIS HOUSE Live jazz 4pm; TC’s
Joyful Noise: DJ Kenny 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: TBA
9.30pm
l REVENGE Sweet Revenge: DJs
Missy B & Trick on level 1; R-Haus on
level 2 10.30pm
l SUBLINE Leathermen South: free
entry in leather, normal door charges
apply otherwise 10pm
l ZONE Cabaret: Bagga Chipz 10pm

SUNDAY 28
l BAR 7@CRAWLEY Karaoke 8pm
l BAR BROADWAY Fireplace
Sessions pres: Keith Pemberton 8.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Sunday Funday:

Micklos hosts giant board games &
karaoke 8.30pm
l BASEMENT CLUB@LEGENDS
Pop!Candy: DJ Claire Fuller 11pm
l CAMELFORD ARMS Bear Bash,
Free Food & Raffle 5pm; roasts & select
menu 12pm–till gone
l CHARLES ST Cabaret: Myra Dubois
7.30pm; Sally’s Rock & Roll Bingo
8.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Cabaret: Drag With
No Name 3.30pm; roasts 12–3pm
l MARINE TAVERN Sunday roasts
12-6pm; Open Mic Drag with Stephanie
Von Clitz 9pm
l QUEEN’S ARMS Cabaret: Rose
Garden 6pm & 9.30pm

l SUBLINE Cum in Your Pants:
underwear party 9pm
l THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS Jazz
Roast 3pm; Sunday roasts 1-6pm

MONDAY 29
l BAR BROADWAY The Just After
Work Big Showbiz Quiz 6.30pm
l BAR REVENGE Monday MashUp
Student & Industry Night: DJ Lewis
Osborne 9pm
l CHARLES STREET Studio 150
10.30pm
l LEGENDS BAR Cabaret: Maisie
Trollette & Dave Lynn 9.30pm
l MARINE TAVERN Monday
Madness 8pm

FEBRUARY
LISTINGS

SUBLINE
) 129 St James' St, BN2 1TH, Tel: 01273 624100, www.sublinebrighton.co.uk
) OPEN Wed–Sun from 9pm.  

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (14) is BLACK VALENTINE, a celebration of love
and a fundraiser for the Rainbow Fund, with the boys from the Brighton Bear
Weekend from 3pm. Dress in black (leather, rubber, sports kit encouraged) and join
the men for a steamy afternoon 'tea dance' (do they still call them that?) sound
tracked by resident DJ Screwpulous spinning his special brand of house, chart and
classic remixes. During the afternoon there’ll be a free vodka shots on the door, a
prize for the best dressed, boot-shine service and Kevin Twomey will be opening
his crop shop so you can have a trim or a full chop in the barber’s chair! Door charge
is £3 in black, £5 otherwise, which is all donated to The Rainbow Fund. 

Graham Munday from BBWE says: “Valentine’s Day can be
pretty grim for those not in a loving relationship. So we
wanted to throw an Anti-Valentine’s Party for all those single
people, rebels and maybe couples who just want to be
single for 5 minutes. Great music, free vodka and the
talented Kevin Twomey mean it is the perfect way to spend a
Sunday afternoon!”

) REGULARS Wed (24) is monthly club night CLUB SILENCIO 3D, which sees
Subline turned into a funfair of vauderville and the avant-garde from 8pm. Expect
classy trash, B-movie monsters, comedy, fortune-tellers, live art, music, film and
donuts, all for a mere £4.50. ) Sat (27) is  LEATHERMEN SOUTH WITH free
entry if you’re in leather, normal door charges apply otherwise. Open from 10pm
until late; ) Sunday (28) CUM IN YOUR PANTS - UNDERWEAR PARTY from
9pm, free to members, £5 to non-members

ZONE BAR
) 33 St James’ St, BN2 1RF, Tel: 01273 682249, www.zonebar.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 10am. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Fri (12) is with husband and wife duo Stone & Street
tearing up the stage with live vocals, humour and dexterous guitar playing from
9.30pm. Stone & Street are well-known for creating a fun party atmosphere by
playing songs ranging from swing standards, soul/Motown classics, disco, Gypsy
Kings to current chart hits - something for everyone. 

Stone & Street, who first started working together as
vocalists on cruise ships and have performed with West
End performers, say: “Get your weekend off to a good
start by visiting this great venue with one of the south
coast’s most popular acts and staff that will make sure
you leave with a smile on your face.”

THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS
) 59 North Rd, Brighton, BN1 1YD, Tel: 01273 608571, www.3jollybutchers.com
) OPEN 12pm on Mon–Sat, 1pm on Sun. Private function room available.  
) FOOD Mon–Fri 12–9pm; Sat 12–8pm; Sunday roasts 1–6pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Sun (14) is VALENTINE'S DAY with free live jazz from
3pm and roasts served till 6pm.

) REGULARS Wed (10 & 24) is OPEN MIC with The Purple Shoes at 8.30pm.
Thur is LET'S GET QUIZZY with £150 cash prize at 7.30pm. Sun is the JAZZ
ROAST at 3pm, free entry. 
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l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Ruby
Roo 9pm; cabaret: Danny Beard 10pm

SATURDAY 20
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Tiny
9pm

SUNDAY 21
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL The London Podium: Mrs
Moore & Lola Lasagne 8pm; roasts 12-3.30pm

MONDAY 22
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 23
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 24
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 25
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am

l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising with
Kara Van Park 9pm

FRIDAY 26
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Ruby
Roo 9pm; cabaret: Vicki Vivacious 10pm

SATURDAY 27
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Dazza
9pm

SUNDAY 28
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL The London Podium:
Tanya Hyde & Drag With No Name 8pm; roasts
12-3.30pm

MONDAY 29
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BOULEVARD 
1 Hampshire Terrace, Southsea 
TEL: 2392 297509
l OLD VIC 104 St Paul’s Rd, Southsea
TEL: 02392 297013, www.oldvicportsmouth.co.uk

SOUTHAMPTON
l ISOBAR 100c St Mary’s St
TEL: 02380 222028
l LONDON HOTEL
2 Terminus Terr, SO14 3DT
TEL: 02380 710652, www.the-london.co.uk
Friendly bar with regular cabaret, DJs & food
OPEN: Mon-Wed 12-11pm, Thur 12-12.30am,
Fri & Sat 12-1.30am, Sun 12-11.30pm   
FOOD: Mon-Sat 12-3pm; Sun roasts 12-3.30pm 
l TITANIC Simnel St, SO14 2BE
TEL: 023 8021 1879, www.thetitanicpub.co.uk
OPEN: daily fom 12pm 
l EDGE Compton Walk, SO14 0BH
TEL: 02380 366163, www.theedgesouthampton.com

MONDAY 1
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm

TUESDAY 2
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 3
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 4
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising with Kara
Van Park 9pm

FRIDAY 5
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Ruby
Roo 9pm; cabaret: Martha D’Arthur 10pm

SATURDAY 6
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Neil
Sackley 9pm

SUNDAY 7
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL The London Podium: Kara
Van Park & Nan 8pm; roasts 12-3.30pm

MONDAY 8
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm

TUESDAY 9
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 10
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 11
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising with Kara
Van Park 9pm

FRIDAY 12
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ Neil
Sackley 9pm; cabaret: Sandra 10pm

SATURDAY 13
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
l OLD VIC DJs all night
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE The Big One: DJs 10pm
l LONDON HOTEL Guilty Pleasures: DJ
Lucinda & vocalist Eva Iglesias 9pm

SUNDAY 14
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pounded: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL The London Podium:
Martha D’Arthur & Rose Garden 8pm;
Valentine’s Day roasts 12-3.30pm

MONDAY 15
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 2am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE DJs 11pm

TUESDAY 16
PORTSMOUTH
l OLD VIC Quiz 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE video jukebox 11pm

WEDNESDAY 17
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Bar 150: DJs & karaoke 10pm

THURSDAY 18
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD karaoke till 2am
l OLD VIC karaoke 8pm
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Pop!: DJ 11pm
l LONDON HOTEL Karaoke Cruising with Kara
Van Park 9pm

FRIDAY 19
PORTSMOUTH
l HAMPSHIRE BLVD DJ till 3am
SOUTHAMPTON
l EDGE Get Some: DJs 10pm

PICS FROM LONDON HOTEL SOUTHAMPTON

LONDON HOTEL SOUTHAMPTON
) 2 Terminus Terr, SO14 3DT, Tel: 02380 710652, www.the-london.co.uk
) OPEN daily from 12pm.  
) FOOD Mon–Sat 12–3pm; Sunday lunch 12–3.30pm. 

) ONE FOR THE DIARY Fri (26) is FAIRYLEA with DJ Ruby Roo from 9pm;
then it’s Vicki Vivacious’ London Hotel debut from 10pm.

) REGULARS Fri is FAIRYLEA with DJ Ruby Roo spinning high camp/pure
cheese at 9pm; then it’s cabaret at 10pm: Martha D’Arthur (5), DJ Neil Sackley
& Sandra (12) and Drag Idol 2015 winner Danny Beard (19). 
)Sat is GUILTY PLEASURES with DJs and vocalists from 9pm: DJ Neil Sackley
(6), DJ Lucinda & guest vocalist Eva Iglesias (13), DJ Tiny (20) and DJ Dazza
(27). )SUNDAY NIGHT ON THE LONDON PODIUM with hostess Kara Van Park
from 8pm and guest cabaret at 9pm: Nan (7), Martha D’Arthur & Rose Garden
(14), Mrs Moore & Lola Lasagne (21) and Tanya Hyde & Drag With No Name
(28). ) Thur is KARAOKE CRUISING with Kara Van Park from 9pm.
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DJ PROFILE: STEVE LUSH
Well it doesn’t seem like five minutes ago that the Christmas decorations
were being shoved back into the loft and those New Year’s resolutions
had already been broken. Now it’s only blooming February, the month of
love! Queenie has a chat with a relatively recently returned DJ who is
bound to set the hearts a flutter as his cheery tunes lead to amour on
the dancefloor. Pass him a naughty ice cream and you may even get to
see him wiggling along with the rest of you!  

What’s your name? Well hello… I’m simply known as Steve Lush DJ!!!

Where do you DJ? I’ve just returned to the UK having lived in the Far
East for the past four years and am now back at Legends’ Basement Club
on Friday nights at Glitter. There will be another residency to be
confirmed in the very near future...

DJ style? Commercial and uplifting with a happy feel. 

Favourite tune ever? Without hesitation, Giorgio Moroder and Philip
Oakey’s Together In Electric Dreams. 

Tune that always fills your dancefloor? I’m Every Woman by Chaka
Khan (dance remix).

Ultimate dream gig? Having been on an Atlantis Mediterranean Gay
Cruise, I would love to DJ at their 80s/pop-themed night on the main
deck!

Tune you wish you’d never played? I don’t have a song but more a
group!!! So ANYTHING by Scooch – we’d already had Steps and S Club 7
so we didn’t need anyone else coming on the bandwagon trying to mimic
them.  

Guilty pleasure? Vanilla ice cream topped with Baileys. 

Best ever gig? I was once asked to DJ at a private birthday party for
one of the SAW (Stock Aitken Waterman) boys on their private estate…
Nearly every famous name that had signed to their label was at the
party. The theme was ‘back to school’ and everyone was in school
uniforms!! 

Tell us a secret? I don’t actually like dancing myself – in fact I have
very rarely been seen dancing! However I love DJing and being able to
control the mood on a dance floor through the music I play.   

DJ STEVE LUSH CURRENT TOP FIVE 
) JASON DERULO Get Ugly (Westfunk Club mix) Warner Brothers
) CRAIG DAVID & Big Narstie When The Bassline Drops (Todd Terry
remix) Insanity Records
) COLDPLAY Adventure Of A Lifetime (Dance remix) White Label
) FLORENCE & THE MACHINE Delilah (Galantis remix) Island
) ADELE Hello (Cosmic Dawn remix) White Label

GSCENE 43

DANCE MUSIC
BY QUEEN JOSEPHINE & KATE WILDBLOOD

BOWIE
There was and will only ever be
one Starman. And sat here
attempting to review this month’s
promos seemed, well, wrong. So
forgive us this indulgence. A
tribute had to be made. 

No other music sits right with us
right now other than Bowie’s. No
music feels untouched by his
influence. And no part of our
queer lives feel like it would have
been the same without him. He
may be telling us to look up there,
that he’s in heaven, but right now
as we sit here on earth surrounded
by the music he created, the
freedom he gave freaks like us, we
cannot help but feel we are all
Ziggy today.

He was a creative genius our
generation will never see again.
From his infamous lift-off to a

Space Oddity, the gender-bending
of Hunky Dory and the exquisite
Life on Mars, the adorable Aladdin
Sane, the sexy alien aesthetics of
Ziggy Stardust, the plastic soul of
Young Americans (and a certain
Luther Vandross), the Berlin
beauty of Station to Station, Low
and Heroes, the effortless Lodger,
the too cool and too Scary
Monsters, right through to his
Earthling adventures, the smitten
Tilda and Where Are We Now?
heartfelt optimism of The Next Day
and his final farewell to planet
earth via Darkstar, Bowie was
forever ahead of the pack. A pack
we gladly followed. A pack we
became part of with every change
of genre, costume and message.

He was the man who happened to
fall to earth and light up the stars.
Every play of every album makes
us thank our lucky starman that
we were here with him to share
some of those 69 years. He taught
us and the world it was okay to be
who we were, regardless of how we
dressed, who we loved or where we
landed. And in doing so he made
all of us pretty things.  

David Bowie. The man who
changed the world, one kook at a
time. 

W&Q’S ALL TIME BOWIE WONDERS
) SOUND & VISION Nothing gets us as high as Low action from 1977. 
) LIFE ON MARS? Mesmeric, majestic and mind-blowing as we drown
in David’s eyes. 
) SORROW A Pin Ups remake that makes Queenie quake every play.
) SWEET THING/CANDIDATE Diamond Dog Cracked Actor docu gem that
ensures Wildblood tears.
) BOYS KEEP SWINGING A gender-busting wonder with added Klaus
Nomi that demanded our queer attention. 
) BLACKSTAR Gracing us one last time with genius as we bade farewell
to Major Tom. 
) FASHION A funky Scary Monster that will enchant any dancefloor.
) TVC15 An Iggy Pop-inspired Station to Station nightmare ride we
have to take.
) LOVE IS LOST (Hello Steve Reich Mix by James Murphy for DFA Edit)
Few delivered when remixing Bowie but Murphy excels with style.
) HEROES Believe in Bowie and we can all be heroes. RIP our starman.

Catch Wildblood and Queenie’s Home Service Bowie Special on
RadioReverb 97.2FM DAB and online at radioreverb.com on Sunday
Feb 14. perfectdistractions.com



BAR BROADWAY
The Gods, 10 Steine St, Brighton 
) IT IS WAS IT IS (8pm, Thu 11)
free comedy and sketch show. 
) MONROE & RUSSELL LOVE
SONGS (9pm, Sun 14) Kara Van
Park and Laura Nixon as Marilyn
Monroe & Jane Russell for a
Valentine’s Day special. 
) GIGGLE @ THE GODS (8pm, Sat
27) with six stand-up comics, £3.

KOMEDIA
Gardner St, Brighton
Box office: 08452 938480
) BENT DOUBLE (Sun 3) is an
irreverent night of fun and frolics
hosted by Zoe Lyons (Mock The
Week and Michael McIntyre's
Comedy Roadshow). Featuring
headliner Joe Lycett, Allyson June
Smith and Jo Caulfield.
) THE KEMP TOWN CARNIVAL
2016 LAUNCH PARTY (11pm–3am,
Fri 12) with lineup including funk

and soul big band, Soul Steppers,
the phenomenal Mr Bongo
Records, the Natural Elements
Crew, and the 10 piece jump up
jive legends, Fat 45. Tickets
£10/£8. 

BRIGHTON CENTRE
Kings Rd, Brighton, 
Box office: 0844 847 1515
) JASON DERULO (Tue 2). Hear
Jase play his hits hot on the heels
of landing his fourth UK No 1
single with Want To Want Me.
) REEVES & MORTIMOR (Sun
14). As always with Vic and Bob
there will be uplifting moments,
some musical moments, maybe
some magic, several dancing styles,
some show of physical strength but
always some poignant moments.
) THE X FACTOR (Mon 22–Tue 23).
The confirmed line-up is: Anton
Stephens, 4th Impact, Reggie 'N'

Bollie, Louisa Johnson, Lauren
Murray, Che Chesterman, Mason
Noise and Seann Miley Moore.

BRIGHTON DOME
Studio Theatre, New Rd, Brighton
Box office: 01273 709709
) I AM NOT MYSELF THESE DAYS
by Tom Stuart & Fuel (7.30pm, Sat
13 Feb). Shockingly direct and
heartbreakingly funny, this is the
story of one man’s double life in
the flashy, trashy New York of the
1990s. An ad man by day and a

drag queen by night, Josh battles
alcoholism and clings on to his
relationship with Jack, a crack-
addicted rent boy. Based on Josh
Kilmer-Purcell’s bestselling
autobiography, I Am Not Myself
These Days is a one-man tour de
force of mesmerising candour. Plus
post-show discussion. ‘A brutal
story told with energy and
compassion’ The Stage.

) ON MEN, WOMEN AND THE REST
OF US (Thu 18). Trailblazing artist-
activist Kate Bornstein's beguiling
introduction to life beyond binaries
is a witty and tender journey
through 25 years of writing about
transgender experience. On Men,
Women And The Rest of Us explores
the notion of a not-man, not-
woman identity in a world that
demands we be one or the other.
Moving freely between poetry and
video, theory and comedy, this
autobiographical performance is an
affirmation of spirit for sex and
gender outlaws everywhere. Part of
Pink Fringe.

EMPORIUM 
88 London Rd, Brighton
thelittleboxoffice.com/emporium
) THE ALBATROSS 3RD & MAIN

(Tue 2–Sat 20). Three guys. A
mountain of debt. And a box of
priceless roadkill. Inspired by the
author’s travels in the USA, this is
a gritty contemporary psychosocial
black comedy, which unfolds over a
single day, in a sleepy, blue-collar
backwater of Massachusetts. A
punchy satire that takes a big
swing at cultural imperialism as it
explores the dark flip side of
Federal law and wildlife
conservation. This world premiere
production marks the Brighton born
playwright’s debut as director. 
) DREAMLAND AT EMPORIUM
presents THE RED SHOES (3pm,
Sun 21). Considered to be the most
famous ballet film of all time The
Red Shoes is utterly captivating,
totally demented and wildly
fantastic. Directed by Powell &
Pressburger and featuring their
characteristic spellbinding use of
technicolour. 

PINK FRINGE
Marlborough Theatre, 4 Princes
St, Brighton, Box office:
www.brownpapertickets.com
) TIMBERLINA’S BEARD
MELTDOWN (Thu 11). A hilarious
musical show of alt-drag, anarcho
folk-rock proportions and joyous
eco-woe from London’s glamorous
bearded drag queen. Dazed by
humanity’s constant consumption?
Bedazzled by too much choice? Let
Timberlina be the high quality low
energy lightbulb at the end of your
tunnel of environmental despair.
Part social critique, part rally cry
for the compassionate, join
Timberlina for sustainable anthems
and handy eco-household tips.
) DAVID HOYLE (Fri 26–Sun 28).
Notorious ‘anti-drag queen’,
performance artist, avant-garde
cabaret artist, singer, actor and

SINDERFELLA
Sallis Benney Theatre, Grand Parade, Brighton
) SINDERFELLA (Thur 4–Sun 14). The Alternative Panto Company are
pulling out all the stops to ensure their 2016 production is something
truly special, featuring some of the UK's most sought after cabaret and
theatre performers, including: Miss Jason, Lola Lasagne, Dave Lynn,
Davina Sparkle, Cassidy Connors, Jason Lee, Allan Jay, Christopher
Howard, Mike Mendoza and a very special magical appearance from
the wonderful Maisie Trollette. 

This unique adult panto was written by award-winning Andrew Stark,
staged by Quintin Young with musical direction by Joe Paxton. With
so much talent, humour and fun, Sinderfella promises to be one of the
highlights on the Brighton entertainment calendar and a night NOT to
be missed! Sinderfella tickets at £21.50 are available from
www.brightonticketshop.com. A ticket and meal deal is also available,
which includes your panto ticket, a champagne cocktail and two course
meal from the early bird menu at Cote Brasserie for £27.50. There is
limited availability so book now by emailing
thealternativepantobrighton@yahoo.co.uk

ARTS
BY MICHAEL HOOTMAN
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PRIDE & PREDUDICE: 
QUEER LIVES ON FILM
Towner Gallery, College Rd, Eastbourne, townereastbourne.org.uk

) PRIDE & PREJUDICE: QUEER LIVES ON
FILM is a weekend of LGBT films (Sat 20 &
Sun 21). Films include: CHRIS & DON: A LOVE
STORY (Sat 20) which looks at the lifelong
relationship between author Christopher
Isherwood and his much younger lover, artist
Don Bachardy. 
) LOVE BITES (Sat 20) is a selection of six
LGBT short films exploring the theme of love. 
) THEOREM (Sat 20)

is the Pasolini classic starring Terence Stamp
as a mysterious visitor who seduces an entire
family, part of a double-bill including THE

ADVENTURES OF
PRISCILLA, QUEEN
OF THE DESERT. 
) DEREK (Sun 21) is
Isaac Julien’s look at
the life and work of
Derek Jarman. 
) CALL ME KUCHU
(Sun 21) is a
documentary about
Uganda’s first openly

gay man showing him and and his fellow
activists working against the clock to defeat a
bill which threatens to make homosexuality punishable by death.

comedian, Hoyle presents a new
work to mark the end of LGBT
History Month 2015. An evening of
painful truths, unyielding love and
Hoyle’s characteristic lacerating
wit. 

) DIANE CHORLEY’S BROKEN
HEART BALL (Sat 20). Join the
Queen of Canvey Diane Chorley
and her band The Buffet to
salvage the post-Valentine’s
wreckage of young love’s broken
dreams with an unmissable night
of live music and fun. The former
Essex nightclub owner shares her
classic hits, themed covers and
offers advice on affairs of the
heart. ‘Diane Chorley, an Essex
nightclub owner fronting a tight
indie pop band was the most fun I
had in a comedy show this summer’
Stewart Lee; ‘She’s alluring,
exciting, unique’ The Times.

THE OLD MARKET 
Upper Market St, Hove 
Box office: 01273 201801
) LE CLUCK FACTOR (Sat 6). Think
Britain’s Got Talent meets the X
Factor and you have the show of
all shows. Hosted and judged by
local impresarios Tori Bond, Jonny
Davies and Sue Tyhurst with an
eclectic line-up of hopefuls and
established favourites promising
music, magic, dancing and comedy,
and an evening not to be missed.
All profits will go to CalAid, the
charity that helps displaced
refugees in Calais and Lesvos. 
) LUCY SPRAGGAN (Mon 29) X
Factor contestant and headliner at

the Brighton Pride Women’s
Performance Tent, the ‘A-Flop’
singer-songwriter continues her
acoustic tour with just her guitar
and keyboard, following the release
of her third album, We Are.

THEATRE ROYAL
Theatre Royal, New Rd, Brighton
Box office: 08448 717650
) PRIVATE LIVES (Mon 1–Sat 6).
Noel Coward’s elegant comedy
stars Tom Chambers and Charlotte
Ritchie. The play  focuses on a
divorced couple who, while
honeymooning with their new
spouses, discover that they are
staying in adjacent rooms at the
same hotel. Despite a perpetually
stormy relationship, they realise
that they still have feelings for
each other…
) MERCURY: THE ULTIMATE
QUEEN TRIBUTE (Thu 18). The
show includes fantastic and
authentic performances of the
most popular Queen hits such
as Bohemian Rhapsody, Radio Ga
Ga, We Are The Champions, We
Will Rock You and many more.

) DERREN BROWN: MIRACLE (Tue
23–Sat 27). The multi-award
winning acknowledged master of
psychological illusion and 'dark
manipulator of magic and mind
control' is back on with a brand
new one-man show. 'Dazzling.
Thought-provoking and captivating’
Daily Telegraph.

TRAUMFRAU
Envy, 8 Marine Parade, Brighton
http://www.brownpapertickets.co
m/event/2489803
) TRAUMFRAU ALLERGIC DISCO -
SCREW ROMANCE (9.30pm–3am,
Sat 13). This Valentine's screw
packaged romance, once a year

cards and feeling crap. And share
that special you with your friends.
Because they're worth it! The
raunchiest, most empowering,
fierce, fabulous, sex-positive,
riotous, and glittery show you have
seen in a long time with Rubyyy
Jones and DJs Alex Spinks and
Solomon Onyemere. Wheelchair
accessible, carer/chaperone can
get free ticket online via tickets
link. For other accessibility needs
please email
traumfraubrighton@gmail.com

VALENTINES JUKEBOX 
The Brunswick Pub, 1 Holland
Road, Hove, Tickets:
www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/valentin
es-jukebox-gig-tickets-
20568239157 
) VALENTINE’S JUKEBOX (Sun 14)
Join Aneesa Chaudhry (vocals)

and Mojca Monti (piano) for a
Valentine’s Evening with a
difference! 'If Music Be the Food of
love, Play on!' Join these two
talented musicians for a night of
laughter and music! You can even
pre-order your favourite love songs
in advance of the gig and possibly
even get on stage and serenade
someone yourself! It's all about
having a fun night. It's Valentine’s
Day after all!
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On Christmas Night. The strongest
works here are the Nunc Dimittis
and the a capella numbers, and I
look forward to hearing more solo
work from Phoenix. Edition Peters
EPS002

) Brothers Paul Watkins (cello)
and Huw Watkins (piano) continue
their exploration of British Works
for Cello and Piano. Kenneth
Leighton’s (1929-1988) Partita
beings with an Elegy, which has a
winding, angular theme which is
exchanged between the cello and
piano. It is followed by an
energetic, syncopated scherzo, and
then comes a lengthy set of theme
and variations, and here the piano
comes more to the fore, with
ringing sonorities, particularly in
the fourth variation. In Constants,
Elisabeth Lutyens’ (1906-1983)
creates a mysterious sound-world,
which is very striking, and requires
some particularly delicate and very
quiet playing from the cello. It
ends with some wailing two-note
cries from the cello, a reference to
the sudden death of her husband.
Alun Hoddinott’s (1929-2008)
Sonata No. 2 begins with almost
simplistic writing, the cello often
in conversation with the piano

playing open octaves. There is
great use of melodic line for the
cello in the slow movement, and
the finale brings back earlier
musical ideas. Sir Richard Rodney
Bennett’s (1936-2012) Sonata is
the strongest work here. There is a
fluidity to his bouncy, mercurial
opening movement, and the muted
cello in the second movement
brings lighter textures, before the
Bartók-like scherzo and the
virtuosic final set of variations.
Cellist and pianist demonstrate
strong command throughout, and
Paul Watkins’ variety of tone is
impressive. Chandos CHAN10862

Reviews, comments and events: 
v nicks-classical-
notes.blogspot.co.uk
t @nickb86uk
) nbclassical@hotmail.co.uk

REVIEWS

) Two great French pianists,
Jean-Efflam Bavouzet and
François-Frédéric Guy, have
teamed up to record three great
piano transcriptions, all premiered
in 1913. The most well-known work
here is Stravinsky’s (1882-1971)
radical Le Sacre de Printemps (The
Rite of Spring). Inevitably there are
losses of texture and detail when
such a visceral orchestral work is
transcribed, but there is also a
metallic, mechanistic drive here.
The inflections of the wailing
bassoon theme are obviously not
possible, but the pounding
rhythms have an additional sense
of relentlessness, and at times
their clinical precision is even
more scary. They open with Zoltán
Kocsis’ transcription for two
pianos of Bartók’s (1881-1945)
Two Pictures. This has rich
Debussian harmonies and extensive
use of glassy whole-tone scales,
particularly in the opening
movement, In Full Flower. 
The following Village Dance is jerky
and spiky, and full of eastern
melodic inflections and folk dance
rhythms. The centrepiece is

Debussy’s (1862-1918) Jeux, in a
new transcription for two pianos by
Bavouzet. This ballet score, for
Diaghilev, and danced by Nijinsky,
is about three young tennis
players, one man and two women,
who are all attracted to each other.
Bavouzet makes use of trills to get
over the problem of sustaining
lines, and somehow this adds to a
sense of the tremulous emotions of
suppressed passion and jealousy.
The clean piano detail brings a
certain transparency, and both
pianists play with great delicacy
and precision. The twists and turns
build in a swirling waltz to a
climactic three-way kiss, before the
dancers disappear into the night.
Chandos CHAN10863

) Readers of a certain age may
remember the original TV
adaptation of Tinker, Tailor, Soldier,
Spy (1979), and from that, a
haunting Nunc Dimittis (by
Geoffrey Burgon) sung by a boy
treble. That treble, Paul Phoenix,
became a successful tenor, singing
with the The King Singers for 17
years, and is now focussing on his
solo career, as well as working with
choral groups around the world
(www.purplevocals.com). He
released a short album before
Christmas, providing a good insight
into the range of this versatile

singer. The Nunc Dimittis opens the
disc, and immediately Phoenix’s
warm, even tone is evidenced. It is
followed by a Pie Jesu setting by
John Brunning (well known as a
Classic FM presenter), allowing
Phoenix to show off his clear
higher registers, against some rich
(if a little predictable) harp and
string orchestrations. The first
Christmas track, Child of the
Stable’s Secret Birth, by Thomas
Hewitt Jones, wears its heart on
its sleeve. Phoenix is joined here
by soprano Andrea Haines, whose
crystal voice adds interest to the
straightforward tune. For my
favourite track on the album,
Phoenix is joined by the a cappella
quintet, Apollo5 for MLK, Bob
Chilcott’s arrangement of the U2
lullaby in honour of Martin Luther
King. Here, the blend between
Phoenix and Apollo5 is perfect,
and they enjoy the rich harmonies.
This is followed by another a
capella piece with Apollo5, the
traditional Russian folksong, Oh
You Wide Steppe, arranged by
Alexander Levine. Phoenix again
demonstrates a bell-like, pure
upper register, and the rich choral
textures are built up and layered as
the song develops. Apollo5 are let
loose on their own in a beautiful
arrangement by Barnaby Smith of
the Coventry Carol, and the disc
ends with another unashamedly
Christmassy Hewitt Jones number,

CLASSICAL NOTES
BY NICK BOSTON

CINEMA
) See Verdi’s La Traviata live
(Thurs 4) from the Royal Opera
House, with Venera Gimadieva
in the role of Violetta.
) You can also catch Jonas Kaufmann’s concert performance (Thurs
11) from La Scala Milan, An Evening with Puccini. In local cinemas
Duke’s at the Komedia & Odeon in Brighton, Cineworld Eastbourne,
and the Connaught Cinema, Worthing. Check times/dates.

CONCERTS
BRIGHTON DOME & CORN EXCHANGE
Church Street, Brighton, 01273 709709, www.brightondome.org
) The Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra (7.30pm, Sat 6), conducted
by Pete Harrison, present Heroes And Aliens, a programme of sci-fi
soundtracks including Star Wars and Close Encounters. 
) The Brighton Philharmonic Orchestra (2.45pm, Sun 14), conducted
by Barry Wordsworth perform Weber (arranged by Berlioz), Mascagni,
Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherazade, and Chopin’s Piano Concerto No. 2

with Melvyn Tan (piano). 
) The Elias String Quartet (11am, Sun 21) perform
Haydn, Britten and Mendelssohn.
) The London Philharmonic Orchestra (7.30pm, Sat
27), conducted by Andrés Orozco-Estrada, perform
Strauss, Stravinsky’s Firebird Suite, and

Khachaturian’s Violin Concerto with Kristóf Baráti (violin).

NICHOLAS YONGE SOCIETY
Sussex Downs College, Lewes,
www.nylewes.org.uk
) Jessie Ann Richardson (cello) and Simon
Callaghan (piano) visit the Nicholas Yonge
Society (7.45pm, Fri 26) to perform
Beethoven, Bruch, Phipps and Rachmaninov.
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This month I’ve sourced three free visual arts experiences within a
short train ride if you are tempted to visit and view.

COLUMBIA THREADNEEDLE PRIZE 2016
Mall Galleries, 17 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5BD
http://columbiathreadneedleprize.com
) THE COLUMBIA THREADNEEDLE PRIZE 2016: FIGURATIVE ART
TODAY (Wed 3 –Sat 20), which I’ve been selected for, showcases the
best new figurative and representational art. The winner of the prize

(which unfortunately I haven’t
been shortlisted for), will
receive £20,000 plus a solo
exhibition at Mall Galleries.
The Visitors’ Choice Award,
voted by visitors to the
exhibition in London, is
£10,000. In an unprecedented
exchange, many of the works
selected for the exhibition will
be invited to Palazzo Strozzi
in Florence, the city’s largest
temporary exhibition space,

for a special four-week exhibition in June 2016. This year’s
international panel of selectors included artist and writer, David
Dawson; director general at Palazzo Strozzi, Arturo Galansino;
director of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Dr Tim Knox; arts journalist,
Emma Crichton-Miller; and director of Mall Galleries, Lewis
McNaught. 

TOWNER
Devonshire Park, College Road, Eastbourne, BN21 4JJ
www.townereastbourne.org.uk
) RECORDING BRITAIN (from Sat 6) showcases an ambitious scheme
set up at the outbreak of WW2, to employ artists on the home-front to
record the changing landscape of Britain. Sir Kenneth Clark
commissioned artists to paint ‘places and buildings of characteristic
national interest’, documenting rural and urban environments and

precious buildings under
threat, not only from
bombs but from the effects
of ‘progress’ and
development. The result
was more than 1,500
beautiful watercolours by
prolific artists such as John
Piper, Kenneth Rowntree
and Barbara Jones. In
addition to 49 works from

the original collection, held by the Victoria & Albert Museum, the
exhibition features a selection of contemporary works including
paintings and photographs by Conrad Atkinson, Richard Long, David
Nash and Laura Oldfield Ford.

) PETER SELLERS: BEHIND THE CAMERA (from Mon 1) is a unique
retrospective of one of the world’s great comedy actors. The exhibition

comprises over 50 rare
photographs, either taken
by the artist himself or
relating to his photographic
career and a veritable who’s
who of the era’s most
famous faces, including
Nanette Newman, Liza
Minnelli, Ringo Starr and

Sophia Loren. As well as presenting a fascinating pictorial chronicle
of the 1960s and 1970s, the exhibition offers an intriguing glimpse of
another facet of this iconic performer.
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ART MATTERS
BY ENZO MARRA

CURING PERFECT LAB 
Brighton Science Festival, 68 Middle Street, Brighton, BN1 1AL
) CURING PERFECT LAB (4–6pm, Fri 19) Wonky nose? Bandy legs? We
can help! Curing Perfect is an interactive online graphic novel which
challenges users to think about the nature of perfection. What would a
world of perfection look like and what roles do gene and stem cell
biology have in this? Come and have a go at our playful tests and join in
the online game.

Curing Perfect is a trans media arts project that fully involves learning
disabled people in the creative process. People and stories from the
online world will break out and continue on social media, in print and
live events, letting others contribute to the wider international
conversation. 

The work is a partnership between Carousel, digital artist Alex Peckham,
Circa69 (audio-visual artist Simon Wilkinson) as well as Dr Geoffrey
Brown and Dr June Jones (University of Birmingham) who are guiding
the project’s interaction with scientific claims and ethical explorations.
The Curing Perfect creative team is: William Hanekom (illustration,
animations and storyboard); Jason Eade (writer and filmmaker); Sarah
Gordy (actress); Tina Dickinson (social media); Becky Bruzas (debate);
and John Clay (filmmaker

More info: http://curingperfect.com
This free event is part of the Brighton Science Festival. Register for
tickets at: www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/curing-perfect-lab-tickets-
19823366222
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) THE GAP OF TIME: The Winter's Tale Retold by Jeanette
Winterson (out now). New Bohemia. America. A storm. A black man
finds a white baby abandoned in the night. He gathers her up – light
as a star – and decides to take her home. London. England. After the

financial crash. Leo Kaiser knows
how to make money but he doesn’t
know how to manage the jealousy
he feels towards his best friend
and his wife. Is the newborn baby
even his? New Bohemia. 17 years
later. A boy and a girl are falling
in love but there’s a lot they don’t
know about who they are and
where they come from. Jeanette
Winterson’s respectful cover
version of The Winter’s Tale
vibrates with echoes of the
original but tells a contemporary
story where Time itself is a player
in a game of high stakes that will
either end in tragedy or
forgiveness. It shows us that
however far we have been

separated, whatever is lost shall be found. Filled with her wit and
seriously thought-provoking ideas, Winterson’s writing is a pleasure
and a challenge and I believe she does each little part on purpose.
This is a well told, beautiful, magical and wonderfully evocative story
which resonates with our contemporary lives. The Gap of Time is the
first in the Hogarth Shakespeare series: this major international
project will see Shakespeare’s plays reimagined by some of today’s
bestselling and most celebrated writer and what a way to kick it off!

) SPARTACUS INTERNATIONAL
GAY GUIDE 2016/17 by Briand
Bedford (out March 3). The
Spartacus International Gay Guide
is the most successful travel guide
for gays. All the important country
information is there and cleverly
organised, easy to understand and
with distinct and colourful country
and city maps. Listings are easy to
find with the help of a clearly
structured listing system.
Spartacus Guide covers 135
countries worldwide and each

country’s listing has an extensive
introductory text, including legal,
social and cultural information for
gay men. With additional write ups
covering local gay life in many
bigger gay cities, such as an
unusual hotel, the most popular
beach, clubs, bars, saunas, other
gay friendly spaces or the local gay
information centre, it’s all
comprehensively covered and up to
date for March 2016. There are also
some helpful practical tips for your
next holidays or business trip.
Spartacus is the number one gay
guide for a reason and they
continue to be the best gay book
(offline and online) there is. 

) QUEER BASHING by Tim
Morrison (Thunderpoint
Publishing). 'The first queerbasher
McGillivray ever met was in the
mirror.' From the revivalist
churches of Orkney in the 1970s,
to the gay bars of London and
Northern England in the 90s, via
the divinity school at Aberdeen.
Morrison tells us the story of
McGillivray, self-centred,
promiscuous hypocrite, failed
Church of Scotland Minister, and

his own worst enemy. Determined
to live life on his own terms,
McGillivray fails to take note of the
writing on the wall, a failure that
leads to him being followed home
one night, and subjected to a
brutal attack that changes
everything. Raw and
uncompromising, this is a viciously
funny but ultimately moving
account of one man's desire to
come to terms with himself and
live life as he sees fit. 

) WHAT BELONGS TO YOU by
Garth Greenwell (Farrar, Straus
and Giroux). One autumn day, an
American teacher enters a men’s
toilet beneath Sofia’s National
Palace of Culture. He meets Mitko,
a charismatic young hustler, and
pays for sex. He returns to Mitko
again drawn by hunger, loneliness
and risk, and finds himself
ensnared in a relationship in which
lust leads to mutual predation, and
tenderness can transform into
violence. What Belongs to You is a
very good debut novel of desire
and its consequences. With lyric
intensity and startling eroticism,
Greenwell has created an indelible
story about the ways in which our
pasts and cultures, our scars and

shames can shape who we are and
determine how we love. The ending
is shocking and pushed me back a
few pages to make sure I
understood what had happened,
this is a dark and moody book,
giving night and day equal
measure and showing the relentless
hook and tensions of shame, guilt
and negativity in a slow, still and
almost transcendental way.
Greenwell has a butcher’s knife for
a pen; no fat, just quivering lean
cuts of the tenderest places served
on a still beating heart.  

) THIEF IN THE INTERIOR by
Phillip B Williams (Alice James
Books). I love a good wordsmith,
not just a poet but someone who
gets the essential fluidity of these
apparently ridged brittle
collections of letters and sounds
and melds, moulds, folds and lights
them in such ways as to bring
forth gasps and secret smiles. He
lives the power of word. Williams is
superb, he cradles sentences and
meaning, raises such expectations
only to quietly, slowly take them
from your mind. This collection of

poems, suffused with need,
longing, life and startling burst of
light and terrible wretched
lamented deaths and misery
combine into a pretty good debut
book. Williams’s journey through
his own identity and the identities
forced on him by the society and
the racist, homophobic, prejudiced
expressions of its discomfort. This
is a piercing, political, poetical
scream of awareness, but not one
that is shrill, one of horror, of
beauty, of endless confused
questioning and brutal heartfelt
truth. He shows us uncomfortable
truths, but one that bears
witnessing. This is no book for the
faint-hearted, but then which are
truly that? Even if you don’t buy
it, check out the website he edits
for seriously thought provoking
work. http://vinylpoetry.com
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FROM BARBOY
TO BARD
If you grew up in a small, not very interesting town,
the cosmopolitan city of Brighton & Hove can hold a
magnetic pull – for poet John McCullough it was no
different. By Steven Julian

In April 2016 we will see not one, but two new
John McCullough works come to fruition. One,
a song cycle, The Seven Doors of Danny”
(billed as a music and poetry work), he has
written in collaboration with local
composer Ricky Horscraft and the second is a
new collection of poems called Spacecraft.

John explained: “When Ricky first put the idea
to me about writing something based on
Shakespeare’s Seven Ages of Man, I jumped at
the chance, having spent five years looking at
homoerotic goings on in his plays and sonnets
for my Phd. But we’ve been sure to make it a
very 21st century work.”

Indeed, while the first song captures the
innocent excitement and energy one expects in
childhood things soon take a much darker turn,
with school bullies, self-realisation, criminal
behaviour and a drag queen gangster all
thrown into the mix.

For John, it’s the first time he’s worked with a
musician and he says he has learnt a great deal
on the way about how music and poetry can
work together effectively. (However, he does
not admit to his past experiences as a barman
having any influence on some of the songs’
content.) Three of the songs were previewed to
an invited audience in June 2015 and the

) Since first coming here in 2000 to do a Phd
on Shakespeare at Sussex University, John’s life
has gone from strength to strength. From early
days as a barman in the Bulldog, to meeting
his partner of 12 years to becoming a much-
acclaimed poet, Brighton has been the setting
for numerous joys and successes.

What is it that keeps you here?
“Brighton’s full of movement and colour. It has
a unique identity in terms of having been
associated throughout its history with
outsiders, with dirty weekends and gangsters,
punks and jugglers, alternative sexualities and
subcultures. Walking through the North Laine
or down St James’s Street, you get used to
encountering stilt walkers, drag queens and
Radical Faeries.

“It’s a gloriously weird bubble. And the
feelings conjured up by inhabiting a space like
this can’t help but shape what local writers
produce. The Frost Fairs is the book that
people most associate with me because of it
winning the Polari Prize, and I don't think I'd
have written a book remotely like it if I'd lived
somewhere different. The idea of having all
these gay, transgender and intersex characters
at different points in history definitely sprung
from my relationship with where I live.”

enthusiastic reception told them they were onto
a winning idea. And the villainous drag queen
will be portrayed in cameo by none other than
Brighton favourite, Miss Jason.

The other work of John's coming out in April is
his second collection of poems, Spacecraft,
published by Penned in the Margins.

What can we expect?
“Spacecraft is very different to The Frost Fairs.
It's a book themed around absence and making
things out of nothing. Many of the poems are
about my first partner Andy, who passed away
from an AIDS-related illness. There's also lots
about all the beautiful words that have vanished
from the English language over the centuries,
plus it wouldn't be me if there weren't plenty of
surreal poems featuring flying churches of rain,
people turning into exclamation marks and the
like. The last quarter of the book is a series of
poems about Brighton itself, and being alive and
in love here in the present day.”

After all the promotion for these two
projects, what do you plan to do next?
“No idea. My head has been rather crowded of
late with them both, so I've not really had time
to think. All I can say is it will be something
completely different that moves away from what
I've done before. No sequels! I think any artist
needs to keep experimenting to stay healthy.
Actually I'll probably start with some sleep. That
would be lovely."

SEVEN DOORS OF DANNY
) The Seven Doors Of Danny will be performed
on Saturday, April 2 by members of Actually
Gay Men’s Chorus and University of Sussex
Symphony Orchestra at St Andrew’s Church,
Waterloo Street, Hove, at 7.30pm.

) For more information and tickets from £9,
view: www.thesevendoorsofdanny.com

) For more information about John McCullough,
view: www.johnmccullough.co.uk

“Brighton’s full of movement 
and colour. Walking
through the North Laine or
down St James’s Street, you
get used to encountering
stilt walkers, drag queens,
Radical Faeries”



Why did you turn to this performing style so
late? “If I’d been alive in the 1930s and 40s I’d
have been signed to a studio writing songs for
musicals. As it is I had a great career writing for
people like Chaka Khan and Elton John’s Rocket
Music. My father cast a long shadow and it took
me a long time to break out of that. When I
lived in Brighton I tried a few things: the one-
woman show based on Joan Crawford playing to
four people a night, two of whom were asleep,
drunk (he laughs, but he’s serious). Then I won
Best Cabaret in 2011 at the Brighton Fringe and
that set me on the right road. Jeremy King OBE
no less, of Corbyn & King, saw the act, believed
in me and gave me a chance. Now I play to
wonderful repeat audiences and of course the
lovely reviews are nice, but it’s bums on seats
that tell the story. I’m so thankful.” 

Is LGBT History Month important to you? 
“It’s so much easier to move forward with a
sense of power knowing where you’ve come
from. There’s been a long struggle but we’ve
come so far. It’s difficult to believe that it was
only in the 1960s that gay male relationships
were legalised. It’s so important to tip your hat
to those who went before and say thank you.
But when I see Gay Pride and the parties and
the festivals, I’m afraid that doesn’t sit easily
with me. How can we party when right now gay
men and women in Africa are being persecuted,
burned alive in the street for who they are. We
need to work for them too.” 

Ty and I speak 24 hours after the death of
David Bowie is announced, and as Ty had
already mentioned Bowie and he was present
in our minds, I asked Ty who his heroes are.

“Josephine Baker, for raising herself up from the
quagmire of racism in the USA in the 1920s to
become a superlative and groundbreaking artist
and one of the greatest stars France has ever
known (my godmother Ada Bricktop Smith was
her lover!). Brothers George and Ira Gershwin
for writing what makes up a large part of the
Great American Songbook, and all those gorgeous
songs on Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers movie
soundtracks (as a child Ty knew Astaire and
danced with him down Sunset Blvd one night
after dinner with his parents). Of course Harvey
Milk for his courage in being the first openly
gay politician in the USA and thus paving the
way for a better world for all, and yet getting
murdered in process just for being who he was.”

) Ty has a residency on Sundays at The Crazy
Coqs, London and then heads to the US in
March and April for shows in New York and San
Francisco. 

different. Ru Paul’s Drag Race is great, but on
one level. What I do is try to take the audience
on another journey into a sparkly darker world.
Don’t get me wrong, I like to be called a drag
queen, but I prefer to call myself that than
someone else say it. Drag is much greater and
far reaching than people realise. Barbara, Judy,
Chaka, even Marylin Manson and of course
David Bowie all did their drag, putting on their
mask. It’s all drag.”

Is there a sadness to the creation, a
melancholic quality to Miss Hope Springs?
“Julian Clary very kindly described her as
‘tragi-comic genius’, so yes. Growing up, I
loved Buster Keaton, yes Charlie Chaplin but
more Buster Keaton and in many ways Hope
Springs is similar in that she’s a sad clown,
albeit a technicolour one!”

Although Ty hails from a performing
dynasty, his father, the celebrated Lionel
Jeffries, never saw Miss Hope Springs.
“He came and saw me play the piano and sing
in places like the Ritz, and Kensington Roof
Gardens as a cocktail pianist. He never saw this
but I know he would have loved her. He was
friends with Danny La Rue and played opposite
him in Hello Dolly when Danny played Dolly.
And if you want to see what my father looks
like in drag? Take a look at Blue Murder at St
Trinians, he looks just like his mother. I’m just
pleased that I inherited my mother’s legs!”

) Ty Jeffries is an established songwriter and
music producer having previously worked with
Chaka Khan and been signed to Elton John’s
Rocket Music Group to name two career highs.
But in recent years, Ty has found his true
performing stride in the guise of Miss Hope
Springs. “In many ways Miss Hope Springs is a
lost spirit that found me, I really believe that.
I write the material, but once I’m into the hair
and make-up she finds me.” 

Last year, as Miss Hope Springs, Ty established
himself as the ‘go to’ residency act with a six
month home at The Hippodrome Casino in
Leicester Square and now performs a regular
Sunday show at The Crazy Coqs in Piccadilly
which sells out week after week. 

How do you keep the material fresh and
exciting for those audiences? 
“I consider myself to have been very lucky in
that I’ve had the residencies, I’ve been on and
off at The Crazy Coqs for four years. I’ve a large
back catalogue and can add a ‘Carry On’ twist
to that line. I write more songs, bring in new
songs and old songs from a range of shows.” 

Although Miss Hope Springs is a fictional
creation, she’s very much rooted in a reality.
“She’s a musical lady of a certain age, trapped
in about 1972 - a lounge act. She has a past in
showbiz following her humble beginnings on a
trailer park. She has the kind of repertoire you
would expect from a Bacharach & David-style
show with the odd Beatles song thrown in,
except they are all entirely original
compositions. I write all the songs. 

Where does Miss Springs sit in the current
tradition of cabaret performance? 
“Cabaret has been co-opted to mean many
things from fire-eating to stripping now. Hope
comes from that high-end supper club culture;
Peggy Lee, Julie London, Marlene Dietrich,
glamour and gloss, Noel Coward even. She’s
one of those older women keeping her career
going, continuing to strive for success and all
the layers that go with that. It’s not an act to
be taken on a superficial level, it’s very

HOPE SPRINGS FORTH
Craig Hanlon-Smith beats the January blues by spending
the evening chatting to Ty Jeffries, aka Miss Hope Springs.
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GAMES

) As Wade Wilson is a character that routinely breaks the fourth wall
you would think he would be an ideal character to translate into video
games and you would be correct. Deadpool has appeared in numerous
video games and is usually voiced by one of two actors: John Kassir
and the infinitely more well-known Nolan North, he of Nathan Drake /
Uncharted fame. As it would take a long time to list every single one of
his videogame appearances let’s instead focus on some of the best
games where he is both playable and definitely mental!

First up is the X-Men Legends /
Ultimate Alliance series of
games. I am going to bunch
these two series’ together as they
were both developed by Raven
Software and use the same voice
actor for Wade in all of his
appearances, the aforementioned
John Kassir. Deadpool is playable
in X-Men Legends 2 after
completing the game, Marvel

Ultimate Alliance from the get go and Marvel Ultimate Alliance 2 in
some versions after defeating him in combat or from the get go in
others. As you would expect, Deadpool is fully aware that he is in a
videogame and uses this knowledge in many of his quips, one-liners and
various stories. For instance, in Ultimate Alliance 2 after you choose one
of two sides, he remarks that maybe you should choose the other option
for your next playthrough to experience all of the story. The best
instance of this is during the first Ultimate Alliance where he uses the
origins of various characters such as Blade, Thor and Daredevil to create
his own barmy backstory before relenting and telling his actual one.

Next we have the third
instalment of the
popular fighting series,
Marvel vs Capcom,
which sees Deadpool as
a playable combatant
alongside other Marvel
characters such as
Phoenix, Doctor Doom

and X-23. He uses his most famous weapons and tech such as swords,
guns and a teleporter to battle his opponents as well as breaking the
fourth wall constantly before, during and after fights where he usually
berates or congratulates the player depending on how they did during
the match. He takes fourth wall breaking to the next level when he rips
both the health and hyper combo bars off of the screen to beat his
opponents to death with for his ultimate supermove. 

Finally we have the videogame that gets the character of Deadpool spot
on and what else could it be but his own self-titled game: Deadpool.
Featuring cameos from most of his back catalogue and more besides,
Deadpool sees you take control of the Merc with a mouth as he teams
up with real-life developers, High Moon Studios, to create the most
awesome game ever. What follows is a game that parodies comics and
videogames alike as well as being a tour de force for Nolan North who
completely gets into character and makes the game worth playing.

COMICS

) After an awful and downright embarrassing appearance in 2009’s X-
Men Origins: Wolverine, this month sees the highly anticipated release

of the Deadpool movie, actually
starring a faithful representation of the
character. Deadpool, real name Wade
Wilson, will once again be played by
huge comic fan Ryan Reynolds but this
time around he is getting to play the
character he always wanted to.
Ironically, whilst it is starring the same
actor in the same role as X-Men Origins,
this version of Deadpool is completely
separate from the X-Men spin-off but
does take place in the same
continuity… yeah try and get your

head around that one! After the reboot / retelling of the X-Men
universe that Days of Future Past caused it seems that this new version
of Deadpool fits into the new universe as X-men Origins along with The
Last Stand now is suggested to have never happened. 

For those in the dark about the
character, Wade Wilson is an anti-hero
who first appeared in issue #98 of The
New Mutants way back in 1991. Created
by writer Fabian Nicieza and
artist/writer Rob Liefeld, Deadpool was
originally depicted as a supervillain in
his first few appearances in both The
New Mutants and X-Force but over time
has evolved from his original villainy
into an antihero and occasional member
of the X-Men and later versions of X-
Force whilst also becoming insanely
popular in the process, even though he
is most often associated with the

mutant world he himself is not a mutant but a human mutate like
Spider-Man, meaning he gained his powers through exposure to some
kind of mutagenic compound. In his case he gained his powers after
being experimented on by the Weapon X programme in an effort to
cure his terminal cancer. The treatment worked but left him mentally
deranged as well as gaining superhuman powers.

Deadpool’s powers are basically the same
as Wolverine and Sabertooth’s, meaning he
has an extremely accelerated healing
factor. Unlike the feral mutants, Deadpool’s
healing factor far exceeds theirs meaning
he can heal from literally any injury,
including complete incineration and
decapitation - he even managed to regrow
his head after it was decimated by the Hulk
no less. Another side effect of his powers,
apart from the mental instability, is that
the treatment has left him heavily scarred
all over his face and body. This is because his normal cells, as well as
the cancerous ones, are unable to die due to his healing factor leaving
his outward appearance a bit of a mess and something his powers can
never seem to fix. Not unlike She Hulk before him Deadpool is fully
aware he is a comic book character and regularly breaks the fourth
wall, which is often used to humorous effect. In fact he has used this
knowledge to gain an advantage on various opponents over the years,
even going so far as reading past issues of his or other comics to learn
their abilities and weaknesses. 

GEEK SCENE
COMICS & GAMES BY CRAIG STORRIE
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SHOPPING
WITH MICHAEL HOOTMAN

) A NEW LEAF (Eureka blu-ray). Walter
Matthau stars as a wealthy heir who, finding
his cash is running out, realises his only
option is to marry money. And the first
eligible woman he meets is gawky gauche
botanist Henrietta Lowell (Elaine May). The
film certainly has some funny scenes -
Matthau failing to comprehend the simple
fact that he’s now got no more money is an
early highlight. There’s also some sterling
support from the likes of James Coco as

a malevolent uncle, and George Rose – who seems to be channelling
Alan Bennett – is great as Matthau’s butler. But May's character is
supposed to be awkward-but-lovable, though in reality she’s just
annoying, and as a whole the film is competent but forgettable.

) Mini Satchel, £81 (Cambridge Satchel
Company, 6 Bond Street, Brighton, 01273 721660)

) Japanese Porcelain
Mug, £22 (Workshop
13a Prince Albert St,
Brighton, 01273 731340,
workshopliving.co.uk)

) V&A Garden Trowel, £21 (Pussy, 3a Kensington
Gardens, Brighton, 01273 604861)

) Perpetual Calendar, £21.95 (in house space,
28 Gloucester Rd, Brighton, 01273 682845)

) From the Heart Luxury 
Tea Collection, £20 A perfect
Valentine’s gift, it comprises 
Strawberry & Mango, Rooibos 
Orange, Jasmine Princess and Hunan
Green. (Available from Harrods and
newbyteas.co.uk)

) The Personal Barber focuses on the classic razor and brush style of
shaving introducing men to the benefits of using a single blade. Your first
delivery box includes a signature engraved safety razor, shaving brush,
soap, blades, and step-by-step instructions guiding you through the best
shave of your life. Each month afterwards you will receive a completely
new selection of hand-picked products, including new soaps, blades and
extra pre and post-shave products to try out such as oils, balms, colognes
and alums. Cost of The Personal Barber subscription box is either £24.95
per month on a rolling basis, or £17.95 per month for a pre-paid 12 month
subscription. All subscriptions can be bought from their website and
delivered as a gift direct to the recipients address. The perfect gift for the
elegant man who wants to set the trend. http://thepersonalbarber.com

) Poodle Cushion, £18.99 (England at
Home, 22b Ship St, Brighton, 01273 205544)
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FLOWER POWER
This Valentine’s month Neil Rushton of stylish and
fragrant newcomer Hunter Florist on St James’s Street
talks to Eric Page about all things floral.

owner will look after them properly.

What’s your biggest headache?
Using flowers that aren't fully in season, out of
season they are never as big or open as you
need them to be.

What makes you cringe? 
When pastel and vibrant clashing colours are
put together, or dyed flowers. 

Your perfect flowery threesome?
White Hyacinth, ivory Norma Jean roses and
Stephanotis with a hint of fresh mint.

Who would do your own personal event,
McQueens or Simon Lycett? 
McQueens; I love their style, the way they use
flowers, the choices they put together.

) Tell us about your shop’s style? 
I like the flowers to speak, so all packaging is
understated, and the décor of the shop is
neutral, to allow the plants and flowers to
shine.

How do you feel about your success? 
You’re only as good as your last arrangement,
there’s no room for being complacent so I’m
always pushing myself to keep standards high.

What got you into floristry? 
I was a window dresser in a large London
department store for 11 years, and used a lot
of large faux flowers, and moved on to fresh
flowers. That's when I got the bug to work with
flowers and plants as a career.

What brought you to Brighton?
The space, fresh air and opportunities.

What’s your signature flower? 
I love Snowdrops, one of the first flowers to
push through the icy ground, and Blossom too,
pink, flouncy, and a true sign that summer is
on its way.

Do you talk to your flowers? 
I always talk to the flowers and plants; I tell
them how pretty they are and hope their new

Has being LGBT influenced your business? 
Being LGBT has taught me that you have to stick
to your guns and push yourself all the way,
nobody else is going to do it for you.

Any advice for budding LGBT business folk?   
Be prepared for whatever walks through the
door, and be willing to adapt.

What’s your typical working day? At the shop
for 7am, order stock from local wholesaler and
Holland, check flowers’ condition and deliveries,
serve customers, e-mail husbands and brides
regarding wedding orders, around 6pm start to
close up, then a walk with my pooch.

What’s your favourite flower joke? 
The bills my wholesalers give me are a joke at
times.

Any online presence? 
Hunter Florist will have an online shop soon,
you can call to order 01273 621229

COMPETITION
) Hunter Florist are very generously offering a
Gift Voucher of up to £50 for one lucky reader
who can answer the following question: 

Q: What number on St James’s Street is Hunter
Florist?

Send your answer to info@gscene.com with
Hunter’s Flowers Competition in the subject
line.
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control infection rate. One such concern was
that some local councils, through their financial
commitment to local lesbian and gay support
groups, were thought to be encouraging
homosexuality at a time when this should
actively be discouraged as we appeared to be
spreading disease faster than a yeast infection
in a laboratory petri dish. And to remind you,
we are no longer in 1888, but one-hundred
years later in 1988 with Prime Minister Thatcher
at the helm. 

And so Clause 28, was born to manage this:
The Local Government Act of 1988 added to the
existing statute of England, Scotland and Wales
the amendment of Clause 28 in two sections: 
Section 2A: A local authority shall not
intentionally promote homosexuality or publish
material with the intention of promoting
homosexuality. No Brighton & Hove City Council
bankrolling Pride celebrations then. And now
here comes the killer blow: 
Section 2B: A local authority shall not promote
the teaching in any maintained (state) school
the acceptability of homosexuality as a
pretended family relationship.

Pretended: To behave as if something is true
when you know that it is not, especially in
order to deceive people or as a game (The
Cambridge English Dictionary). 

Clause 28 remained in place in Scotland until
2000 where upon it was abolished upon the
introduction of the Scottish Parliament. In
England and Wales it was repealed in 2003
during New Labour’s second term in office. And
just to be clear, major players in your current
2016 Government voted against the repeal of
Clause 28 including the current Home Secretary
and the Prime Minister. 

And so between 1988 and 2003, any young
person struggling with their sexual orientation,
perhaps bullied, beaten, internally tortured,
could receive no support by law from the
authorities in place to do just that. The
Government all but handed out the sleeping
pills and the razor blades and told them to
hurry up, get on with it and don’t make a mess
on the carpet. 

And we ask is LGBT History Month necessary?
February was selected to mark our multifaceted
and colourful background in order to specifically
commemorate the celebrations of the abolition
of Section (Clause) 28. Well, that only works if
you tell people. Section or Clause 28 will cast a
shadow over some for many years yet.

) There are versions of the world that are
shared by the masses. Collective experiences
that as a rule the majority of the populace
have either not been able to escape, or have
actively taken an expected interest in. The
Royal Weddings of Charles and Diana, William
and Kate, even Camilla and Charles. Then the
impending birth of the next generation of said
Royals. The arrival of the latest Prince or
Princess and the chronic morning sickness of
their mother. Experiences, which are
celebrated across all forms of media from
electronic to print, the minutiae analysed on
chat shows and given top billing on our news
bulletins; a glimmer of glamourous hope amid
the fire, flood and famine. And then there are
the latter; the shared misery both singed and
soaked. The great fire of London of yesteryear,
and the torched town centres at the hands of
the disaffected during the riots of the early
1980s and late 2000s. The thousands locked
out of their homes this winter as river after
river burst their banks following hurricane-lite
storms now laughingly christened after the
old-boy who runs the local garage. The then
televised famines of sub-Saharan Africa and
now the Middle East. One event manipulated
to spawn the unfortunate phenomenon of the
super-group charity recording, the other to set
the animal rights activists aghast as we learn
the starving really began once all the stray
cats and dogs had been eaten. Collective
heartstrings and arteries hardening at the
sight of an emaciated child from Syria that yet
cannot bear the suffering of a stranger’s puppy.

And yet so much pedestrian history remains
elusive to those outside the restrictions of our
own brackets. The recent, and final BBC-
produced, series of The Voice is illuminating, in
that despite Boy George’s incessant ability to
outstrip his fellow judges in blazing charisma
and one-liners so sharp to surely secure him a
coach load of vocal tutees (“I’ll make you so
famous drag queens will impersonate you”), no
one under the age of 35 had a clue who he
was. In episode one, there was the sense that
the final contestant of the day only selected
him as she sensed a kindred spirit as one of

CRAIG’S THOUGHTS 
The Time is Now. OR: HisStory, HerStory,
it’s all our story by Craig Hanlon-Smith
@craigscontinuum

society’s misfits, rather than an interest or
faith in his career history. A singer who has
been releasing music for 34 years. Boy who?

Within the last six weeks I have sat at a dinner
table on two separate occasions aghast at my
heterosexual companion’s complete ignorance
of Clause (often mistakenly labelled ‘section’)
28, a contemporary amendment to a hundred-
year-old Government Act that sent countless
LGBT teenagers into a locked bathroom armed
with a bottle of sleeping pills and a razor
blade. Whilst Boy George may be able to laugh
away generational differences between him and
his contestants as the by-product of a 30-year
age difference, my dinner companions were
both of my generation and yet ignorant of 28’s
existence let alone impact. 

The Local Government Act of 1888 came about
when the Conservative Government of 1886 did
not secure enough seats to govern alone and
had to rely upon the Liberal Unionist Party.
How history repeats itself. The liberals used
their influence to set up a now long-
established system of local Government, or
councils, which would be funded by national
Government but would have a degree of
independence when it came to deciding how to
spend this money at a local level.

One-hundred years later, the UK, along with
the rest of the world, was in the grip of AIDS-
related hysteria and Western Governments were
in a state of panic in how to deal with the
immediate crisis at hand, but also to consider
the future of an apparent rising and out of

“Within the last six weeks I’ve sat at a dinner 
table on two separate occasions aghast at my
heterosexual companion’s ignorance of Clause
28, that sent countless LGBT teenagers into a
locked bathroom armed with a bottle of
sleeping pills and a razor blade”



TANTRIC SEX AND THE MEANING OF LIFE...
) Every Time I Find the Meaning of Life they Change It - this is the
title of a book by Daniel Klien that caught my attention as I was
browsing at Waterstones last week. It made me chuckle!

The thing is, I might just have discovered the meaning of life, the
universe and everything in a book I’m currently reading about the
Philosophy, History and Practice of Tantra by a respected and
remarkably lucid Sanskrit scholar, Christopher Wallis. 

Because Tantra is one of the few spiritual traditions which embraces
sex and sexuality within its meditative practices, and because we live
in a culture which generally sees spirituality as separate and somehow
above sexuality, there is much confusion and misinformation about it
all. One friend said to me when I was considering paying for a Tantric
massage: “Come on- it’s not worth that! It’s just a posh wank”. And a
few days ago I was chatting with some friends, one of whom is
training as a Tantric Masseur, and none of us could come up with a
definition of what Tantra actually was.

So, brace yourself - here’s the
central belief system from
page 55 of Wallis’s book:
“All that exists, throughout all
time and beyond, is one
infinite divine Consciousness,
free and blissful, which
projects within the field of its
awareness a vast multiplicity
of apparently differentiated
subjects and objects: each
object an actualisation of a
timeless potentiality inherent
in the Light of Consciousness,
and each subject the same
plus a contracted locus of self
awareness.

“This creation, a divine play, is the result of the natural impulse within
Consciousness to express the totality of its self-knowledge in action, an
impulse arising from love. The unbounded Light of Consciousness
contracts into finite embodied loci of awareness out of its own free will.

“When those finite subjects then identify with the limited and
circumscribed cognitions and circumstances that make up this phase of
their existence, instead of identifying with the trans-individual
overarching pulsation of pure Awareness that is their true nature, they
experience what they call ‘suffering’.

“To rectify this, some feel an inner urge to take up the path of spiritual
gnosis and yogic practice, the purpose of which is to undermine their
misidentification and directly reveal within the immediacy of
awareness, the fact that the divine powers of Consciousness, Bliss,
Willing, Knowing and Acting comprise the totality of individual
experience as well - thereby triggering a recognition that one’s real
identity is that of the highest Divinity, the Whole in every part.

“This experiential gnosis is repeated and reinforced through various
means until it becomes the non-conceptual ground of every moment of
experience, and one’s contracted sense of self and separation from the
Whole is finally annihilated in the incandescent radiance of the
complete expansion into perfect wholeness.

“Then one’s perception fully encompasses the reality of a universe
dancing ecstatically in the animation of its completely perfect divinity.”

Wow - just wow!
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GAY BY ASSOCIATION
) Let me tell you about a very good friend of mine. In my previous
job I had the privilege to meet one of the world's true gentlemen.
Robert is the kind of man that you could ask almost any favour of. In
fact when I was going through a particularly difficult time at work a
few years ago, he was incredibly supportive and he definitely was one
of the reasons why I got through it. My husband has also become very
close with Robert and we often still invite each other for dinner. 

Now the other thing you may need to know about him is that he is
straight. Shock horror, a gay couple can have a single straight man as a
friend. Not really! Robert is so comfortable in his own sexuality that he
doesn’t have any issues with spending time in the company of gay
men.

A few weeks ago, on Christmas Eve, we had the pleasure of being
invited, along with a Dutch friend, who was staying with us over the
yuletide, to Robert's house for dinner. In total we were a party of
eight. Robert’s cousin and his wife, and Robert’s two daughters were
also there. We had a wonderful evening, lots to eat and drink and
much laughter and fun was had. 

A few days later we were again in Robert’s company as we were all
invited to a mutual friend’s party. Our friend Kees asked Robert if his
daughters found it strange that their dad had two gay men as very
close friends. Robert simply responded by saying that he had brought
his daughters up to respect people and not to judge them. He then
however went on to tell a story which both shocked and amused me.

“Robert responded that he had 
brought his daughters up to respect
people and not to judge them”

A few weeks before Christmas, a former colleague of mine was talking
to Robert over lunch. Robert wouldn’t tell me who it was and to be
honest I don’t really care to know. During the conversation my name
came up and this former colleague asked Robert if he was still in

touch with me. Robert told
them ‘yes’ and that in fact he
would be seeing quite a lot of
me and my husband Roger over
the holidays. The response from
Robert’s colleague was, in my
opinion, hysterical: asking if he
was gay too. 

If you ever met Robert you
would understand my
amusement. I think that he
must be one of the straightest
men that I have ever met.
Robert was not upset by this
narrow-minded remark and he
just chuckled and responded by
saying one word: ‘No’. 

I guess that there are still a lot
of people who live in a very
small and limited world, but
this did make me think, would
this individual assume that if

Robert spent a lot of time with a postman, he would obviously, by this
reasoning, also be a postman? Hmmm, makes you wonder.

WALL’S WORDS
BY MIKE WALL

GAY WISDOM
BY GAY SOCRATES
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wealth from his ‘wife’ - the ancestor of Earl
Kitchener (the gay, soldier recruiter) and
footlady to the Queen. 

One thing we agree on is about keeping the
Monarchy. For some reason people think that I
want to get rid of the Queen. Here, in print, I
state my case – the Monarchy has to stay.
There? Feel better?

Lord Duck down sees the Monarchy as some sort
of non-aspirational capping system which
infuriates him because the closest he can get is
to marry one of their servants. I have no such
aspirations and do think that without the
Monarchy the class system will fall to the
ground, as it should. I also believe that it’s the
likes of Lord Downtime’s attitudes that rocks
the ground the Monarchy walks upon. The
upper-classes are rich and they just bloody well
get on with it. The Queen probably does have a
Morphy Richards toaster as depicted in
everything by fellow left-wingers who don’t go
‘too far’ like Peter Morgan et al. Giving a bit of
life to the Monarchy as ordinary people. Which
of course is exactly what they are. But when it
proclaims to be critical, it has problems.
Richard Curtis, The Frauds and all the rest are as
far up the aristo back passage as anyone. 

My reasoning for not dismantling the Monarchy
is simple: it would take no time at all for those
A-holes to rush for a new Crown but this time
they’ll have absolute power. In a freaky way the
Monarchy keep a lid on all that. And if they
weren’t there it would take only a few years for
Britain to become an autocratic, nay
totalitarian, state. Because seemingly, that’s all
we’ve always wanted. Someone to take care of it
for us regardless of the price of our liberty.
Okay, you’ve forced me to say it… Due to the
electorate’s ignorance surrounding the continual
eroding of everything from public companies to
the BBC and the NHS: together with the fact
that apparently everyone is encouraged to hate
the rich but desperately wants to become them
or whatever he said… I kind of agree. It’s clear
that the electorate should not be trusted with
decision-making. Including electing any more
leaders. 

Thought crime is now monitored on the
interweb and actual crime on your local CCTV
cams – still the highest per capita than any
other nation. Do we really trust the British
public not to see the signs of creeping
incarceration and act accordingly? ‘Well, what
can I do about that?’ is not the answer you
should be hearing in a democracy. 

charliebauerphd.blogspot.co.uk/2014/11/ho
w-downton-abbey-shat-on-social-
reform_4.html

CHARLIE SAYS 
Downton is gone – and taken the
aristocracy with it! By Charlie Bauer Phd
http://charliebauerphd.blogspot.co.uk

“If he read up on his Lenin he’d know that out  
of control capitalism will consume everything
in its path. The same path that leads migrants
across Europe and me to Lidl”

And can we make it Scunthorpe Spy? Then MI6
could be Corporation Road police station. And
there’s too little dialogue in the scripts as
well. So, now that he’s straight, can we have a
complication with the wife. Push the boat out
a bit – make her an alcoholic. And a school
teacher... throw it on at 8pm on Wednesday
just to catch the Corrie crowd… Lovely…

Lord Downtoon fails (like everyone else) to
remember that the BBC is a public company.
He whines on that the BBC do not see that
their obligation is to reflect the differing
viewpoints of the population - only the
viewpoints of a group of the population of
which they approve. The BBC’s charter is about
pan-diversity amongst other things. Maybe
there’s a little teeny bit of racism going on
here. Or perhaps all of the Arab language
subtitle programmes on primetime BBC1, that
he finds cloying. So, he’s not just saying
something like communism didn’t work, he’s
stating that socialism and perhaps basic rights
for the poor should also be repealed. If he
read up on his Lenin he’d know that out of
control capitalism will consume everything in
its path. The same path that leads migrants
across Europe and me to Lidl.

Apparently nothing is more unconvincing than
the impoverished aristocrat. This is interesting
coming straight from his Tory seat in the
Lords. Of course the no-history Americans are
buying his slop like Harrods’ cheap gin but the
implications here in Blighty are just vile. Most
importantly he is screwing it up for the people
in his adopted class who are now becoming
itchy. He has no breeding and only inherited

) There had been a jump in the readership of
my Downton Abbey article from November
2015. But then, it seemed that the internet is
trolling for anything about Downton because it
is reaching its sad end. Seems it’s been sad
from the very beginning if you ask me. The
Doomton Grand PooBah feels he has to top it
off in an interview just incase the dénouement
wasn’t quite bitter enough. Muttering
something along the lines that ‘all’ of us want
to be rich but are encouraged to hate people
who are...’

This statement is not a brilliant advertisement
of the ruling class. They don’t like it one little
bit because he’s rattling the revisionist boat
again. They just like to sit anonymously and
spend their wealth. Or keep it. Just imagine
keeping an economy stable without rattling
any cages everyday of every year. If there is
any social upheaval before Theresa May has a
chance to get everyone on file, they know it
won’t end nicely for them. In fact, old Mr
Downtime is pretty much hated by everyone
who isn’t American. 

But in a way he has a point. Every time we buy
a new iPod we think we’re ‘being affluent’. But
mass-consumption set against upgrade
disposability has kept us all poor – usually as
micro technology firms brand their goods
obsolete within a few years as the software
outlives the hardware. 

Perhaps more importantly Mr Downyournose
has made scathing attacks on the BBC saying
that it lives in a 1970s bubble. If only the BBC
were a private company controlling the media,
then they could have told him that for every
Downshaft there are many BBC dramas already
playing on international platforms. Could ITV
ever make something like London Spy? Of
course they could. Lovely idea. But, erm… can
you make the protagonist not gay? Just that
our surveys say that if the majority of the
working class viewers see two men kissing
they’re likely to turn over?
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TWISTED
GILDED GHETTO
BY ERIC PAGE

POLICE LGBT
LIAISON TEAM
BY PC SARAH LAKER & RORY SMITH

YOU’RE HISTORY  
) We all know about St Valentine’s, who is actually two saints
blended together, but what about those other famous saints from
February swept away by the Reformation and the erasing protestant
zeal of the iconoclasts? Disguised as a nun, Eric Page breaks into the
Vatican Archives to seek out the truth of those holy folk lost to the
mists of time. 

St Madoc of Ruth (907AD): the daughter of a tap dancing druid, her
mother a legendry beauty and cheese maker, with black raven hair and
blue eyes. Madoc lived in Ruth a little hamlet on the outskirts of
modern day Swansea. She had refused to join the pagan Prince of

Wales in a vile savage ceremony of titration
and homoeopathic witchcraft. In a jealous
rage he ordered her sacred xylophone broken,
then her cruel death. She was martyred by
having three baking stones hung around her
neck and then thrown down the Hidihi well.
Now a venerated Holy Well at Ystred Mynucdd
it’s said that every feast day of St Madoc her
three bells still ring out. 

St Bassey of the Vibrato (302AD) grew up the daughter of a
Carthaginian nobel man who governed the Roman outpost of Isca on
the lower Welsh plains, where modern day Cardiff bay now lies. She
converted to Christianity after seeing (and coveting) a rather nice
beaver fur coat the bishop of St David’s minced by wearing. Boiling
with envy and privilege she had him skinned and the fur lined with
his skin - he sang while he was murdered. It’s said that his skin sang
to her day and night until she confessed her horrible crime and sought
the forgiveness of Jesus. She spent the rest of her long life warbling
his hymns and tunes in song of praise to the holy city of the Angels.
The famous reliquary of her withered tongue, an early treasure of the
Welsh Church, was destroyed by Oliver Cromwell who cleaned his boots
with it and threw it in the River Taff. 

“St Ivy of Cwmfelinfach murdered 
her husband rather than convert 
to electricity from gas”

Ester of Carnarvon (1255AD) was a famous Welsh Warrior Queen who
sacked the Abby of Ebbw Vale carting off the fit young monks for her
men to cavort with and then in triumph went to sea in her golden
coracle and was caught in a hideous storm. All her warriors were
drowned and when she was tossed into the tempest it’s said the
clouds parted and a Bible dropped from the heavens on the back of 
a dove, with a cross on its head and a rather nice smell of lavender.
The Bible floated long enough for St Ester to drag herself up the
beach in modern day Porthcawl, where she walled herself up as an
Anchorite in a cave, saw visions of the Virgin Mary and other famous
Marys and prophesied about the coming End Times. The church that
once stood on the site was destroyed in the middle ages and Gareth’s
best Faggot & Peas’ shop now stands on the site. 

St Ivy of Cwmfelinfach murdered her husband rather than convert to
electricity from gas. She was thrown into a deep pit smelling of
sulphur and burning with a smoky flame. As she fell the flame
miraculously went out and she laughed and called out the name of
Jesus many times. A small creature with her characteristic limp was
often seen around the mouth of the pit cooking up lamb stew and
dancing under the moonlight. Carved deep underground in the coal
seam in letters 30 feet high her famous mantra still speaks to us
today: ‘Be Exquisite and never explain’.

CONTACT INFORMATION

) We both have Facebook profiles and a page – our usernames are: 
PC Sarah Laker and LGBT Caseworker Rory Smith, and Brighton &
Hove LGBT Police Team. We tweet @PoliceLGBT. 
Social media should not be used for reporting incidents – please call
us on 101, or if it’s an emergency, 999.

LGBT HISTORY MONTH
) I remember, usually when bored during history lessons at school,
spending ages staring at a poster on the wall. It read: “Life can only
be understood backwards; but it must be lived forwards“, which I now
know to be a quote from Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard. The
irony being that despite being bored by the subject then, as an adult
I find history fascinating and scold myself for not taking more of an
interest in it when I had the chance. 

I wonder though if perhaps I might have found history lessons more
interesting if I’d been taught about the kind of lives our ancestors led.
Would learning about homosexuality in the Roman Empire make
curriculum about the Romans for the umpteenth time much more
relevant? I think the work that School’s Out has done over the past
ten years highlights how much LGBT history has been lost. The likes of
Alan Turing has now become a national hero. His horrific abuse by the
state highlights the trauma suffered by gay men within living memory.
Now that young people are learning about this in the classroom, I hope
this translates to a more sympathetic and understanding generation.

“The work that School’s Out has done 
over the past ten years highlights how
much LGBT history has been lost”

History gives us the insight of what the consequences of an action can
be. As we’ve often heard, hindsight is a wonderful thing. That gives us
the guidance of what to (or not) do, but always a little too late. As
police we bear the weight of history of a poor relationship with LGBT
communities. Thankfully this history can be used for good. It helps us
keep a focus on making it right, keeping pressure on making sure LGBT
people are treated equitably in the delivery of policing to the public.
We know what hasn’t worked, and plainly what makes things worse. We
have also learnt what does work and what helps. 

Another side of LGBT History Month is the focus that it provides for
organisations and LGBT matters. Sussex Police utilises February in this
way. This month we will be holding our LGBT liaison officers training
and Proud Allies awareness day. We have LGBT liaison officers across
the Sussex area now. You can find more details about your local officer
on our website. Our Proud Allies Scheme gives colleagues the tools to
support LGBT people in the workplace, whether that is standing up to
prejudice, advocating for LGBT rights, or supporting a colleague as they
come out at work. With both sessions, cases studies from our historical
record help us train officers and reflect on how best to support LGBT
communities. 

DECEMBER STATS
) In December 2015 we had 15 recorded LGBT hate crimes. Several
incidents were also domestic abuse, which sadly does peak during
the Christmas period. By far the majority of crimes were incidents of
verbal abuse, usually from neighbours or similarly known by the
victim. Such crimes are categorised as violent crime, but thankfully
we can report that there was only one incident of assault.
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It seems that dates on food dictate whether we
should keep it or not rather than just tasting
or sniffing it. I would always do that first
whatever it said on the packet, as long as it's
not too furry or green. I’m a vegetarian though
so I wouldn't have a clue what the rest of you
would do - maybe 30 years is pushing it a bit
for the meat? 

Supermarkets are there to make money from us
after all so it's in their interest rather than ours
to decide when you should throw something out
and then go back and buy some more. Making
us feel anxious and paranoid about what we can
and can't eat in case it makes us ill and
encouraging waste that very often is needless.

The ‘Ripen at Home’ fruit is something that's
caught me out a few times though. It stays rock
hard for at least a week and then suddenly
shrivels. Clearly the window of opportunity for
eating it must happen when I'm asleep or not
looking at the fruit bowl. I do put it in a
composter at least so it's not completely
wasted. But the labelling for this must change.
How about a little addition of 'It's been half
frozen since Morocco, are you having a laugh?'
From a marketing view I suppose this wouldn't
sell quite as well, and possibly some people
rather like being able to buy the fruit and then
have an excuse not to eat it. It's a bit like
joining a gym but then not actually going
because suddenly there was no time. 

“Supermarkets are there 
to make money from us
after all so it's in their
interest rather than ours to
decide when you should
throw something out”

If you live in Lewes you can have your food
waste collected along with the other recycling.
That is your old food and stuff off your plate
having to be conveyed from the doorstep
container to a lorry and emptied. By a person. I
honestly will never moan about my own job
again. I'm very glad Brighton council don't have
this service as the student households in my
street haven't even got the hang of not putting
glass in with the pizza boxes and the street
would look like a medieval alleyway if they were
given further complications.

Anyway, now it's well into a new year and like
everyone else I ate rather more of things I
wouldn't normally eat, so my pudding will have
to keep maturing a little longer - just because I
seem to consist more of stollen and mincemeat
than flesh and bone. I reckon it will be a few
months yet before I feel like it. A little research
found that the oldest one eaten was from 1969,
so there's still time yet. After all, age is just a
number and the proof of the pudding is in the...
keeping?

SHARP WORDS 
Waste not want not! Del Sharp on never
wasting a morsel and why her Christmas
pud will have to mature that little bit longer

I must get it from my mum, who was very fond
of squirreling things away for visitors,
obviously never anticipating one day she
wouldn't be there to share them. Emptying her
larder of chocolates, scenic tins of Scottish
shortbread and Baileys made a sad addition to
my own. But even I had to concede that the
biccies should go to the bird table, though I
did at least taste them first.

There was a time when food didn't have ‘use
by’ instructions - it was introduced in 1970.
Now dates on packets only serve to fuddle the
consumer, we have 'display until', 'best before'
and 'use by', which are all completely
different. No wonder so much food gets thrown
away - apparently 2.6 million tonnes a year
(none of which is mine by the way), while a
further 4.4 million tonnes is wasted due to
people piling it on their plates and not eating
it all. 

Am I the only person who takes leftovers to
work the next day? Not that I'm offering to
take everyone else's as well but it just doesn't
occur to me to throw something away after
going to the trouble of making it. Freezing
leftovers is also great for when in a hurry,
although perhaps I would benefit from
labelling the containers just to minimise the
surprise element for dinner time. 

A friend who had to do national service in
Greece told me he had to cook frozen meat
that was 30 years old. Apparently it needed
more than the usual amount of seasoning to
make it edible but I don't think the recipients
had any other choice on the menu. I would
never dream of doing this - space is far too
short in the freezer.

) Sharp Words has managed once more to not
find the opportunity to eat a Christmas
pudding from 2008, well they're not supposed
to go off are they? If I never eat it I won't
know but then it wouldn't matter anyway. With
so much indulgent food left in the goodie
cupboard from Christmas past (well a few of
them actually) I never got round to the pud.

My offering around of vintage chocolate
liqueurs (which hadn't aged well) to
disappointed guests resulted in a hasty trip to
the bin and a frantic forage for something
more recent - not from the bin, from the
cupboard. Perhaps I shouldn't expect others to
share my stubbornness to relinquish things
that in theory should be alright to eat...
except being a few years out of date. If it's in
a packet or a tin I think it's worth the chance
because surely the packaging is there to
preserve the contents? Although recently I did
decide against eating a sachet of ketchup that
was black - maybe fast food chains don't
design them to last longer than the visit. 

“Perhaps I shouldn't 
expect others to share
my stubbornness to
relinquish things that in
theory should be alright
to eat... except for being
a few years out of date”
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DAD & DADDY
BY SYD SPENCER

NEVER FORGET 
) I recently overheard a conversation on the bus between five young
adults. They were probably in their very early 20s. They were sharing
stories about their plans for the coming weekend, music, fashion etc.

One of the girls shared a story about how she had recently seen a DJ
in a club in London who use to be a pop icon in the 1980s, “He was
really good. He’s called Boy George”. One of the boys stated that he’d
never heard of him but another said, “He used to be in a band called
Culture Club, my Mum likes him.” And then another added, “Didn’t
they sing a song called Karma Chameleon?”

One of the guys then said, “He used to have singles out on his own
too. He had one called No Clause 28 which was against Margaret
Thatcher’s government and her being homophobic.” Silence fell for a
few seconds and then someone asked what Clause 28 was.

I shifted slightly in my seat, readying myself for what would come
next. He told his friends about the suppression of LGBT people in the
1980s, about the fear that homosexuality was being taught to kids in
schools and promoted. Then he discussed Stonewall and briefly talked
about the Pink Triangle and how it was used by the Nazis to label
homosexuals in WW2 but how in the 1970s and 80s it was used by gay
people as a sign of uniformity, how the triangle was turned around so
it was pointing up instead of down, as it had been by the Nazis. 

A quieter voice interrupted his education as one of the girls
mentioned how ashamed she felt of herself for not knowing this. Some
of the others reassured her and also mentioned how they also didn’t
know much of it. “But I should,” she continued, “as a lesbian I should
know more about my history.”

A couple of stops later they all got off the bus and my journey
continued. I thought about whether she was right? Did she have a
duty to know more about the history of not just gay people but of the
LGBT movement itself? I came to the conclusion that yes she probably
did, we all do really.

“People need to know what has 
been achieved by people such
as Harvey Milk, Marsha P Johnson,
Peter Tatchell and so many others”

As much as it’s important to record and educate people about the
struggle of women, the poor and the vulnerability of so many children
across the world and all the other injustices that there are, it’s also
important that the world never forgets the struggles of LGBT people
across the planet in the past and currently now too. People need to
know what has been achieved by people such as Harvey Milk, Marsha P
Johnson, Peter Tatchell and so many others.

Our kids, aged just 10 and 8 years old, have asked us why we weren’t
allowed to get married, why do some of the kids at their school tease
them about their two dads and they have even asked what being
transgender is. I welcome their inquisitive minds, the straight-forward
way they ask questions that so many adults shy away from asking. I
wish more of us still had that honesty trait.

LGBT History Month is very important in my view, as is history in
general. We need to remember to learn from mistakes, to improve and
progress, but also to remember the achievements made, the battles
won and also to thank all those that have come before us that made
this world of ours a little bit better for each new generation and for us
too.

Brand New Responsive
Website starting from:

info@bessi.co.uk         www.bessi.co.uk

Responsive Web Design 
that’s user friendly 

and works great on all devices

£399
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SAM TRANS MAN 
Dr Samuel Hall on making it through
Christmas in one piece and why 2016 
is going to be a year of action.  

crossed that divide, although I’m infinitely
happier, and far less likely to suffer mental ill
health or suicidal ideas, I still feel invisible,
this time as a trans person. I ‘pass’ very well,
and am seen as male in all the circles in which
I move and work. Fewer and fewer people in my
daily life know my trans history, and that’s a
relief, but it’s also another form of hiding,
another layer of invisibility. I’m not really proud
enough yet of my trans history to be honest
about my past. 

I’ve always said that trans people have to ‘come
out’ twice - and now I’m facing that reality. The
first time was so horrific, I’m loathe to do it
again, but I know it’s a necessary part of my
future journey. I want to be a role model, a
giant on whose shoulders others can stand.
There are plenty of LGBT role models I can think
of whose actions and words have changed the
shape of history and left a legacy of pride for
those who follow in their footsteps. 

“Fewer and fewer people 
in my daily life know my
trans history, and that’s a
relief, but it’s also another
form of hiding, another
layer of invisibility”

I’m not saying I want to be famous, just that I
recognise that there’s still much work to be
done, and that those who can, should. I feel
I’m still a little way off feeling proud enough to
come out widely and publicly, especially in my
work environment, but I take inspiration from
people like Shaun Dellenty, a secondary school
teacher turned campaigner who is making waves
against homophobia in secondary education. 

Here in Brighton we’re spoilt, we live in a
bubble of acceptance to a large degree. But
outside of this haven, and in many professions,
mine included, LGBT issues remain hushed,
swept under the carpet - in the words of one of
my colleagues, “you can do what you like in
your spare time, it’s none of my business” - as
though our lives are a sordid story that we
should keep to ourselves. Well I won’t…

Assessment, published last September
[http://bit.ly/1hT3nFu], includes
recommendations for actions to improve life for
trans people in the city. Trans people from
local groups are now working with
representatives from the police, NHS services
(including GPs), universities and council to
oversee the progress of this work. The group
will update quarterly after every meeting and I
have promised to give column space to their
work-in-progress as it develops. 

There have been some real leaps forward in the
past couple of years, and we hope this pace of
change and acceptance will be sustained. The
momentum is driven also by the wider political
advancements, including the Transgender
Equality Report, published by the Women and
Equalities select committee in the House of
Commons, which goes a long way to redress
some of the gross infringements of human
rights endured by trans people in the UK today,
including access to healthcare and fair
treatment by government bodies and statutory
services. 

Unfortunately there is still a lot of work to do
for the non-binary cause. I have said this
before, if you are transgender you are almost
certainly going to survive better in the world if
you identify as a part of the gender binary, i.e,
as male or female, regardless of where you
started in physical terms. Folks who identify as
non-binary have the unfortunate experience of
constantly living and negotiating a world that
insists on a daily basis that we declare
ourselves as either/or, and yet they identify as
neither, or both, or just find the binary doesn't
apply to them. It simply doesn't make sense. 
Although it’s not a place of comfort for me,
since I identify very strongly as a male, I do
have some idea of what it must feel like to
identify as non-binary, because the common
experience is invisibility. I felt invisible as a
man prior to transition, and now that I’ve

) Thank goodness that’s over! January is such
a hard month, don’t you think? There’s the
crash after the festivities and the shock of
going back to work. The pain of New Year’s
resolutions kicking in, however long they are
likely to last. The mornings are dark, the
afternoons are dark and the rain… Oh my God
the rain! I don’t think I remember ever seeing
so much rain as we have had this winter. It
seems relentless. Still, the earth’s rotations
have turned the corner and the light will
lengthen soon enough. 

I always feel a certain optimism for this reason
alone, and look forward to springtime and
being able to see some daylight at either end
of the working day. Or night - in my new job
retraining as a GP, I’m undergoing a rather
gruelling 18 months of hospital medicine junior
doctor posts, including runs of night shifts and
arduous hours that I left behind a long time
ago and hoped never to return to! It will all be
worthwhile in the end, I am sure of that, but
right now I’m having to batten down the
hatches in order to get through it all. 

On a happier note I’ve just got engaged to the
lovely lady who has transformed my life in the
six months since we met. I have never felt
more sure of anything in my life, except
perhaps my need to transition, so it hasn't felt
like a difficult decision, even though we have
made it very quickly. 2016 is going to be a
busy year, we’ll be moving to a bigger house,
in order accommodate the five kids that we
have between us, as well as tying the knot at
some point as yet undetermined. The children
are at various stages of acceptance and the
whole thing feels like a project of mammoth
proportions, which is my kind of undertaking,
especially if I can see great benefits. 

In the world of transgender history-making,
which it seems we are constantly in the midst
of, the Brighton & Hove Trans Needs

CLARE PROJECT
meets every
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WEEKLY MENTAL
HEALTH & WELLBEING
SUPPORT GROUP

FOR NON-BINARY
TRANS PEOPLE

Please see website for further details

www.clareproject.org.uk 
f Clare Project

clareprojectinfo@gmail.com

Based in central Brighton, the 

CLARE PROJECT 
WEEKLY DROP-IN

is a safe and confidential space to explore
issues around gender identity. Facilitated peer
support is an important element, as well as
providing access to low-cost psychotherapy

and speech therapy.
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WHILST EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO ENSURE THE
ACCURACY OF STATEMENTS IN THIS MAGAZINE WE CANNOT

ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE VIEWS OF
CONTRIBUTORS, ERRORS, OR OMMISIONS, OR FOR

MATTERS ARISING FROM CLERICAL OR PRINTERS ERRORS,
OR AN ADVERTISER NOT COMPLETING A CONTRACT

FEB 2016 CLASSIFIEDS CALL 01273 749947 BY 12TH FEB
TO GUARANTEE ADVERT PLACEMENT

BUILDERS, CARPENTERS, ELECTRICIANS,
PAINTERS & DECORATORS LGBT CHURCH PROFESSIONAL

SERVICES

MASSAGE &
TREATMENTS

paintworks
GAY PAINTER & DECORATOR

* Competitive Rates
* Interior / Exterior
* Artexing / Coving
* Quality & Reliability Guaranteed

HOME 01273 589329
MOBILE 07973 839214

over 15 years experience

CHAT LINES

SEXUAL HEALTH

LOFT CONVERSIONS • EXTENSIONS • BRICKWORK
PAINTWORK DECORATING • INSURANCE REPAIRS

call mick 07939 581 791

CARPENTRY
& BUILDINGMT

Experienced project managers in refurbishment, 
new build and home adaptations works. 

Get the results you want without having to
shoulder the stress and hassle of sourcing, dealing
with and managing multiple contractors and
suppliers. From a small kitchen or bathroom
through to complete refurbs and home adaptations. 

Registered installers of Impey wetroom systems.

www.primelivinguk.com 0800 690 6282

Need some help with your project?
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LGBT SERVICES
) ACCESS 4 ALL
LGBT disabled people’s forum. Safe, welcoming, support,
activities, awareness. Tel: 07981 170071 or email
stevenwithn@talktalk.net

) ALLSORTS YOUTH PROJECT
Drop-in for LGBT or unsure young people under 26, Tues
5.30-8.30pm. Tel: 01273 721211 or email
info@allsortsyouth.org.uk, www.allsortsyouth.org.uk

) BRIGHTON & HOVE POLICE
Report all homophobic and transphobic incidents to: 
• The Sussex Police 101 (for emergencies 999) 

email: LGBT@sussex.pnn.police.uk
tweet: @policeLGBT and @pclaker

• LGBT Officer PC Sarah Laker on 101 ext 550727
• LGBT Caseworker Rory Smith on 101 ext 550217

or 07775 546548
• Facebook: Brighton LGBT Police

) BRIGHTON & HOVE LGBT SAFETY FORUM
Independent LGBT forum working with the community to
address and improve safety issues in Brighton & Hove.
info@lgbt-safety-forum-brighton.com
www.lgbt-safety-forum-brighton.com

) BRIGHTON & HOVE LGBT SWITCHBOARD
Help-line with email & webchat facility from 5pm daily on
Tel: 01273 204050. 
• LGBT specialist face to face low cost counselling service, 
• LGBT Older peoples' project, 
• LGBT HIP engagement project. 
• Volunteering opportunities call Tel: 01273 234009. 
www.switchboard.org.uk/brighton

) BRIGHTON WOMEN’S CENTRE
Info, counselling, drop-in space, support groups. 
Tel: 01273 698036 or visit www.womenscentre.org.uk

) FTM BRIGHTON
Social/peer support group for FTM, transmasculine &
gender-queer people. Every 3rd Fri of month, 7-9pm at
Space for Change, Windlesham Venue, BN1 3AH. 
For info email info@ftmbrighton.org.uk or visit
www.ftmbrighton.org.uk

) GEMS (GAY ELDERLY MEN’S SOCIETY) 
Social group for mature gay men, meet 7–10pm every last
Fri of month at Dorset Gardens Methodist Church Hall.
Tel: 01273 385000 or info@gems-bh.org.uk
www.brightongems.com

) LESBIAN LINK BRIGHTON
Local social group offers friendship, social events, meets 1st
Thurs at Regency Tavern, 7.30pm. Tel: 07594 578035
www.lesbianlinkbrighton.co.uk

) LESBIAN & GAY AA
12-step self-help programme for alcohol addictions. Sun
7.30pm, Chapel Royal, North St, Btn (side entrance). 
Tel: 01273 203343 (general AA line)

) LGBT NA GROUP
Brighton-based LGBT (welcomes others) Narcotics
Anonymous group every Tue 6.30–8pm, Millwood Centre,
Nelson Row, Kingswood St. Tel: 0300 999 1212

) LGBT MEDITATION GROUP
Meditation & discussion, every 2nd & 4th Thur, 5.30–7pm,
Anahata Clinic, 119 Edward St, Brighton.
Tel: 07789 861367 or www.bodhitreebrighton.org.uk

) LUNCH POSITIVE
Lunch club for people with HIV to meet/make friends, find
peer support in a safe environment. Every Fri,

Thur 7–10pm, Sat 6pm-12am, chatroom HEALTH INFO THT.
• Condom Male: discreet, confidential service posts free

condoms/lube/sexual health info to men who have sex 
with men without access to commercial gay scene in 
East Sussex.

• Positive Voices: volunteers who go to organisations to 
talk about personal experiences of living with HIV. 

• Fastest (HIV Testing): walk-in, (no appointment) rapid 
HIV testing service for men who have sex with men. Pre & 
post test discussion with clinical staff. Results in an hour. 
10 men max tested per session. Mon: 6–8pm. 
(Full sexual health screen available)

• Sauna Fastest at The Brighton Sauna (HIV Testing): 
walk-in, (no appointment) rapid HIV testing service for 
men who have sex with men. Pre & post test discussion 
with clinical staff. Results in 30 minutes.
Wed: 6–8pm. (STI Testing available).

• Face2Face: confidential info & advice on sexual health 
& HIV for men who have sex with men. Face-2-face or 
phone. Up to 3 one hour appointments.

• Specialist Training: wide range of courses for groups/ 
individuals. Specific courses to suit needs.

• Counselling: from qualified counsellors for up to 
12 sessions for people living with/affected by HIV.

• Informed Passions: Expert Volunteers project to identify 
& support sexual health needs of local men who have sex 
with men and carry out field research in B&H on issues 
affecting men’s sexual health. Extensive training provided.

• Lounge (Group for Gay Men Living with HIV):
fortnightly peer support group for gay men. 

• What Next? Thurs eve, 6 week peer support group work 
programme for newly diagnosed HIV+ gay men.

• HIV Support Services: info, support & practical advice 
for people living with/affected by HIV.

• Volunteer Support Services: 1-2-1 community support 
for people living with or affected by HIV.

• HIV Welfare Rights Advice: Find out about benefits or 
benefit changes. Advice line: Mon–Thur 1:30-2:30pm.
1-2-1 appts for advice & workshops on key benefits.

) TERRENCE HIGGINS EASTBOURNE
Dyke House, 110 South St, Eastbourne, BN21 4LZ, 
Tel: 01323 649927 or info.eastbourne@tht.org.uk
• HIV Services support for HIV diagnosis, managing side 

effects, sex and relationships, understanding medication, 
talking to your doctor, finding healthier lifestyle. 
Assessment of support needs and signposting on to 
relevant services. Support in person, by phone or email.

• Support for people at risk of HIV confidential info and 
advice on sexual health and HIV for men who have sex 
with men. Up to 3 one hour appointments depending on 
need. Sessions in person or on phone.

• Web support & info on HIV, sexual health & local 
services via netreach and myhiv.org.uk

• Positive Voices: volunteers who go to organisations to 
talk about personal experiences of living with HIV.

• Positively Social Informal peer support groups for people 
living with HIV, monthly meets in Eastbourne & Hastings.

) WARREN BROWNE UNIT
Free confidential tests & treatment for STIs inc HIV. Hep A &
B vaccinations. Shoreham based. Tel: 01273 461453

NATIONAL HELPLINES
) BROKEN RAINBOW 
LGBT Domestic Violence Helpline, Mon 2-8pm, 
Wed 10-1pm, Thur 2-8pm Tel: 08452 604460 

) LONDON LESBIAN & GAY SWITCHBOARD
Tel: 02078 377324

) POSITIVELINE (EDDIE SURMAN TRUST) 
Mon-Fri 11am-10pm, Sat & Sun 4-10pm Tel: 0800 1696806

) MAINLINERS Tel: 02075 825226
) NATIONAL AIDS HELPLINE 08005 67123

) NATIONAL DRUGS HELPLINE 08007 76600
) THT AIDS TREATMENT PHONELINE
Tel: 08459 470047

) THT DIRECT Tel: 0845 1221200

SERVICES 
DIRECTORY

noon–2.30pm, Community Room, Dorset Gdns Methodist
Church, Dorset Gardens, Brighton. Lunch £1.50. 
Tel: 07846 464384 or www.lunchpositive.org

) MINDOUT
Independent, impartial info, guidance for LGBT people with
mental health problems. 24 hr confidential answerphone:
01273 234839 or info@mindout.org.uk 
www.mindout.org.uk

) PEER ACTION
Regular low cost yoga, therapies, swimming, meditation
& social groups for people with HIV.
peeractionemail@gmail.com or www.peeraction.co.uk

) RAINBOW FAMILIES
Support group for lesbian and/or gay parents.
Tel: 07951 082013 or info@rainbowfamilies.org.uk
www.rainbowfamilies.org.uk

) SOME PEOPLE
Social/support group for LGB or questioning aged 14-19,
Tue, 6-8pm, Hastings. Call/text Nicola Tel: 07974 579865
or email Neil or Nicola: somepeople@eastsussex.gov.uk

) VICTIM SUPPORT
Practical, emotional support for victims of crime. 
Tel: 08453 899 528 

) THE VILLAGE MCC
Christian church serving the LGBTQ community. Sundays
6pm, Somerset Day Centre, Kemptown 
Tel: 07476 667353, www.thevillagemcc.org

HIV PREVENTION, CARE
& TREATMENT SERVICES
) AVERT
Sussex HIV & AIDS info service, available by phone 
Tel: 01403 210202 or email confidential@avert.org

) BRIGHTON & HOVE CAB HIV PROJECT
Money, benefits, employment, housing, info, advocacy.
Appointments: Tue-Thur 9am-4pm, Wed 9am-12.30pm
Brighton & Hove Citizens Advice Bureau, Brighton Town Hall.
Tel: 01273 733390 ext 520 or www.brightonhovecab.org.uk

) CLINIC M
Free confidential testing & treatment for STIs including HIV,
plus Hep A & B vaccinations. Claude Nicol Centre, Sussex
County Hospital, on Weds from 5-8pm. 
Tel: 01273 664721 or www.brightonsexualhealth.com

) LAWSON UNIT
Medical advice, treatment for HIV+, specialist clinics, diet
& welfare advice, drug trials. Tel: 01273 664722

) SUBSTANCE MISUSE SERVICE
CRI / Sussex Partnership Foundation Trust. Open access
drop-in, assessment, support, advice, info on drug & alcohol
issues. Tel 01273 607575. LGB&T worker provides
confidential, non-judgemental outreach service. Support for
people over 18 wishing to address substance misuse. 
Tel 07717 774 658

) SUSSEX BEACON
24 hour nursing & medical care, day care.
Tel: 01273 694222 or www.sussexbeacon.org.uk

) TERRENCE HIGGINS TRUST SERVICES
For more info about these free services go to the THT office,
61 Ship St, Brighton, Mon–Fri, 9.30am–5.30pm.
Tel: 01273 764200 or info.brighton@tht.org.uk
• Venue Outreach: info on HIV, sexual health, personal 

safety, safer drug/alcohol use, free condoms/lubricant 
for men who have sex with men. 

• The Bushes Outreach Service @ Dukes Mound:
advice, support, info on HIV, sexual health, personal 
safety. Free condoms, lube, tea/coffee from Outreach van 
parked next to ‘The Patio’ at the Bushes.

• Netreach (online Outreach in Brighton & Hove): 
info/advice on HIV/sexual health/local services. 
THT Brighton Outreach workers online @ Gaydar: 
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) HEALTH
29 CLINIC M Claude Nicol

Abbey Rd, 01273 664721
www.brightonsexualhealth.com/node/11

30 DENTAL HEALTH SPA
14–15 Queens Rd, 01273 710831
www.dentalhealthspa.co.uk

31 THT BRIGHTON
61 Ship St, 01273 764200

) SHOPS
32 PROWLER

112 St James’ St, 01273 683680
33 SUSSEX BEACON Charity Shop

130 St James’ St, 01273 682992
www.sussexbeacon.org.uk

34 SUSSEX BEACON Home Store
72-73 London Rd, 01273 680264

) ESTATE AGENTS
34 JUSTIN LLOYD (Kemptown)

118 St James’ St, 01273 692424
www.justinlloyd.co.uk

35 JUSTIN LLOYD (Brunswick)
111 Western Rd, 01273 692424
www.justinlloyd.co.uk

) FOOD
1 A-BAR
11–12 Marine Parade, 01273 696691
www.abarbrighton.co.uk

7 CAMELFORD ARMS
30-31 Camelford St, 01273 622386
www.camelford-arms.co.uk

8 CHARLES STREET BAR
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

36 CUP OF JOE
28 St George’s Rd, 01273 698873
www.cupofjoebrighton.co.uk

11 LEGENDS BAR
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

12 MARINE TAVERN
13 Broad St, 01273 681284
www.marinetavern.co.uk

27 NEW STEINE BISTRO
12a New Steine, 01273 681546
www.newsteinehotel.com

13 PARIS HOUSE
21 Western Road, 01273 724195
www.parishouse.com

14 PLOTTING PARLOUR
6 Steine Street, 01273 621238
twitter.com/PlottingParlour

16 REGENCY TAVERN
32-34 Russell Sq, 01273 325652     
www.regencytavern.co.uk

17 SETTING SUN
1 Windmill St, 01273 626192
www.settingsunbrighton.com

19 THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS 
59 North Rd, 01273 608571
www.three-jolly-butchers.co.uk

) SAUNAS
37 BOILER ROOM

84 Denmark Villas, 01273 723733
www.theboilerroomsauna.com

38 BRIGHTON SAUNA
75 Grand Parade, 01273 689966
www.thebrightonsauna.com

) LEGAL & FINANCE
39 ENGLEHARTS

49 Vallance Hall, Hove St, 01273 204411

) COMMUNITY
40 BRIGHTON WOMEN’S CENTRE

72 High St, 01273 698036 
www.womenscentre.org.uk

41 LUNCH POSITIVE
Dorset Gardens Methodist Church, 
Dorset Gardens, 07846 464384 
www.lunchpositive.org

ADVERTISERS’ MAP

13 PARIS HOUSE
21 Western Rod, 01273 724195
www.parishouse.com

14 PLOTTING PARLOUR
6 Steine Street, 01273 621238
twitter.com/PlottingParlour

15 QUEEN’S ARMS
7 George St, 01273 696873
thequeensarms.wix.com/thequeensarms

16 REGENCY TAVERN
32-34 Russell Sq, 01273 325652     
www.regencytavern.co.uk

17 SETTING SUN
1 Windmill St, 01273 626192
www.settingsunbrighton.com

18 SUBLINE
129 St James St, 01273 624100
www.sublinebrighton.co.uk

19 THREE JOLLY BUTCHERS 01273 
59 North Rd, 01273 608571
www.three-jolly-butchers.co.uk

20 ZONE 
33 St James’ St, 01273 682249
www.zonebar.co.uk

) CLUBS
11 BASEMENT CLUB (below Legends)

31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

5 BOUTIQUE CLUB
2 Boyces St @ West St, 01273 327607
www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com

21 DON’T TELL MAMA
75a St George’s St, 07480 292 258
www.donttellmama.co.uk

22

21

8 ENVY (above Charles St Bar)
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

22 REVENGE
32-34 Old Steine, 01273 606064
www.revenge.co.uk

) HOTELS
23 AVALON HOTEL

7 Upper Rock Gdns, 01273 692344
24 GULLIVERS HOTEL

12a New Steine, 01273 695415
www.gullivershotel.com

25 HOTEL PELIROCCO
10 Regency Sq, 01273 327055

26 HUDSONS
22 Devonshire Place, 01273 683642

11 LEGENDS HOTEL
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

27 NEW STEINE HOTEL
10/11 New Steine, 01273 681546
www.newsteinehotel.com

28 QUEENS HOTEL
1/3 Kings Rd, 01273 321222
www.queenshotelbrighton.com

40

26

25

2

10

2

) PUBS & BARS
1 A-BAR
11–12 Marine Parade, 01273 696691
www.abarbrighton.co.uk

2 BAR REVENGE
7 Marine Parade, 01273 606064
www.revenge.co.uk

3 BAR BROADWAY
10 Steine Street, 01273 609777
www.barbroadway.co.uk

4 BEDFORD TAVERN
30 Western Street, 01273 739495

5 BOUTIQUE BAR
2 Boyces St @ West St, 01273 327607
www.boutiqueclubbrighton.com

6 BULLDOG TAVERN
31 St James’ St, 01273 696996
www.bulldogbrighton.com

7 CAMELFORD ARMS
30-31Camelford St, 01273 622386
www.camelford-arms.co.uk

8 CHARLES STREET BAR
8-9 Marine Parade, 01273 624091
www.charles-street.com

9 DR BRIGHTON’S
16 Kings Rd, 01273 208113
www.doctorbrightons.co.uk

10 GROSVENOR
16 Western Street, 01273 438587

11 LEGENDS BAR
31-34 Marine Parade, 01273 624462
www.legendsbrighton.com

12 MARINE TAVERN
13 Broad St, 01273 681284
www.marinetavern.co.uk
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